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ࡣࡌࡵ Introduction
⸨ᕳ⿱அ Prof. Hiroyuki Fujimaki1
The aim of the United Nations University Global Seminar is to enhance the
awareness of the participants about global issues and to get to know how the UN and
international society tackle those issues. In 2013, the UN announced that it would
H[SDQGWKHXVHRIVXVWDLQDEOHHQHUJ\LQDQRIILFLDOGRFXPHQWFDOOHG´6XVWDLnable Energy
IRU$OOLQµ This was because lack of clean, cheap, and abundant energy can cause
hunger, unemployment, poverty, and underdevelopment, all of which can take
opportunities out of people.
7KLV\HDUWKHWKHPHLV´1HZ*OREDO(QHUJ\0L[IRU6XVWDLQDEOH)XWXUHµ,WLV
not just a choice between Green Energy and Black Energy. Nor is it just a matter of
economic efficiency: we are talking about how we live, and how we design our society.
We prepared this seminar along three main pillars. Day one, we discussed why
our energy policy is always discussed as a political, economic or technological issue.
Shouldn't we also take into consideration our safety, ethical problems, and life-style
when we think of our energy policy? In addition, we are not able to ignore the
relationship between energy and human development, because those issues often lead
to conflict and hunger. Day two, we focused on politics and policies for energy security.
7KURXJKRXWRXUKLVWRU\ZHKDYHSOD\HG´HQHUJ\JUDEJDPHVµRYHUDQGRYHUDJDLQ So,
are they obsolete today? We can see them played between developing countries and
developed countries or between developing countries. Day three, we discussed how
international society might realistically depend on alternative renewable energy
sources. We invited stakeholders who are working hard to create a sustainable society.
If you read this report, you will recognize how the participants argued and tackled the
issues to develop their thoughts.
Finally, as the chair of the 29th Shonan Session Committee, I would like to
thank all the committee members, UNU staff, KIF staff, the volunteers who prepared
this report, and all the participants of the seminar for supporting the Global Seminar in
2013.

ᅜ㐃Ꮫࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮➨ 29 ᅇ•༡ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥጤဨ㛗㸭ᮾᾏᏛᑓ௵ㅮᖌ (Chair,
UNU Global Seminar Japan 29th Shonan Session Committee/ Lecturer, Tokai University)
1
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㛤ᘧ
Opening Ceremony
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㛤ᣵᣜ
Opening Remarks
ࢹࣅࢵࢻ࣭࣐࣮ࣟࣥ Prof. David M. Malone1
Distinguished Guests, Participants, Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a great honor and privilege for me to welcome you today here at the
Shonan Village Center on the occasion of the UNU Global Seminar Japan ² 29th
Shonan Session that was launched in 1985. This session is for the young participants
WRVKDUHDQGUHIOHFWXSRQWKHDFKLHYHPHQWVRIRQHRIWKH818·VORQJ-lasting activities.
The UNU global seminar series which originated with the Shonan Session 29
years ago, has been offered in seven places in Japan, from Hokkaido to Okinawa, as
well as abroad in China, Korea, South Africa, Ghana, and Mexico. I should like to note
with much appreciation the enthusiastic cooperation and support of many people who
KDYH PDGH WKHVH VHPLQDUV SRVVLEOH DQG KDYH KHOSHG ZLGHQ WKH 818·V QHWZRUN RI
universities in Japan.
For the Shonan session, I am particularly grateful to the Kanagawa
International Foundation, or KIF, for co-organizing the seminar for the past 18 years.
The Japan Foundation for the UNU has also been an untiring supporter of the seminar
from the very beginning, and I remain truly appreciative of its continuing support.
Without saying, members of the Shonan Session committee have been most helpful in
identifying the global issues and establishing the programme of the seminar. I thank
all of them for their intellectual contributions.
Ladies and gentlemen:
7KH WKHPH RI WKH VHPLQDU WKLV \HDU LV ´New Global Energy Mix for
Sustainable FutureµThe seminar has traditionally dealt with universal issues of the
time such as peace, conflict, development, culture, human rights, and the environment.
We are fortunate to have eminent academics and practitioners for this
seminar who will no doubt shed light on the current issues and future trends
responding to the global problematique issues as we see it. The lectures will no doubt
illuminate the issues at stake both regionally and globally, and certainly from different
perspectives.
1

ᅜ㐃ᏛᏛ㛗㸦Rector, United Nations University㸧
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I am happy to see so many young people in the audience in this Hall. The
UNU Global Seminar is part and parcel of one of the capacity development
programmes of the UNU. I am pleased to indicate that we at the UNU have currently
HVWDEOLVKHG WKH 818·V RZQ UHJXODU JUDGXDWH SURJUDPPHV WKDW FRQIHU 0DVWHU·V DQG
Doctoral Degrees. Hopefully, some of you may be interested in enrolling in one of the
graduate degree programmes to be offered here in Japan or at one of our 14 institutes
located in different parts of the world.
In the meantime, I expect and trust that you, the seminar participants, will
take full advantage of the lectures and discussions and reach a deeper understanding
of the global issues. It is my hope that you will form another network of young and
dedicated people for a better and more humane globalizing world. I hope that many of
you participating in this seminar will give thought to an international career in the
United Nations or another international organization or entity working on global
issues. Perhaps this seminar will be a good starting point for your path in this
direction.
I would like to conclude by once again congratulating all of the students for
your success in being selected to participate and the lecturers and our partners for
diligently and enthusiastically organizing the 29th Session of the UNU Global
Seminar Japan ² Shonan Session. I wish you all the best in the coming week and in
your future endeavors. Thank you.
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㛤ᣵᣜ
Opening Remarks
⚟ཎ⩏ Mr. Yoshiharu Fukuhara1
ࡳ࡞ࡉࢇࠊࡇࢇࡕࡣࠋ࡞ࡀࢃᅜ㝿ὶ㈈ᅋ⌮㛗ࡢ⚟ཎ࡛ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢ•༡ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡣᖺ 29 ᅇ┠ࢆᩘ࠼ࡲࡍࡀࠊ⚾ࡶࡢ㈈ᅋࡀᣐ
Ⅼࢆ⨨ࡃ•༡ᅜ㝿ᮧ 81 ேࡶࡢⓙࡉࢇࢆ㏄࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡋࡓࡇࢆࠊኚ࠺ࢀࡋࡃᛮ
࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡾࢃࡅඹദࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡔ࠸࡚࠸ࡿᅜ㐃Ꮫࡽࠊ㸱᭶╔௵ࡉࢀࡓ࣐࣮ࣟࣥᏛ㛗
ࡀ࠾ࡳ࠼࡞ࡾࠊ┤᥋ࠊぶࡋࡃࡈᣵᣜࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓࡇࡣࠊኚගᰤ࡛ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ࡇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡣẖᖺኚࢃࡾࡲࡍࡀࠊᅇࡣ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮↔Ⅼࡀᙜ࡚ࡽࢀࡲࡋࡓࠋ
⚾ࡣࠊ㛗ᖺࠊᴗ⤒Ⴀᦠࢃࡗ࡚ࡁࡓ⪅࡛ࡍࡀࠊࡑࡢ⤒㦂ࡽࠊᴗࢆᣢ⥆Ⓨᒎࡉࡏࡿ࢚
ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣࠊࡋࡗࡾࡋࡓᴗ⌮ᛕࢆᅵྎࡋࡓᴗᩥᴗ㢼ᅵࡢ┦ὶ࡛࠶ࡿ
⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋᅜࡢᅵྎࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢᩥ㢼ᅵ࡛ࡍࡀࠊࡑࡢ≉ᛶྜࢃࡏ࡚ࡢࡼ࠺࡞
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࡿࡣࠊ⏘ᴗࡢⓎᒎࡸேࠎࡢ⏕άࢫࢱࣝࢆỴࡵࠊᏊᏞࡢࡓࡵᣢ⥆
ⓗᩥࢆ㐍ࡉࡏ㢼ᅵࢆ⥔ᣢࡋ࡚࠸ࡅࡿࠊࡁ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆ࠼ࡿࣇࢡࢱ࣮࡛ࡍࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣟࣂࣜࢮ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡀᛴ⃭㐍ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿୡ⏺࡞ࡢࠊኳ↛㈨※ࡣࣥࣂࣛࣥࢫᩓᅾ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡾࢃࡅࢪ࡛ࡣ㞄ᅜࡽ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࢆ㍺ධࡍࡿࡢࡣᚲࡎࡋࡶᐜ࡛᫆
ࡣ࡞࠸ࡶࢃࡽࡎࠊ⎔ቃởᰁࡣ⡆༢ᅜቃࢆ㉸࠼࡚ࡁࡲࡍࠋࡑ࠺ࡋࡓ⌧ᐇࢆ㋃ࡲ࠼࡚ࠊ
⚾ࡓࡕࡀ౫Ꮡࡍࡿ▼⇞ᩱࢆᣢࡘᅜᣢࡓࡊࡿᅜࡢ㛫ࡢத࠸ࡸ᪂⯆ᅜඛ㐍ᅜࡢ㛫ࡢ⤒῭
᱁ᕪࡢத࠸ࢆ࠺ࡋࡓࡽㄪᩚ࡛ࡁࡿࡢࠋཎᏊຊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆࢮࣟࡋ࡚ࠊᆅ⌫

ᬮ࡞

ࡢ⎔ቃᝏࢆ㜵ࡆࡿࡢࠋኴ㝧ග࡞ࡢ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡔࡅ࡛
ᮏᙜ⌧௦ᩥ᫂ࢆ⥔ᣢ࡛ࡁࡿࡢ࡞ࠊୡ⏺ࡢᑗ᮶ࢆᢸ࠺ⓙࡉࢇ᪉ࡀ⭸ࢆ✺ࡁྜࢃࡏ࡚ᨻ
ࠊ⤒῭ࠊ♫ࡢᵝࠎ࡞ゅᗘࡽ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡢ㆟ㄽࢆ㜚ࢃࡍࡇࡣኚព⩏῝
ࡃᛮ࠸ࡲࡍࠋゎࡣ୍ࡘ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡣࡎ࡛ࡍࠋ
ᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢཧຍ⪅ࡣࠊ13 ࡢᅜᆅᇦᗈࡀࡾࠊᏛ㝔⏕ 13 ே♫ேࡶ㸱ே࠸ࡲ
ࡍࠋᏛࠊᑓᨷࠊᖺ㱋ࡶ㐪࠺ⓙࡉࢇࡀ㸱Ἡ㸲᪥ࡢ㛫ࠊྠࡌࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢ௰㛫ࡓࡕࡸ㆟ㄽࢆ
ぢᏲࡗ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡿ•༡ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥጤဨࡢඛ⏕᪉ᐷ㣗ࢆࡶࡋࠊࡦࡾ࡛ࡶከࡃࡢே
ㄒࡾྜ࠸ࠊ࠸ὶࢆ῝ࡵ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋᬑẁࡢ⏕ά࡛ࡣᚓࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࡓࡃࡉࢇࡢẼ࡙ࡁࢆ
ᚓ࡚ࠊᑗ᮶ୡ௦ࡶࡸࡉࡋ࠸ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࢆษࡾ㛤ࡃ⣊ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡅࢀࡤࠊദ⪅
ࡋ࡚࠺ࢀࡋ࠸㝈ࡾ࡛ࡍࠋ
බ┈㈈ᅋἲே࡞ࡀࢃᅜ㝿ὶ㈈ᅋ⌮㛗 (Chair, Board of Directors, Kanagawa
International Foundation)
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᭱ᚋ࡞ࡾࡲࡍࡀࠊᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆ㸯ᖺ๓ࡽ⏬ࡋ‽ഛࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓ•༡ࢭࢵࢩ
ࣙࣥࡢඛ⏕᪉ࠊࡈከᛁ୰ࡶࢃࡽࡎᇶㄪㅮ₇ࢆᘬࡁཷࡅ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓ㯮ᕝඛ⏕ࠊᘪ๐
ඛ⏕ࡣࡌࡵㅮᖌࡢ᪉ࠎࠊົᒁࢆ࣮ࣜࢻࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡔ࠸࡚࠸ࡿᅜ㐃Ꮫࡢ⫋ဨࡢ᪉ࠎࠊᚰ
ࡽ࠾♩ࢆ⏦ࡋୖࡆࡲࡍࠋ
௨ୖࢆࡶࡕࡲࡋ࡚ࠊḼ㏄ࡢᣵᣜࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡁࡲࡍࠋ᭷ࡾ㞴࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡋࡓࠋ
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ᇶㄪㅮ₇㸯ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ᚋࡢࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢪ࢙ࣥࢲࠖ
Keynote Lecture 1 ´Global Agenda of Post Fukushimaµ
㯮ᕝΎ Prof. Kiyoshi Kurokawa1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
Jean-Francois Vuillaume2
I.

Introduction
An inspiring lecture at the 29th Shonan Session was delivered by Professor

Kiyoshi Kurokawa of National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS). The
lecture highlighted a global agenda of post Fukushima, referring to the uncertain time
in the coming 10 to 20 years. It focused on issues related to globalization, innovation,
nuclear accident, new technology and economic history.
The world is changing dramatically, and principles and beliefs are changing as well.
Changes in society come in the form of two major issues, which have been brought
about by the progress of science and technology. We can observe it from the history and
today's events such as the Internet revolution, Fukushima accident and the Arab
Spring. A certain big change is coming which is reflected by changing principles. It
means that the principles we have trusted and believed and built the contemporary
society over last 200 to 300 years are changing.
II. Content
1. Globalization
With globalization, disparity between rich and poor has been widened. While people
at the bottom of the pyramid are raising a dollar or two per day, rich people become
much richer. We recognize that we are losing the middle class. For example, in the
United States, the annual income of the top 1 per cent captures 25 percent of the
income of the entire country. If you consider the wealth of the United States, the top 1
per cent captures 50 per cent of the wealth. Nobody thinks this is fair, but this is the
way it is after globalization.
Prof. Kurokawa explained that globalization is not a new phenomenon and it can be
traced back to the time of the Republic of Venice from 697 to 1797 which expanded its
power around the Mediterranean by using global finance. Regarding the introduction of

1 ᨻ⟇◊✲Ꮫ㝔Ꮫ࢝ࢹ࣑ࢵࢡ࣭ࣇ࢙࣮ࣟ

(Academic Fellow, National Graduate Institute

for Policy Studies [GRIPS])
2 ᅜ㐃Ꮫ (United Nations University)
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printing, for example, Gutenberg wanted to spread the bible over the world which was
kept only in the churches dominating Europe at the time. It was followed by the
Protestant Reformation led by Martin Luther and Calvin and the emergence of
Protestantism. This is what ZHFDOO´globalization.µ
Globalization has played a major role in providing us with information all over the
globe. As an example, the Fukushima post-accident news, such as a rat cutting water
pump cooler, became known by the world. The 9/11, an incident that was watched on
television by everybody around the world, was the first terrorist attack on that scale in
the United States. The Arab Spring has led major demonstrations around the Maghreb
and Middle East by using social network as vector, asking for more freedom and
democracy.
2. Population and greenhouse gases (GHGs) emissions
Following globalization, population growth and associated greenhouse gas emission
have become a strong challenge on the global agenda. The world population has risen
exponentially from 200 to 300 million about 2,000 years ago, to 1.6 billion in 1900s and
to 7 billion today. The rapid increase of population has been led by the factors such as
healthy life, improvement of public health and sanitization, and longer life that reaches
80 years in developed countries. As a comparison, the average length of life was 45
years in the UK and the USA a century ago. Due to the improvement of the situations
such as contraception and education, the net increase of world population has declined,
but this is not the case in Africa. Even in the Middle East, the fertility rate has become
2.5, while it was 5 before.
At the same time, greenhouse gas emissions in the world have been increased.
It was observed at Mauna Loa where the amount of CO2 reached for the first time a
few times higher than 400 PPM³this is a clear evidence of global warming.
3. The Fukushima nuclear accident
On March 11, 2011, Japan was hit by the major natural disaster. The reputation of
the Japanese government collapsed within a week due to several omissions relating to
the real situation of the nuclear power plant in Fukushima, which were delivered
throughout the world via the Internet with translation. The Japanese government was
very poor in communication during the accident. The status of the Japanese
government has been questioned extensively 30 months after the Fukushima accident.
Public demonstrations were held, raising the question about the extensive use of
nuclear energy in Japan, andthe independent commission was created to investigate
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the failure to prevent the Fukushima accident.
Furthermore, it gave a major impact to the world that such accident happened in
Japan, the third strongest economy in the world with a reputation of excellence in
science, technology, engineering and manufacturing. Later, it became very clear that
the Japanese government and TEPCO did not comply with IAEA recommendations.
Prof. Kurokawa was assigned to be the Chair of the Fukushima Nuclear Accident
Independent Investigation Commission by the national parliament, which was the first
independent commission in Japan. It is considered as a normal process of a democratic
government for investigating a globally relevant and important issue. Prof. Kurokawa
considers Fukushima as a black swan. Once it happened, the impact and effect were
borderless, widespread and will last decades and centuries.
The machines always break; there is no unbreakable machine. Accident occurs,
human makes errors and from the errors we learn. But, resilience helps us to handle
risks. Nevertheless, we have to remember that even with technological advancement
and history, strong inequality persists: the top 1 per cent captures 99 per cent of the
wealth. We may wonder what the next technological innovation will be in the context of
current globalization.
4. Innovation and final message to students
Innovation in technology and social media are two major challenges faced by the
world. We have to be reminded of 1908 when Ford created the mass production system
for cars using chain work. It was a revolution of the world production system.
Technological advancement is the main driver in the history of society. The
development of the Internet system and its upgrading have accelerated the exchange of
information, which shows that we have entered into the digital age. The emergence of
the Internet has led the emergence of new business models based on the web, such as
Yahoo and eBay. The iPhone came out in 2007, only six years ago, and the iPad only
three years ago, but these new technologies are already changing our behaviours. As an
example, in the near future, a baby may touches on iPad screen rather than a picture
book.
As an example of major Japanese innovation, the solar panel was developed in
Japan because of the oil crisis between 1973 and 1979.

But, if we consider

the

utilization of renewable energy sources in Japan, the country presents one of the lowest
utilization of such energy in the world.
We have to question what innovation is. According to Prof. Kurokawa·s
definition, itis a creation of new social values. Innovation is disruptive and obliges us to
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think out of the box. Innovation is important because it can make people healthier and
customize the future, while benefiting people at the bottom of the world population.
Prof. Kurokawa insists that Japan·s major problem is a lack of diversity,
especially weak gender empowerment. Well-educated women are not really used in
various posts in the society. Then, gender empowerment is an issue in Japan. Previous
study shows that KHWHURJHQHLW\ DQGGLYHUVLW\LQDERDUGPHPEHUVFRQWULEXWHWRPXFK

ZLVHU GHFLVLRQ. According to World Economic Forum, heterogeneity and diversity are
lacking in Japan.
As a final message, Prof. Kurokawa encouraged young people to go to vote,
always examine every candidates, and be careful what is happening in politics. That is
our life, we choose our life and we also have to be aware that there is a lot of
opportunity outside of our national country. He also strongly recommends the Japanese
go abroad because there are lots of opportunities outside Japan and by doing so people
begin to see things, oneself and Japan with a bigger frame.
III. Personal Response
Globalization occurs and it is crucial to be able to acknolwedge its main
characteristics to understand the world today. Still in Fukushima, the problem remains
and it seems to cause several additional problems. We should not forget the leaking
water into the ocean, the decontamination progress, the displaced people, the 3000
onsite workers, the liquidators and the position of government regarding the nuclear
energy.
We have to question ourselves about the establishment in order to build our own
idea rather than just copying others·. It is crucial to build our personality through
experiences and being exposed to the international environment. It is sure that
technology has a great influence on people·s ideas, creativity and imagination.
Major multi-national corporates, such as Wall Mart, Stores, Exxon, General
Motors, Ford Motor, Mitsubishi have economic power equivalent to the GDP of couties
like Peru, New Zeland or the UAE (De Grauwe P., 2002). It also indicates a general
increase of the power of corporate over national governments and their stronger ability
to inflence political decision and law implementation through lobbying.
The global financial system has seen its limit in free market while combined with
toxic assets, offshore system and tax evasion. Sustainability frame needs leadership
inorder to be shared with all sectors of the society like agriculture, food consumption,
energy production and economies, which may allow us to live in a more peaceful world.
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Keynote Lecture 2 ´Sustainable Energy for Human Developmentµ
ᘪ๐Ꮚ

Ms. Akiko Yuge 1

ሗ࿌⪅

Reporter

Jacob Kahemele2
I.

Introduction
Ms. Yuge brought about a highly appreciated presentation underlining the link

between human development and sustainable energy. As a member of the United
Nations system, the director of United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
representation office in Tokyo and the special advisor to the administrator, Ms. Yuge
successfully outlined the work of UNDP in promoting sustainable energy for human
development. She gave her presentation focusing on four main areas. Firstly, she
presented the current general situation regarding sustainable energy and human
development. This was followed by an assertion of energy being a driver for
development. She thereafter discussed the partnerships in development for sustainable
energy, and closed by presenting some cases of ongoing field initiatives supported by
UNDP.
II. Contents
1.

*HQHUDORYHUYLHZRIKXPDQGHYHORSPHQWDQG81'3·VIRFXVDUHDV
Ms. Yuge started by quickly familiarizing participants with UNDP. She

LQIRUPHGSDUWLFLSDQWVWKDW81'3·VWDJOLQHLV´empowered lives, resilient nationsµ and
its mission and central approach is ´to realize human development.µ Defining the
concept of human development as introduced by UNDP in 1990, she said human
development is ´WRH[SDQGSHRSOH·VFDSDELOLWLHVFKRLFHVDQGIUHHGRPVWROLYHOLYHVWKDW
they like and value.µ This approach is different from and an alternative to the
traditional understanding and approach to development which considered economy as
the main measure for development. Instead, the current approach considers
development as improvement not only in economic terms but also in SHRSOHV·FKRLFes in
life and freedom. She mentioned four focus areas RI 81'3·V PLVVLRQ EHLQJ poverty

ᅜ㐃㛤Ⓨィ⏬㥔᪥௦⾲࣭⥲≉ู㢳ၥ (Director, UNDP Representation Office in
Tokyo/Special Advisor to the Administrator, United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)
2 ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ (International Christian University)
1
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reduction

and

achievement

of

the

Millennium

Development

Goals

(MDGs),

environment and energy, democratic governance and crisis prevention and recovery.
2.

Current energy situation and key issues
Before engaging in a deeper discussion on energy, Ms. Yuge briefed participants

with a number of current and projected future statistics and facts related to energy
situation. The overall situation is that of a changing world. In terms of population, the
world has already reached the figure of seven billion, which is expected to rise to eight
billion by 2030. Economic growth is expected to continue, which in turn would increase
the number of people in the middle class in a significant way. The standard of living for
many people will improve, and this implies that there will be an increasing need for
food, water and energy amongst others. In particular, she presented a projection of an
increasing need for energy by 45 per cent compared to the current situation.
The implication of an increasing need for energy brings a challenge to a global
environmental condition. Ms. Yuge pointed out that still there are one in five people
who lack access to electricity and three billion people who depend on solid fuels, such
as wood and coals, as basic energy sources; these fuels have a negative impact on
people·V KHDOWK. While mentioning global warming as one of the major challenges
presented by this increasing need for energy, she reveals that if current trends
continued, by 2030, more than 30 million people would have died due to smoke related
diseases linked to fumes from the traditional energy sources these people use. Also
there will be hundreds of millions of people who continue living in abject poverty
conditions. According to Ms. Yuge, in order to change this trend and these possible
outcomes, five times more investments than the level of 2009 is required to achieve
universal access to modern energy.
3.

Significance of energy discussion
To present the significance of the discussion on energy, Ms. Yuge posed a

question, ´Why does energy matter?µ She then started responding to this question by a
summarized statement, ´Access to energy means a lot to development,µ with an
emphasis on the word ´a lot.µ She said that without access to energy, billions of people
were denied their rights to health and education; an access to energy would reduce the
workload of women, increase productivity and hence improve income and wealth.
Energy has the potential and ability to reduce poverty and therefore energy is a
condition for achieving MDGs.
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Giving some examples of how energy is vital for achieving MDGs, Ms. Yuge
pointed out some individual development goals: Goal 1 ² eradicating extreme poverty
and hunger where energy has a significant role in cooking, refrigeration, businesses;
Goal 2 ² achieving universal primary education where energy has a key role in
providing light that can extend study time and attract teachers into rural areas; Goal 4
² reducing child mortality where energy can improve health services and reduce smoke
and fumes inhaled by pregnant mothers and babies in kitchens that use solid fuels.
To sum, 0V<XJH·VFHQWUDOPHVVDJHKHUHZDVWKDWHQHUJ\was substantial and
carried the potential to drive all aspects of development and contribute to attainment
of numerous development goals. She also pointed out that achieving sustainable
development is not possible without sustainable energy. Most importantly she insisted
that the time has come to have serious discussion on new ways and approaches
regarding energy since the world cannot afford to continue with ´business as usual.µ
New ways must be found to produce more energy while reducing carbon emissions.
4.

Achieving ´Sustainable Energy for Allµ
Ms. Yuge started discussing ´Sustainable Energy for Allµ by stating that this is

an important global agenda. She reminded participants that the UN General Assembly
designated year 2012 as International Year of Sustainable Energy for All. This had
followed the previous year launch of the Sustainable Energy for All initiative by the
UN Secretary-General who pioneered efforts to mobilize urgent global action on energy.
She mentioned three objectives of Sustainable Energy for All which are targeted to be
achieved by year 2030: ensuring universal access to modern energy services; doubling
the rate of improvement in energy efficiency; and doubling the share of renewable
energy in the global energy mix.
As a part of the strategies to achieve the objectives for sustainable energy for all,
it is important to consider smart use of energy that comes from applying appropriate
technologies that are capable of increasing productivity while reducing the amount of
energy needed. Such technologies can, for example, promote the use of appliances that
use renewable energies. Switching to renewable energies would reduce dependency on
traditional sources of energy, which are mainly unsustainable fossil fuels. She also
mentioned that a problem in the developed world is not a lack of energy but substantial
energy waste, which is a reverse condition to that of developing world.
According to Ms. Yuge, the three objectives of Sustainable Energy for All are
also necessary for sustainable development. Achieving these goals will create the
possibility for attaining numerous development goals. By ensuring universal energy
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access, there is a potential to improve health, agriculture productivity, women
empowerment, business and employment creation and economic development in
general. Similarly by doubling the rate of improvement in energy efficiency, there can
be lighting and appliances that require less power, efficient usage of fossil fuel
resources, reduced energy cost for consumers, redistribution of electricity that is now
wasted and more reliable electricity systems. By doubling the share of renewable
energy, there will be assurance for affordable energy even where the grid does not
reach, new opportunities for small entrepreneurs, decreased variability in energy costs,
improved energy security, reduced energy import bills and reduced environmental
impact.
The question though remained whether the 2030 target for Sustainable Energy
for All is achievable. On this matter Ms. Yuge insisted that there is no technical barrier
to achieve affordable modern energy for all. She admitted nevertheless that in order to
make such an achievement there had to be political commitment and priority, public
and private investment and strong governance and regulatory frameworks and
capacity building.
In order to achieve sustainable energy for all, commitment from various players
is necessary. Key players are governments, private sectors, civil society and
international organizations. These bodies need to work together in partnership in order
to achieve the desirable outcome. A major role of governments is forming and
overseeing policy implementation. Governments can be a leader for strengthening
energy policies and in adopting policies that attract investment in renewable energies.
Private sectors, on the other hand, can capitalize on the global demand for renewable
energy and utilize the opportunity to invest in it. A role of civil society includes
activities that can help identifying, advocating and monitoring public policy and
business practices. Such a role can also be played by academic institutions. Capacity
building is important in the whole process of promoting sustainable energy. This
important role can effectively be assumed and implemented by international
organizations.

5.

The role of the United Nations
Prior to concluding her lecture, Ms. Yuge highlighted the role of the United

Nations in achieving Sustainable Energy for All. She outlined advocacy, knowledge
sharing and management, convening power, and tracking and reporting progress as
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some of the key abilities that the United Nations has in order to effectively pursue and
hence contribute to achieving the 2030 target.
For UNDP, achieving universal access to affordable, clean and modern energy
services for the poor is the main and prioritized goal. She mentioned three areas of
intervention for achieving this goal. One is strengthening policies and institutional
frameworks consistent with low-emissions and climate-resilient development. The
second is mobilizing and expanding financing options aimed at achieving market
transformation. The third is developing effective approaches for scaling up energy
service delivery.
According to Ms. Yuge, UNDP has been widely supporting energy related
projects globally. For the past twenty years more than 2,500 off grid energy projects
supported by UNDP have been implemented in more than 150 countries. The projects
were implemented mainly in rural parts of these countries that consist of poor
populations. During this period about 10 million of these rural poor were helped to
access modern energy. In conclusion, she presented some case studies that exemplify
the role of the United Nations and UNDP have been supporting a journey towards
Sustainable Energy for All.
III. Personal Response
, IRXQG 0V <XJH·V SUHVHQWDWLRQ quite informative, providing stories on the
ongoing efforts and existing potential abilities to address challenges in bringing energy
sector to sustainable level and making it accessible and effectively contribute to human
development. In my opinion UNDP has an important role to support the attainment of
the goals of Sustainable Energy for All, especially because it can reach out to the areas
where many other institutions cannot.
However, considering that there are countries where over 80 per cent of their
population live in rural poor areas, energy discussions may need to take individual
contexts into consideration in order to make impact relevant. Energy challenges faced
by developed countries, for example, are very different from the challenges faced by
developing countries. By contextualizing debates and strategies for sustainable energy,
there will be possibility to increase chances of bringing about achievement of
Sustainable Energy for All and of human development. Moreover, various forms of
renewable energy that is a preferable way toward considering energy mix can find a
different impact in a different context, hence contextualizing discussions is important
and can result in more effective solutions.
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ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ㸯 Session1
᪂⯆ᅜࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥ࣭ᨻ⟇
Energy Alternatives and Policies for Newly
Emergent States
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ㅮ⩏㸱ࠕࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣮ࣝࢫࢺ࠾ࡅࡿ᪂⯆⤒῭ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࠖ
Lecture 3 ´Energy Alternatives for Emerging Economies in the Global Eastµ
Dr.Nanda Kumar Janardhanan1

ࢼࣥࢲࢡ࣐࣮࣭ࣝࢪࣕࢼࣝࢲࢼࣥ

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
Naing Soe San2
I.

Introduction
Dr.Nanda Kumar Janardhanan, a renowned policy researcher of Institute for

Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), delivered a highly remunerative lecture
during the 29th Shonan Session of United Nations University Global Seminar. The
lecture pointed out the critical importance of a transition to cleaner energy mix in the
global east to fuel its emerging economic engine, by discussing a number of case studies.
The lecture firstly reviewed the dynamics of the level of energy transition in the
´Global Eastµ *( HPHUJLQJHFRQRPLHVDQGVHFRQGO\TXHVWLRQHGWKHVWDWHV·FDSDELOLW\
for energy transition wherein states mainly rely on cleaner energy sources and
technologies. The lecture argued that many efforts have been put to reduce fossil fuel
use in the GE economies, but there is no significant change in actual data; rather an
increasing trend for the use of fossil fuel can be observed. Therefore, the lecture cast a
doubt on the capability of states for transition, asking a question: ´'R VWDWHV UHDOO\
KDYHFDSDELOLW\IRUWUDQVLWLRQ"µ
II. Content
1. The New World Order and Sustainable Energy for All
Dr. Janardhanan discussed, from four main perspectives, challenges the world
faces to fuel its emerging economies. Firstly, there is a big gap in energy demand and
supply in global economies due to the accelerated urbanization and motorization on the
one hand, and the limited energy supply on the other. Secondly, energy geopolitics
grants momentum for exploring import dependent economies to meet domestic energy
demand. Thirdly, climate change, an issue which used to be paid less attention in
energy policy until the end of the cold war, is intensified globally due to improper
utilization of energy. Finally, price fluctuation of oil caused by the Gulf War called the
world to seek alternative energy policies and sources.
(Policy Researcher, Climate
Change Group, Institute for Global Environmental Strategies [IGES])
2 ᅜ㝿Ꮫ (International University of Japan)
1බ┈㈈ᅋἲேᆅ⌫⎔ቃᡓ␎◊✲ᶵ㛵Ẽೃኚືࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ◊✲⪅
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The new ´ 6XVWDLQDEOH(QHUJ\IRU$OOµSUHPLVHd by the United Nations calls for
the energy that is accessible, cleaner and more efficient than conventional energy
sources. It aims at ensuring universal access to modern energy services, doubling the
global rate of improvement in energy efficiency and the share of renewable energy in
the global energy mix. Dr. Janardhanan pointed out two issues: (1) a doubt in the
capability of the emergent economies in Asia for completing the transition, and (2) the
impact of a lack of state capability.
2. Emerging Economies and Energy Challenges for the Global East (GE)
Dr. Janardhanan pointed out that energy related issues were much severe in
the GE emerging economies wherein the major economies still depend on fossil fuel at a
significant level in order to meet its primary energy demand to. At the same time, rural
population of these economies is still heavily relying on conventional energy sources.
This region is also facing the restricted availability, accessibility and affordability of
conventional energy sources, while its environment and public health are affected
negatively by improper energy utilization.
According to the lecture, in order to address energy related problems, to ensure
environmental sustainability and to improve potential positive impact on people in the
region, many efforts have been made by spending billions of dollars to support the
energy mix transition. Policy initiatives have tried to impose various measures to
promote development of both conventional and non-conventional energy sectors. Major
policies related to oil and gas, such as increased domestic exploration and oversea
petroleum exploration contracts, have been introduced, while there is a significant
attention on Coal-to-Liquid and Coal-to-Gas projects, solar and wind energy, and
nuclear energy.
However,

the

lecture

emphasized

that

decision

making

for

policy

implementation received less attention, which led to unsubstantial progress in energy
transition towards sustainable development. Table 1 shows the percentage of changes
in energy use in the GE.
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Change in Energy Use in GE (%)
Fossil

Combustible
Renewable and
waste

Alternative
and nuclear
energy

1990

2010

1990

2010

1990

2010

Bangladesh

45.5

71.4

53.9

28.1

0.6

0.5

China

75.7

87.5

23

8.5

1.3

4

India

55.4

72.7

42.1

24.6

2.5

2.7

Indonesia

53.4

65.5

44.1

26

2.5

8.5

Malaysia

87.4

94.6

11.1

4.7

1.6

0.8

Pakistan

52.4

61.6

44

34.1

3.6

4.3

Philippines

42.9

60.2

38.9

17

18.2

22.8

Thailand

63.8

79.9

35

19.2

1

0.4

2.6

4

Vietnam
27.6
70.5
69.8
24.8
Source : World Development Indicators, WB, 2013

3. State Capability and Effectiveness of Policy Efforts in the GE
Considering this background, Dr. Janardhanan examined the capability of
states for sustainable energy transition, by raising questions such as the following: Are
policies implemented effectively? Are technologies and financial tools available? Do
institutions have sufficient capacities to develop alternative resources?
3.1 State Capability
Dr. Janardhanan insists that state capability for transition, such as
implementing public policies and discharging responsibilities in an effective and fair
manner, plays a vital role in emerging economies of the GE. Similarly, policy focus and
priority also influence significantly the process of deciding the energy mix in countries
which find alternative sources affordable and economically viable enough to

achieve

the goal in a short time.
Dr. Janardhanan compares the World Bank Governance Indicators of selected
HFRQRPLHV RI *( WR WKRVH RI GHYHORSHG HFRQRPLHV FRPPHQWLQJ WKDW *( HFRQRPLHV·
indicators are still under the standard level while developed economies have indicators
higher than standard level. According to Dr. Janardhanan, those indicators such as
political stability, absence of violence, government effectiveness, and control of
corruption are important elements RIVWDWH·VFDSDELOLW\IRUHQHUJ\WUDQVLWLRQ
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3.2 The Impact of the Lack of State Capability
Dr. Janardhanan pointed out an unclear policy, weak bureaucratic capability
and financial management of policy initiatives both in governance and legal measures
in the GE economies, which result in a lack of policy priority, weak legal support for
implementation, bureaucratic rigidity for targets and flexibility, weak policy elements
focusing on subsidies and tax holidays, and a lack of availability of fund to implement
policy measures. Using the case studies of energy transition of India and South Africa
which were highly affected by corruption and conflicts of interests, Dr. Janardhanan
highlighted the impacts of lack of state capability.
Dr. Janardhanan concluded that weak state capability would be the biggest
challenge in the energy transition, and unless the state capability issues were
addressed, critical impediments to transition in emergent economies would not be
overcome. He recommended that international development institutions should
influence policy in favor of alternative energy development, and countries receiving
international support to develop alternative energy should focus much more on
ensuring accountability.
III. Personal Response
I personally also believe that the policy aspect of energy issues is the biggest
problem that emerging economies have to overcome. With greater energy demand and
limited energy supply, negative impacts will be faced unless emerging economies
change energy consumption patterns. However, I would like to put more emphasis on
energy related policies which take into account ethical issues. Emerging or energy
hungry economies sometimes cause a big harm to neighboring countries when they
attempt to secure energy to fuel them. Some giant emerging economies of GE have
been attempting to attain energy supply from its neighbor developing countries in
various ways, such as bilateral trading and planting energy plants in host countries in
the form of the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). While bilateral energy trade somehow
allows developing countries to protect their national interests based on international
trade principles, FDI sometimes bring unlimited negative impact and externalities to
the host countries and local people.
For example, China has been interested in its neighboring country, Myanmar,
for exploiting 0\DQPDU·V UHVRXUFHV WR IXHO LWV HFRQRP\ In 2001, China, with a deep
understanding of 0\DQPDU·V DWWHPSW WR ERRVW her economic growth and its strong
military relations ZLWK 0\DQPDU·V MXQWD FDPH XS ZLWK D KLVWRULF SODQ RI EXLOGLQJ 
huge dams along the Irrawaddy River for hydro power generation. China gave
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economic incentive of about 17 billion U.S. dollars that Myanmar would receive over 50
years under this contracted project, which was too huge to reject for a small developing
country like Myanmar.
However, the Chinese government neglected the social impact that 7 huge dams
would bring to local people living along the Irrawaddy River, the longest river and most
important commercial waterway of Myanmar. Media said that establishing 7 dams on
Irrawaddy may cause flood to an area of the size of Singapore, creating inestimable and
irrecoverable loss of natural environment and biodiversity, while thousands of people
may have to give up their home land and cultural tradition. Extensive demonstrations
against 7 dams were carried out in Myanmar.
To conclude, during energy transition we can see this kind of dilemma between
securing energy for domestic demand complying with national and international
standard, and harming other less developed economies. Therefore, I insist that policy
initiatives should take into consideration not only of energy security, but also of energy
ethic.
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I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
ୡ⏺ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㟂せࡣ᪂⯆ᅜࡢᕤᴗඹቑຍࡀぢ㎸ࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ▼⇞ᩱࡢ㍺ධ

౫Ꮡࡣᖜຍ㏿ࡋࠊཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤࡶ୰ᅜࢆࡣࡌࡵྛᅜ࡛ቑタࡉࢀࡓࠋ≉ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡣ
ᆅ⌫ ᬮၥ㢟ࡢᑐฎࡋ࡚ᣢ࡚ᄳࡉࢀࠊ᪥ᮏࡸࣇࣛࣥࢫࠊ㡑ᅜࡣ᪂⯆ᅜᢏ⾡ᥦ౪ࢆ
⾜ࡗࡓࠋ
ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖ
㸦⚟ᓥ➨୍ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤᨾ㸧௨ᚋࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㌿ྥࡀ
࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ࡛┦ḟࡂࠊࡵࡲࡄࡿࡋ࠸Ⓨᒎࢆ㐙ࡆࡿ᪂⯆ᅜࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡶὀ┠ࡉࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋᮏㅮ⩏ࡣࠊձ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮౪⤥ࡢᏳಖ㞀ղཎⓎ㑅ᢥࡢ㠀ճ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ẚ㍑մ᪂⯆ᅜࡢ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮Ⓨᒎյ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ࡍࡿ࢞ࣂࢼ
ࣥࢫၥ㢟նᆅᇦ♫ኚ㠉ࡢྍ⬟ᛶշᚋⓎ┈ࠊࡢ㸵ࡘࡢၥ㢟ἢࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓࠋ
II. ㅮ⩏ෆᐜ
2010 ᖺ EU ㅖᅜࡀⓎ⾲ࡋࡓࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮2020㸦Energy2020㸧
ࠖࡣࠊ᪤Ꮡࡢ▼⇞ᩱ࢚
ࢿࣝࢠ࣮୰ᚰࡢ㟁ຊᨻ⟇ࢆ༴ࡋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ✚ᴟⓗᑟධࡍࡿࡇࢆỴᐃࡋࡓࠋ
ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖᚋ㧗ࡲࡗࡓཎⓎ౫ᏑࡢၥࡽࠊEU ㅖᅜࡢᨻ⟇ࡣ᪂⯆ᅜࡸ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡸ㌿ࡁ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆ࠼ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ
ձ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮౪⤥ࡢᏳಖ㞀
᪥ᮏࡸ᪂⯆ᅜࡀ▼⇞ᩱࡢ㍺ධ౫Ꮡࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡣࠊ㍺ධඛࡢໃࡸ౯᱁ኚືࡢᙳ㡪
ࢆཷࡅࡸࡍࡃ㟁ຊ౪⤥ࢆᏳᐃࡍࡿࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ⏕ά࡛ᾘ㈝ࡉࢀࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣࠊኚ࡞
ᚸ⪏ࢆせồࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ↓㥏ࢆ┬ࡁࠊᬽࡽࡍ⎔ቃࢆ◚ቯࡋ࡞࠸ࠕᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ
࣮࡛ࠖ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᏳಖ㞀ࡣࠊ▼⇞ᩱࡢከゅⓗ࡞☜ಖ⏕ྍ⬟
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᑟධࢆ୧❧ࡍࡿࡇ࡛㐩ᡂ࡛ࡁࡿࡇࡀ EU ㅖᅜࡽᏛࡿࠋ
ղཎⓎ㑅ᢥࡢ㠀
ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡣ㐣ཤࢫ࣮࣐ࣜࣝᓥࠊࢳ࢙ࣝࣀࣈ࡛ࣜᨾࡀⓎ⏕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡶ
ࢃࡽࡎࠊᆅ⌫ ᬮ㜵Ṇࡢ⵿ࢆ⿕ࡿࡇ࡛ᣑࡋࡓࠋࡔࡀࠊᐇ㝿ࡢཎⓎࡣ 30 ᖺࡢ▷
࡛࠶ࡾᗫ⅔ࢥࢫࢺࡀ㠀ᖖ㧗ࡃởᰁࡉࢀࡓᅵተࡢὙίࡣ 100 ᖺ௨ୖࡿゝࢃࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㟂せࢆ㛤Ⓨࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ᪂⯆ᅜࡀ⤒῭Ⓨᒎࢆࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮☜ಖࠊཎⓎࡣྍḞ࡞ࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ
1
2

❧ṇᏛ⤒῭Ꮫ㒊ᩍᤵ (Professor, Faculty of Economics, Rissho University)
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ (Tsuda College)
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ճ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ẚ㍑
๓ฟࡢࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮2020ࠖࡣྠᖺ㸦2010 ᖺ㸧Ⓨ⾲ࡉࢀࡓ᪥ᮏࡢࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᇶᮏィ⏬ࠖ
ࡣṇᑐࡢࡶࡢࡔࠋࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᇶᮏィ⏬࡛ࠖ᪥ᮏࡣࠊ⌧ᅾࡼࡾࡉࡽཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡢ౫
Ꮡࢆᙉࡵࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ཎⓎࢆ㸷ࡘసࡿィ⏬ࢆ❧࡚࡚࠸ࡓࠋᙜࠊ᪥ᮏᅜෆࡢཎⓎࡣࠕᏳ࡛ࠖ
࠶ࡾ ᐊຠᯝ࢞ࢫࢆ㔞ฟࡍࡿⅆຊⓎ㟁ࡼࡾࡶࠕ⎔ቃⰋ࠸ࠖᏑᅾࡔࡗࡓࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࠕࣇ
ࢡࢩ࣐ࠖࡢ௳ᚋࡢ᪥ᮏࡣࠊཎⓎᗫṆࡸ✌ാࢆᕠࡗ࡚ᮍࡔỴᐃⓗ࡞᪉ྥᛶࡀぢฟࡏࡎ
࠸ࡿࠋ
մ᪂⯆ᅜࡢ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮Ⓨᒎ
᪂⯆ᅜᑐࡍࡿ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ༳㇟ࡣᑡ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࡓ࠼ࡤ୰ᅜ࡛ࡣᏳ౯࡞ኴ㝧ග
Ⓨ㟁ࡢࡓࡵࡢࢯ࣮࣮ࣛࣃࢿࣝࡀ〇㐀ࡉࢀࠊୡ⏺యࡢኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࡢ౯᱁పୗ㈉⊩ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡲࡓ㇏࡞㢼ᅵࢆᣢࡘᅜࠎࡀከࡃᏑᅾࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ࣏ࢸࣥ
ࢩࣕࣝࡣ㠀ᖖ㧗࠸ゝ࠼ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ
յ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ࡍࡿ࢞ࣂࢼࣥࢫၥ㢟
ࡶࡕࢁࢇࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ✚ᴟⓗ࡞ᑟධࡢࡓࡵࡣࠊ㟁ຊࡢබᖹ࡞ࢡࢭࢫ
ண

ྍ⬟࡞ᕷሙࡢ㛤ᣅࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿἲᩚഛࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ᪂⯆ᅜࢆྵࡵࡓᅜࠎࡀ⏕ྍ⬟

࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ྲྀࡾ⤌ࢇࡔሙྜࠊ2018 ᖺࡲ࡛ୡ⏺ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᾘ㈝ࡢ㸲ศࡢ㸯ࢆ㈥࠼ࡿ
ࡶゝࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏࡢሙྜࠊ༢୍㟁ຊ♫ࡼࡿᆅᇦ⊂༨ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᾘ㈝⪅ࡣ㟁
ຊ♫ࢆ⮬⏤㑅ᢥࡍࡿࡇࡀᐇୖ࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋࡲࡓࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ
ඃඛ⤥㟁ඃඛ᥋⥆ࡀ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊฟຊᢚไࢆཷࡅࡸࡍࡃࠊ᪂ࡓ࡞㟁ຊᴗࡢཧධࡀᅔ㞴
࡛࠶ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏࡢ㏦㟁⥙ࡣࡇ࠺ࡋࡓΰ㞧ࡢ⊂༨ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ☜
ᐇᑟධࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡓࡵࡣᖜ࡞ᨵ㠉ࡀồࡵࡽࢀࡿࠋ
նᆅᇦ♫ኚ㠉ࡢྍ⬟ᛶ
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣྛᅜࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࣑ࢵࢡࢫᙳ㡪ࢆ࠼ࡿࡔࡅ࡛࡞ࡃࠊᆅᇦ♫
ࢆࡶኚ㠉ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡔࠋࢻࢶࡢᑠᮧ࣐࢚࢘ࣥࣁ࣒࡛ࡣࠊ⣙ 400 ேศࡢ㟁ຊࢆ㈥࠺ࡓࡵ
ᖺ㛫⣙ 30 ࣮ࣘࣟࢆᨭฟࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡀࠊᮧෆ࡛ࡢࣂ࢚࢜ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀᡂຌࢆ
ࡵࠊ⌧ᅾ⊂⮬࡛〇㐀ࡋࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛㟁ຊࢆ㈥࠸ࠊࡘእ㒊ࡽ⣙ 60 ࣮ࣘࣟࡶࡢ㟁ຊ
ධࢆᚓ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣᆅᇦ♫ࡢ≉Ⰽࢆᫎࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ⮬❧ศᩓᆺࡢ࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡀᵓ⠏ࡉࢀࡿࡇ࡞ࡿࠋ
շᚋⓎ┈
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᑟධࡣࠊཎⓎࢆ⏝࠸ࡎ⤒῭Ⓨᒎࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇࢆྍ⬟ࡍࡿࠋཎ
Ⓨඛ㐍ᅜ࡛࠶ࡿ᪥ᮏ࣭㡑ᅜ࣭ࣇࣛࣥࢫࡣᅜෆࡢཎⓎ␃ࡲࡽࡎࠊ᪂⯆ᅜࡢཎⓎᢏ⾡ࡢᥦ
౪ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊཎⓎࡢࢹ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࡣ࠶ࡲࡾࡶࡁ࠸ࡇὀどࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖࢆྵࡵࡓᩘࠎࡢཎⓎᨾࢆ㏻ࡌ࡚ࠊཎⓎࡣ≉Ṧᢏ⾡ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ〇㐀࣭⟶⌮࣭ゎ
యࡁ࡞₶ࢆ⏕ࡳฟࡍ㠃ࠊ⌧ᅾࡢ⛉Ꮫᢏ⾡࡛⎍ࢥࣥࢺ࣮ࣟࣝࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞
࠸ゝࡗ࡚ࡶ㐣ゝ࡛࡞࠸༴㝤࡞Ꮡᅾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ≉ཎⓎඛ㐍ᅜࡤࢀࡿᅜࠎࡀᣢࡘཎ
Ⓨࡣྂࡃ࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ✌ാࡉࡏࡿࡇ࡛༴㝤ࡣ௨๓ࡼࡾࡶቑຍࡍࡿࠋࢹ࣐࣮ࣥࢡࢻࢶ
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ࡣࡕࡽࡶ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ✚ᴟⓗᑟධࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊཎⓎࢆᣢࡓ࡞࠸๓⪅ᑐࡋ࡚
ᚋ⪅ࡣከࡃࡢཎⓎࢆᡤᣢࡋࠊ
ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖ௨ᚋࠊከࡃࡢ㈨㔠ࢆᢞࡌ࡚ཎⓎࡢ᧔ᗫࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋ᪂⯆ᅜࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࢆࡍࡿࡁࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡀ㑅ᢥࡋࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆᑗ᮶ࡶᣢ⥆ࡋ࡚
࠸⥆ࡅࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠊ࠸࠺ࡇࡀ᭱ࡶ㔜せ࡞ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ
㑅ᢥࡼࡗ࡚ᆅᇦ♫ࡀάᛶࡉࢀࡓࡼ࠺ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᾘ㈝ࡣ⚾ࡓࡕࡀᬽࡽࡍ⎔ቃࢆ◚
ቯࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ㐀ࡍࡿᙺࢆᢸ࠺Ꮡᅾ࡛࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ
Ϫ. ឤ
ᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖࡽ㸰ᖺ௨ୖ⤒ࡗࡓ⌧ᅾࠊ᪥ᮏࡣᮍࡔ᫂☜࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅
ᢥࢆ⾜࠼࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋEU ㅖᅜࡣ 2006 ᖺࡢ࢘ࢡࣛࢼ࣭ࣟࢩ㛫࡛㉳ࡇࡗࡓ࢞ࢫ⣮தࢆዎᶵ
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᑟධ㋃ࡳษࡗࡓࡀࠊໃࡀᏳⓗ࡞୰ᮾ▼Ἔ㍺ධࢆ౫Ꮡࡍࡿ
᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ㛗ᖺኚࢃࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ࢞ࣂࢼࣥࢫၥ
㢟ࡣ᪥ᮏࡗ࡚᭱ࡶࡁ࡞ၥ㢟ࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ࠶ࢀᝒ࡞ࠕࣇࢡࢩ࣐ࠖᚋࡶࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ᪥
ᖖࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡓࡵᆅᇦ⊂༨ࡍࡿ㟁ຊ♫ࡽ౪⤥ࡉࢀࡿ㟁ຊࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣㅮ⩏ࡢ୰࡛ࠕ༢࡞ࡿ௦࢚᭰ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠖࡇࡀᙉㄪࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᆅᇦ
♫ࢆάᛶࡉࡏࡿ༑ศ࡞ຠᯝࡀᮇᚅ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ㟁ຊᑐࡋ࡚⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⠇㟁క࠺ᚸ⪏ࡸ㎞
ࡉࢆ▱ࡗࡓࡀࠊᚋ᪂ࡋ࠸▼⇞ᩱࡀⓎぢࡉࢀࡓࡋ࡚ࡶ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࠸࠺᪂ࡋ
࠸ᯟ⤌ࡳ࡞ࡋ⌧≧ࢆᡴ㛤࡛ࡁࡿࡣ⪃࠼ࡃ࠸ࠋᾘ㈝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡔࡅࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛ࡣ࡞
ࡃࠊ
ࠕ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࠖࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡇࡑ⌧ᅾࡢ⚾ࡓࡕࡢᬽࡽࡋࢆᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ࡉࡏࡿࡣࡎࡔࠋࣉࣛ
ࢢࢆࢥࣥࢭࣥࢺᕪࡋ㎸ࡵࡤᙜࡓࡾ๓ࡢࡼ࠺㟁Ẽࢆᚓࡽࢀࡿࡓࡵࠊᐇ㝿㟁ຊࢆ⏕ࡳ
ฟࡍ㐣⛬ࡀ⭾ࡶ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࢇព㆑ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ⏕άᚲ
せྍḞ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡔࡽࡇࡑࠊᆅᇦ♫᰿ᕪࡋࠊ⮬⏤㑅ᢥ࡛ࡁࡿ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⚾⮬㌟ேཱྀࡢᑡ࡞࠸⏣⯋ࡽ㒔ฟ࡚ࡁࡓࡓࡵࠊⱝ࠸ୡ௦ࡀ
ὶືⓗ࡞ᆅ᪉㒊࡛ᆅᇦ୍యࡢ㟁ຊࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡀᮏᙜ࡛ࡁࡿࡢࡣၥ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊ᪥
ᮏᏑᅾࡍࡿᆅ⇕࣭Ỉ࣭㢼࣭ኴ㝧ග࠸ࡗࡓ㇏࡞⮬↛ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀ㐺ᮦ㐺ᡤ⏝࠸ࡿ
ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࢀࡤࠊከⓎࡍࡿᆅ㟈࠼࡞ࡀࡽ 100 ᖺᚋࡶởᰁࡀṧࡿཎⓎ㢗ࡿᚲせࡣ࡞ࡃ
࡞ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᅜⓗ࡞ᑟධࡣ࢞ࣂࢼࣥࢫࡢຊࡀྍḞࡔࡀࠊᆅᇦ♫࡛
⊂⮬ࡢ㟁ຊࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡀసࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ⌧ሙࡣ᪥ᮏࡶᏑᅾࡍࡿࠋ᪂⯆ᅜ㝈ࡽࡎࠊ᪥ᮏࡢࡇ
ࢀࡽࡢⓎᒎࡢࡓࡵ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ୍࣮Ṍ㋃ࡳฟࡍᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
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ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ㸰 Session2
ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ྥࡅ࡚
Towards Sustainable Future
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ㅮ⩏㸳ࠕࣃ࣮࣡ࢲ࢘ࣥࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁࡿ㸽࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ไ⣙ࡉࢀࡓୡ⏺ࡢࢩࢼࣜ࢜ࠖ
Lecture 5 ´Can We Power Down? Scenarios for an Energy Constrained Worldµ
ࣈࣞࣥࢲ࣭ࣥࣂࣞࢵࢺ Dr. Brendan Barrett1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
బ⸨༓ὠ Chizu Sato2
I.

Introduction
United Nations University Media Centre·s Academic Programme Officer, Dr.

Brendan Barrett, gave a lecture about how to reduce energy consumption in order to
limit carbon emission and slow down the climate change. Dr. Barrett mentions the
concept of power down, contraction and convergence, and a 2,000 watt society to reach
the goal of slowing down the climate change. Furthermore, Dr. Barrett considered a
2,000 watt society as a revolutionary and systemic change scenario, which can help
avoid and limit the negative impacts of peak oil and climate change issues. However,
difficulties achieving a 2,000 watt society make it hard to implement the systematic
change, especially in the developed countries.
II. Content
1. Can the society power down?
Dr. Brendan pointed out that people think there are unlimited energy
resources in the world; however in reality, there is a limit and the world is constrained
to cope with finite energy resources. In 2008, rate at which the earth consume energy
was 18 terawatts, and the most used energy power source was fossil fuels (oil: 33.5per
cent, coal: 26.8per cent, and gas: 20.9 per cent). A 40 watt light that is switched on all
day is equivalent to a person cycling all day, and people are using more than a 40 watt
light every day. To show how much power is required to generate energy for a single
house, Dr. Barrett showed the BBC program, ´Bang Goes the Theory.µ This showed how
many cyclists were needed to power a single family home for 24 hours, and it showed
that over 10 cyclists were needed just to take a shower. Furthermore, he mentioned ´in
Japan, the average power consumption is approximately 125 kilowatt-hour (kWh) per
day per personµ which is equivalent to constantly using 125 light bulbs (40 watts).
Noting the fact that of the 125 kWh per day per person is using, 90 percent of the energy
source is from fossil fuels. If the society is constrained and heavily dependent on fossil
1
2

ᅜ㐃Ꮫ࣓ࢹࢭࣥࢱ࣮Ꮫ⾡ᑂ㆟ᐁ (Academic Programme Officer, UNU Media Centre)
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ (International Christian University)
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fuels, it would be unrealistic to reduce carbon emissions from energy production to zero.
How would it be possible to reduce the use of existing energy resources, and also
reducing carbon emission to zero? Dr. Barrett said that powering the light bulbs by
renewable energy sources could help control the climate change. Even though going
renewable will temporary help control climate change, the public opposition makes it
difficult for societies to go 100 percent renewable.
2. Contraction and Convergence
In order to reduce carbon emission and keep temperature not to increase more
than 2 degrees Celsius, Dr. Barrett introduced the ´contraction and convergenceµ
approach, which reduces greenhouse gas by contracting and converging the energy
consumption level to the same level for all of the countries. In order to achieve this by
2025, the United States, Europe, China, and other developed nations have to decrease
its energy consumptions, whereas India and Africa should increase the energy use until
every country have equal energy resources, which is targeted.
3. 2,000 watt society
Dr. Barrett mentioned in his lecture a 2,000 watt society for responding to the
climate change issue. Usually, for the climate change issue, measurement is placed on
carbon footprints of individuals. However, Dr. Barrett introduced an alternate
measurement: watts. Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) launched the 2,000
Watt Society project in 1998, and focused on the convergence approach to achieve the
2,000 watt society goal (Novatlantis 2007). Currently, average consumption per person
in the United States is 10,381 watts, and Japan is 5,381 watts. If the society were to
reduce the power consumption down to 2,000 watts per person, according to Dr. Barrett,
´A 2,000 watts lifestyle is like going back to 1960s level of energy use or same energy
use as Mexico todayµ However, Dr. Barrett mentioned that challenges are faced in
Japan for achieving a 2,000 watt society because of ´limited indigenous fossil fuel
energy resources,µ

being ´heavily dependent upon fuel imports,µ and the ´weak

position in situation of global energy scarcity or supply cuts due to conflicts.µ
Japan faces difficult energy choice right now. National Institute for
Environmental Studies made a graph where from right now to 2050, the greenhouse gas
will decline dramatically, and the GDP will rapidly grow. Dr. Barrett mentioned how
energy growth and GDP were strongly tied, therefore reducing greenhouse gas while
growing GDP somehow seems unrealistic. Dr. Barrett ended his lecture with a Buddhist
quote, ´What one has is all one needs,µ which has a culturally embedded meaning to
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move away from the expectation of both constant energy and economic growth.
III. Personal Response
Dr. Barrett mentioned ´contraction and convergenceµ approach in achieving a
2,000 watt society. Trying to limit energy consumption to 2,000 watts and going back to
1960s level of energy use are excessively harsh. Industrial revolution has pushed
forward the technological advancement in the developed countries, which gave rise to
the forefront technologies, including renewable energy technologies. Creating a 2,000
watt society would, I believe, discourage the advancement of technologies because it
would limit energy use for advancing technologies for the future generations. I believe
that after creating the most advanced renewable power generator, then it would be
plausible to gradually limit the energy use, eventually decreasing the energy use to
2,142 watts per person.
Furthermore, recently the concept of degrowth has been introduced where
economic growth is achieved while making environmental innovation. Therefore, I
believe GDP growth can be achieved while reducing carbon emission; however, to
accomplish this, strong support from the society is needed.
References
Novatlantis ´2000 watt society: Vision.µ http://www.novatlantis.ch/en/2000-watt-s
ociety.html (accessed on 28th September 2013)
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ㅮ⩏㸴ࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶࡑࡢᐇ⌧ᛶࠖ
Lecture 6 ´Sustainability of Energy and its Realityµ
㣤⏣ဴஓ Dr. Tetsunari Iida1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
༡ᆏⵇ Aoi Minamisaka2
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
2011 ᖺࡢᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏࠾࠸࡚࠾ࡇࡗࡓཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤࡢᨾࡼࡾࠊ᪥ᮏࡣ⬺ཎⓎ౫Ꮡ

࠸࠺᪉ྥᛶࢆ♧ࡋࡓࠋࡋࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊලయⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡢ᪉ྥᛶࡣ୍ྥ♧ࡉࢀ
࡞࠸ࡲࡲࠊΰἁࡋࡓ≧ἣ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᮏㅮ⩏࡛ࡣࠊ⬺ཎⓎ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㌿ࡀ᫂
⥔᪂ࠊኴᖹὒᡓதࡢ⤊⤖ḟࡄࠊ᪥ᮏ㏆௦ྐࡢ➨㸱ࡢ㌿ᮇ࡛࠶ࡿࡇࠊࡲࡓࠊ᪥ᮏࡢᮍ
᮶ࢆᣅࡃୖ࡛ࠊ㑊ࡅࡿࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸㐨ࡢࡾ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑࡢどⅬࢆ⫹ኚ࠼ࡿࡀ᮶࡚࠸
ࡿ࠸࠺ࡇࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
II. ㅮ⩏ෆᐜ
1. ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶࡣ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢၥ㢟ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿୖ࡛᭱ࡶ㔜せ࡞ᴫᛕࡀࠕᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋ㣤⏣ඛ⏕᭣ࡃࠊ
ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶࡣ༢⥆ࡃ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ
ࠕ⎔ቃࡶ⤒῭ࡶ♫ࡶࣂࣛࣥࢫࢆಖࡗࡓࡓ
ࡕ࡛ᑗ᮶ࡲ࡛ࡢ͆㇏ࡉ͇ࢆᦆ࡞ࢃ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡞㛤ⓎࡸⓎᒎࡢ࠶ࡾ᪉࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࡑ
ࡢࠕᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶࠖࡢᐃ⩏ࡽࡳࡓࠕᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࠖࡣࠊ
ࠕ⏕ྍ⬟࡞⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮ࢆ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࣮࣌ࢫ࡛⏝ࡍࡿ♫ࠖ࠸࠺ࡇ࡞ࡿࠋ࠸ࡲࡲ࡛ࠊᆅ⌫ ᬮ㜵Ṇ
ࢆཱྀᐇ᥎㐍ࡉࢀ࡚ࡁࡓཎᏊຊࡣࠊࡇࡢᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᐃ⩏ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
2. ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮♫ࡢᐇ⌧ᛶ
⌧ᅾࠊ⬺ཎⓎࡢ᪉ྥࡣྥࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡢ✰ࢆᇙࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡀⅆ
ຊⓎ㟁࡛࠶ࡿࠋⅆຊⓎ㟁ࡣ▼⇞ᩱࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ▼⇞ᩱࡢ౫Ꮡࡣࠊ▷ᮇⓗࡶ୰
㛗ᮇⓗࡶࢥࢫࢺቑࡸཎἜ㧗㦐࡞ࡢࣜࢫࢡࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡽࡢࣜࢫࢡࢆᅇ㑊ࡍࡿࡓࡵ
᭷ຠ࡞ࡢࡀࠊ┬࢚ࢿ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡼࡿ௦࡛᭰࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢ௦᭰ࡼࡾࠊࡉࡽ
ࡣ᭱ࡢ⎔ቃࣜࢫࢡ࡛࠶ࡿᆅ⌫ ᬮၥ㢟ࡶᑐᛂࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
3. ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㠉࠸࠺⌧ᐇ
ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤࡢᨾᚋࠊᖾ୰ࡢᖾ࠸࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡢࡀࠊ
ࠕ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀୡ⏺ࡢᵝࠎ࡞ᅜ

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲே⎔ቃ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗 (Director, Institute for Sustainable
Energy Policies in Japan [ISEP]㸧
2 ᮾிᏛ (The University of Tokyo)
1
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࡛ࠊ㎰ᴗ㠉࣭⏘ᴗ㠉࣭ሗ㏻ಙ㠉⥆ࡃࠕே㢮ྐ➨㸲ࡢ㠉ࠖࡤࢀࡿᛴ⃭࡞ᬑ
ཬᣑࢆᐇ⌧ࡋࡘࡘ࠶ࡿ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠖ㣤⏣ඛ⏕ࡣ㏙࡚࠸ࡿࠋཤᖺࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡛ࡣ
㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࡀ㸰൨㸶༓࢟ࣟ࣡ࢵࢺࠊኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࡀ㸯൨࢟ࣟ࣡ࢵࢺࡢⓎ㟁㔞ࢆグ㘓ࡋ࡚࠾
ࡾࠊࡑࡢྜィࡣཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࢆୖᅇࡾࠊ᭦㸰ᖺᚋࡣ㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࡔࡅ࡛ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࢆୖᅇࡿ
ぢ㎸ࡳ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣண ࢆ࠺ࡽࡂࡿᬑཬࡢ᪉࡛࠶ࡿࠋࢹ࣐࣮ࣥࢡࡸࢫ࢙࣮࢘ࢹࣥࠊࢻ
ࢶ࡞࡛ከࡃࡢ⮬యࡀࠕ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮100 ࣃ࣮ࢭࣥࢺࠖࢆ┠ᶆᥖࡆࠊ⌧ᐇࡑࢀࢆ
ᐇ⌧ࡍࡿ⮬యࡀḟࠎቑຍࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡶࠊ㛗㔝┴⚟ᓥ┴ࡀࡑࢀࡒࢀࠕ⮬↛࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮100 ࣃ࣮ࢭࣥࢺࠖࢆ᪂ࡓ┠ᶆࡋ࡚ᥖࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᚋࠊ⮬య࡛ࡢືࡁࡀᅜࣞ࣋ࣝ
ࡢᨻ⟇ࡶἼཬࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇࡀᮇᚅࡉࢀࡿࠋ
4. ᆅᇦ♫⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ᆅᇦ♫࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㛵ಀࡣࠊࡲ࡛ࡣ᳜Ẹᆅࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ㤳㒔ᅪ࡛
⏝ࡍࡿ㟁ຊࢆ⚟ᓥ┴ࡸ᪂₲┴ࡽࡏࠊࡑࢀࡽࡢ༴㝤ᛶࢆᆅᇦ♫ᢲࡋࡘࡅࠊ┈ࡣ㟁
ຊ♫ࡀᚓࡿ࠸ࡗࡓࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡉࡋࡃࠊࢪࣙࢭࣇ࣭E࣭ࢫࢸࢢࣜࢵࢶᩍᤵࡢ࠸
࠺ࠕඈࡅࡣ㟁ຊ♫ࠊࣜࢫࢡࡣᅜẸ࠸࠺බᖹ࡞ࢠࣕࣥࣈࣝࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠖ࠸࠺≧ែ࡛
࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡢ♫࡛ࡣࡇࡢつᶍ㞟୰ᆺࢆࠊᆅᇦศᩓᆺኚࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡃᚲせࡀ࠶
ࡿࠋᮾி㟁ຊࡸ୰ᅜ㟁ຊ࡞࠸ࡗࡓᆅᇦࡢ♫ࡽᆅᇦࡢ࣮࢜ࢼ࣮㟁ຊࡢ㐠Ⴀࢆ
⛣⾜ࡉࡏࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ࠾㔠ពᛮỴᐃࡢὶࢀࡀኚࢃࡾࠊ୍ḟ⏘ᴗ༉ᩛࡍࡿ᪂ࡋ࠸ᆅᇦ⏘ᴗ
ࢆ⏕ࡳฟࡍྍ⬟ᛶࢆ⛎ࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
5. ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣮࣡
ࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᆅ⏘ᆅᾘࠖࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢὶࢀὀ┠ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢᑐࡋࠊ
ࠕࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ
࣮ࣃ࣮࣡ࠖࡣே࠾㔠ࡢὶࢀὀ┠ࡋࡓ⪃࠼࡛࠶ࡿࠋ≉ࠊᆅᇦ♫ࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆࡿ
ࡇࢆ⮬ࡽᢸ࠸ࠊࡇࡢࡼ࠺ࡿࢆ⮬ࡽỴࡵࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡑࡢ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᴗ
ࡽᚓࡽࢀࡿ♫ⓗࡲࡓࡣ⤒῭ⓗ࡞࣓ࣜࢵࢺࢆᆅᇦ♫ࡀ⮬ࡽᚓࡿ࠸࠺㸱ࡘࡢཎ๎ࡀ㔜せ
࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆࠕࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣮࣡㸱ཎ๎ࠖࡪࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣡
࣮ࡢ※ὶࡢ୍ࡘࡣࢹ࣐࣮ࣥࢡ⏤᮶ࡍࡿࠋ1970 ᖺ௦㢼ຊⓎ㟁༠ྠ⤌ྜ࠸࠺♫ࣔࢹࣝ
ࢆ⏕ࡳฟࡋࠊ᪥ࠊ㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࡢ⣙㸷ࢆᆅᇦࡢఫẸࡀᡤ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮༠ྠ
⤌ྜࡢືࡁࡣࠊ
ࢻࢶࡸ࣮࢜ࢫࢺࣜ࡞ࡶᛴ㏿ᗈࡲࡾࠊ
ࢻࢶ࡛ࡣࡇࡢ 10 ᖺ㛫࡛ 600
㏆࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮༠ྠ⤌ྜࡀㄌ⏕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏ࡛᭱ึࡢ㢼ຊ༠ྠ⤌ྜࡣ 2001 ᖺᕷẸฟ㈨
ࡼࡾㄌ⏕ࡋࡓࠕࡣࡲࡐࡕࡷࢇ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ᪥ᮏึࡢࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣮࣡ࡣ 2004
ᖺㄌ⏕ࡋࡓࠕ࠾ࡦࡉࡲ㐍Ṍ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛ࠖ࠶ࡾࠊ⎔ቃ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇◊✲ᡤࡀ㠃ⓗ
༠ຊࡋ࡚ㄌ⏕ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢᚋࡶᵝࠎ࡞ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣮࣡ࡀ᪥ᮏྛᆅ࡛ㄌ⏕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇ
ࡢࡼ࠺ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮ࣃ࣮࣡ࡀᬑཬࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇ࡛ࠊࡲ࡛㛢㙐ⓗ࡛ࠊ⊂༨ⓗࡔࡗࡓ᪥
ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᕷሙࠊࡑࡋ࡚࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮యไࡀࡁࡃኚࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡶࡢணࡉࢀࡿࠋ
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6. ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࣃࣛࢲ࣒
௨ୖࡢࡇࡽࡶࢃࡿࡼ࠺ࠊࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࡢ᪥ᮏࢆぢ࡚ࡳࡿࠊ༙ୡ⣖๓ࡢ㧗ᗘᡂ㛗ᮇ
ࢆᢸࡗࡓ㔞⏕⏘ᆺࡢ⏘ᴗ⩌ࡣ⾶㏥ࡋࠊ↓ṧ࡞≧ἣ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ2011 ᖺࡢཎⓎᨾࡀࡑ
ࡢ⓶⫗࡞⌧ᐇゝ࠼ࡼ࠺ࠋཎⓎ㛤ⓎࡢึᮇࡢࡇࢁࠊཎᏊຊࡼࡗ࡚ฟࡉࢀࡿ᰾ࡢࢦ࣑
࠸࠺ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡃ⪃࠼ࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞⌧ᐇ┠ࢆྥࡅࡼ࠺ࡋ࡞ࡗ
ࡓ᪥ᮏࡀཎⓎᨾࢆᶵࠊࡼ࠺ࡸࡃࠕᮏᙜࡢ㇏ࡉࠖࡸࠊ⾶㏥㈋ࡋࡉࢆ⮬ࡽࡀᣍ࠸࡚ࡋ
ࡲࡗࡓࡇẼࡁጞࡵࡓࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡔࢁ࠺㣤⏣ඛ⏕ࡣ㏙࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㔞⏕⏘ᆺࡢࣔ
ࣀ♫ࠊ୰ኸ㞟ᶒᆺࡢ♫ࡣࡶࡣࡸ⤊ࢃࡾࢆࡘࡆࠊ㐀ⓗ࡞▱㆑♫ࠊᆅᇦศᩓᆺࡢ♫
ኚࢃࡾࡘࡘ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ὶࢀἢ࠸ࠊ⬺ཎⓎࡢὶࢀࡶᚲ↛ゝ࠼ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ21 ୡ
⣖ࡣ୍ேࡦࡾࡀ⮬❧ࡋࠊ㛤ࢀࡓࢿࢵࢺ࣮࣡ࢡ࡛⤖ࡤࢀࡓ▱㆑♫ࡢ௦࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢ
ࡼ࠺࡞᪂ࡋ࠸ὶࢀࡢ୰࡛ࠊ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆᛴ㏿ᬑཬᣑࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡃ࠸࠺ㄢ㢟ࢆࠊඛ
ྲྀࡾࡋ࡚ྲྀࡾ⤌ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿᆅᇦ♫ࡀࠊᚋࡢ᪂ࡋ࠸᪥ᮏ♫ࢆ⋡ඛࡋ࡚㐀ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇ
ࡀᮇᚅࡉࢀࡿࠋ
III. ឤ
ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶ࠸࠺ゝⴥࡣࠊ1992 ᖺࡢᅜ㐃ᆅ⌫ࢧ࣑ࢵࢺ࡞ጞࡲࡾࠊ⎔ቃၥ㢟ࡸ࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿୖ࡛ᚲせྍḞ࡞ᴫᛕ࡛࠶ࡿࠋୡ⏺ࡀࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞㛤Ⓨࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞♫
ࢆ┠ᣦࡍୖ࡛ࠊ㔜せ࡞ᙺࢆᢸ࠺ࡢࡀ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛࠶ࡿࡇࡣゝ࠺ࡲ࡛ࡶ࡞࠸ࠋ
㣤⏣ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡢෆᐜࡢࡼ࠺ࠊ᪥ᮏࡀᚋࠊ⬺ཎⓎ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡛ࡢ㌿ࢆ⾜࠺ࡢ
ࡣࡶࡣࡸ㑊ࡅࡽࢀ࡞࠸㐨࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡑ࠺࡞ࡿࡇࡀᮃࡲࢀࡿࠋࡋࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ࡢⰋ࠸㠃ࡤࡾ┠ࡀ⾜ࡁࠊ࣐ࢼࢫࡢ㠃┠ࡀ࠸࡞࠸ࡢࡣⰋࡃ࡞࠸ࠋࢥࢫࢺ㠃
ࡣࠊ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᬑཬࡶ್ẁࡀୗࡀࡿࡋ࡚ࠊ࠼ࡤࠊ㢼ຊⓎ㟁࡞࡛ࡣ㫽ࡀ
㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࡢ⩚ᕳࡁ㎸ࡲࢀ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺࡞࠸ࡗࡓࠊࡑࡢタഛࡢ࿘ࡾࡢ⎔ቃࡢᙳ㡪ࡀၥ㢟
࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᆅ⇕Ⓨ㟁ࡶࠊࡑࢀࡀ⏝࡛ࡁࡿࢇࡢᅵᆅࡀᅜࡼࡾᣦᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ
ᅵᆅ࡛ࠊ⌧ẁ㝵࡛ࡣ㛤Ⓨࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸࠸ࡗࡓࡼ࠺ࠊ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡶᵝࠎ࡞
ၥ㢟ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿࠋḞⅬࢆᣢࡓ࡞࠸⎍࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࠸࠺ࡶࡢࡣᏑᅾࡋ࡞࠸ࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊ
ᚋୡ⏺ࡀࠊࡑࡋ࡚᪥ᮏࡀ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮♫ࢩࣇࢺࡋ࡚࠸ࡃ୰࡛ࠊไᗘ࣭ᨻ⟇࣭
ᢏ⾡࣭౯್࣭つ⠊࠸ࡗࡓᵝࠎ࡞㠃ࡽ⾜ᨻࠊᴗࠊᕷẸࡀ༠ຊࡋ࡚ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡋ࡚࠸ࡃ
ࡇࡀ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡿࠋ
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ Aࠕ⚾ࡓࡕࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡇࠋ⸨㔝㟁ຊࠋ
ࠖ
Group A ´Something We can Actually Do: Transition Town and Fujino Electricµ
ᑠᒣᐑెỤ Ms. Mikae Koyama1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
ῲᝆᏊ Yuko Obuchi2
I.

ෆᐜ

1.

ㅮ⩏

1-1. ࣥࢺࣟࢲࢡࢩࣙࣥ
ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥ⸨㔝ࡢάືࡢ୍⎔࡛࠶ࡿ⸨㔝㟁ຊࡣࠊࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥ࠸࠺ୡ
⏺ⓗ࡞άືࡀࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻ࠶ࡿࠋࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥࡣࠊ▼Ἔ౫Ꮡࡋࡓ⌧ᅾ
ࡢ㔞ᾘ㈝ᆺࡢ♫ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡽࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞⏕ࡁ᪉ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢵࢺ㸦⛣⾜࣭⬺౫Ꮡ㸧ࡋ
࡚࠸ࡇ࠺࠸࠺ⲡࡢ᰿ⓗ࡞ᕷẸάື࡛࠶ࡾࠊୡ⏺つᶍࡢ♫ᐇ㦂࠸࠼ࡿࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊࡇࡢ
άືࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࢻ࣓࢟ࣗࣥࢱ࣮ࣜᫎ⏬ࠕIn Transition2.0ࠖࡢᢤ⢋ࢩ࣮ࣥࢆୖᫎࡋࠊ᭱᪂ࡢ
ࢆ⤂ࠋࡕ࡞ࡳ⌧ᅾࠊୡ⏺࡛ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥࡋ࡚Ⓩ㘓ࡉࢀࡓᆅᇦࡣ 900ࠊ
ᮍⓏ㘓ࡢࡇࢁࢆྵࡵࡿ 1,800 ࡶࡢࡰࡿ࠸࠺ࠋ
1-2. ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥ⸨㔝㛵ࡍࡿ⤂
ࢠࣜࢫⓎࡢࡇࡢάືࢆࠊ2008 ᖺ᪥ᮏ࡛ึࡵ࡚ྲྀࡾ⤌ࢇࡔࡢࡀ⚄ዉᕝ┴┦ᶍཎᕷᪧ⸨
㔝⏫ࠋ⸨㔝࡛ࡣࠊᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡸ᳃㒊ࠊᗣ་⒪ࠊ࠾ⓒጣࢡࣛࣈ࡞ࠊ࣮࣡࢟ࣥࢢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ
ࡀࡑࢀࡒࢀάືࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏ࢆᶵタ❧ࡉࢀࡓࠊ⸨㔝㟁ຊࡶࡑࡢࡦࡘ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
⸨㔝㟁ຊ࡛ࡣࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ⮬ศࡢᡭ࡛ࡘࡃࡾࡔࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࠸࠺ᴦࡋࡉࢆࢩ࢙ࡍ
ࡿࡓࡵࠊ
ࠕ࣑ࢽኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࢩࢫࢸ࣒⤌ࡳ❧࡚࣮࣡ࢡࢩࣙࢵࣉࠖࢆᅜྛᆅ࡛㛤ദࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
2.

࣮࣡ࢡࢩࣙࢵࣉ
㌟ࡢ࡛࡛ࡁࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⠇⣙ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ㸰ே㸯⤌࡞ࡗ࡚ヰࡋྜ࠸࡞ࡀࡽࠊࢹ

ࢆฟࡍసᴗࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋ
ࠕࢦ࣮࡛ࣖࢢ࣮࣮ࣜࣥ࢝ࢸࣥࢆࡘࡃࡿࠖ
ࠕ࢚ࢥࣥࢆࢃࡎ
ࡽࡋࡓࢱ࢜ࣝࢆ㤳ࡲࡃࠖ
ࠕࢻ࣮ࣛࣖࢆ࠶ࡲࡾࢃ࡞࠸ࠖ
ࠕኴ㝧⇕ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࠖ
ࠕᆅ⏘ᆅᾘࠖ
ࠕࢸࣞࣅࡸ࢚ࢥࣥࢆ࠺ࡁࡣࡳࢇ࡞࡛㞟ࡲࡿࠖ࡞ࡉࡲࡊࡲ࡞ࢹࢆඹ᭷ࡋࡓࠋ
᭱ᚋࡲࡵࡋ࡚ࠊᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡽࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥࡢάື࡛ษ࡞࣏ࣥࢺࡋ࡚ࠕࡓ
࠼ࡤ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡘ࠸࡚ேẼ㍍ヰࡋྜ࠼ࡿࡼ࠺࡞㛵ಀࢆࡘࡃࡿࡇࠖ
ࠕ↓⌮ࢆࡍࡿ
⥆࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࠊ࡛ࡁࡿ⠊ᅖࡢ㌟ࡢྜࡗࡓάືࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࠖ
ࠕᑠࡉ࡞άືࢆ⥅⥆ࡉࡏ࡚
࠸ࡁ࡞ࡀࡽᆅᇦ࡛ࡢಙ㢗㛵ಀࢆࡘࡃࡿࡇࠖ࠸࠺ㄝ᫂ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࢢ࣮ࣟࣂࣜࢮ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲேࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢪࣕࣃࣥ⌮ (Member of the Board, Transition
Japan)
2 ᮾᾏᏛ (Tokai University)
1
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ࡽ࣮ࣟ࢝ࣝ࠸࠺ࣃࣛࢲ࣒ࢩࣇࢺࢆ╔ᐇ⾜࠺ࡓࡵࡣࠊ⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡇࡢ㔜せᛶࢆ
ᨵࡵ࡚ཧຍ⪅య࡛☜ㄆࡋࡓࠋ
ࡇࡇ࡛⤂ࡋࡓ㸰ࡘࡢື⏬ࡣ YouTube ࡛ࡶど⫈ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
ࠕᫎ⏬ࠑࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥ㐍⾜୰ 2.0ࠒࢺ࣮࣮ࣞࣛࠖ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbec9BaGw9M
ࠕ᪥ᮏࡢࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥ㞟 2012 ࢺ࣮࣮ࣞࣛࠖ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhWk892BD4I
II. ឤ
ࡇࡢ࡞ࡀࢃࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࢆᏛࢇ࡛ࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ⪃࠼᪉ࡀࢃࡗࡓࠋࡑ
ࡢ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊࡲ࡛ࡢㅮ⩏࡞ࡣᴗࡢ࡞ࠊ⚾ࡗ࡚ᐇయ㦂ࢆࡍࡿࡇࡀ
࡛ࡁࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ෆᐜࡔࡗࡓࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡣᑠ➟ཎ⾜ࡁࠊ࣌ࣥࢩࣙࣥἩࡲࡗࡓࡢయ㦂ࢆࡶࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥ⸨㔝
࠸࠺ᕷẸάືཧຍࡋࡓࠋࡇࡢ࣌ࣥࢩ࡛ࣙࣥࡣ▼㮯ࡣⅣሷࡽࠊࢩ࣮ࣕ࣡ࡣ㞵Ỉࠊ
࠸ࡗࡓ⮬↛࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚⏕άࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡇࡢᕷẸ⮬↛ࡢ⧅ࡀࡾࢆࡋࠊ
ᆅ⏘ụᾘࢆ⾜࠺ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩࣙࣥࡣࢠࣜࢫࢆⓎ⚈ࡋࡓ࣎ࣛࣥࢸᅋయࡀάືࢆࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊᆅᇦఫẸࡢࡘ࡞ࡀࡾࢆ㔜どࡍࡿάື࡛ࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢࡇࡽࠊ↓⌮⏕άࢆ
ኚ࠼ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ⮬ศࡓࡕࡢ⏕άࠊ⎔ቃࡶඃࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᅾࡾ᪉ࢆᏛࢇࡔࠋ
ࡇࡢࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࡛ࣙࣥࡣ㸱ࡘࡢゝⴥࢆ࣮࣮࢟࣡ࢻάືࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⮬⤥⮬㊊ࠊ⮬↛ࡢ
ຊ࡛㟁Ẽࢆసࡿࠕ⬺౫Ꮡࠖ
ࠋ⏕ຊࠊඖຊࢆᇶ♫ࡢᵝࠎ࡞ኚᑐࡋ࡚ᰂ㌾࡞ᑐᛂࢆ
ࡍࡿࠕࣞࢪ࢚ࣜࣥࢫࠖ
ࠋᕷẸࡢ⮬↛ⓗ࡞ຊࢆ᭱㝈Ⓨࡋࠊࢡ࢚ࣜࢸࣈ࡞ゎỴ᪉ἲࢆ
⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡃࠕീຊࠖࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ࠼ࡤࠊ
ࠕ⬺౫Ꮡࠖࡣ⸨㔝࡛ኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࢆ⏝ࡋ࡚ࠊ㟁Ẽࢆ
ࡲ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊ⏕άࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡃୖ࡛㟁Ẽ㒊ࢆኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁࡛ࡲ࡞࠺ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞
ࡃ⮬ศࡢ࡛ࡁࡿ⠊ᅖ㸦୍㒊ࡢ㟁〇ရ㸧࡛Ⓨ㟁ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࡢⅬ㛵ࡋ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡣ࡚
ࡶඹឤ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡢ⏕άࡣࢫࢵࢳ㸯ࡘ࡛㟁Ẽࡀࡃࠋࡋࡋࠊ࠼ࡤࢸࣞࣅ࠸ࡗࡓ㟁
〇ရࢆኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࡼࡗ࡚Ⓨ㟁ࡉࢀࡓ㟁Ẽ࡛⏝ࡋࡓሙྜࠊⓎ㟁ࡋࡓ㟁Ẽࡀ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡗ
ࡓࡏ࠸࡛ࢸࣞࣅࡀほࡽࢀ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡗࡓึࡵ࡚㟁Ẽࡢ࠸㐣ࡂࢆᐇឤࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸
ᛮࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࢆࡁࡗࡅࠊ⠇㟁ࢆࡍࡿ࠸࠺⾜ືࡘ࡞ࡀࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ᛮࡗࡓࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊ⸨㔝࡛ࡣࠕ⸨㔝ᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࠖ࠸࠺άືࡶ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣᐇ㝿ࡢ࠾㔠࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ
࠶ࡃࡲ࡛ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡢࢶ࣮ࣝࡢ୍㒊ࡋ࡚⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋฟ᮶ࡿࠊࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ
࠸ࡓ࠸ࡢࣜࢫࢺࢆᇶᆅᇦఫẸඹ᭷ࡍࡿࠋࡇࡢᆅᇦ㏻㈌࡛ࡣᦆ┈ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ࠾࠸ࡢⰋ
࠸ࡇࢁࢆᘬࡁฟࡍࡁࡗࡅ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᑠᒣඛ⏕ᐇ㝿ࡢࠕ⸨㔝ᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࠖ
⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࣜࢫࢺࢆぢࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓࠋᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡢࣜࢫࢺḍࡢᶓࡣ㔠㢠ࡀ᭩ࢀ
࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸮ࡽࢫࢱ࣮ࢺࡍࡿࠋฟ᮶ࡿࢆࡓࡃࡉࢇࡍࢀࡤᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡣ⁀ࡲࡗ࡚
࠸ࡃࠋ㏫ゝ࠼ࡤࠊࡋ࡚ࡋ࠸ࢆࡓࡃࡉࢇࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠼ࢀࡤᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡣ࣐ࢼࢫ࡞ࡗ࡚
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࠸ࡃࠋᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡢᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡣ࣐ࢼࢫࡀከࡃ┠❧ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡣࡇࡢ࣐
ࢼࢫࡘ࠸࡚ࠕࡇࢀࡔࡅࡢከࡃࡢᆅᇦఫẸࡢⰋ࠸ࡇࢁࢆぢฟࡋࡓࠊࡗ࡚ࡇ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛
ࡍࡼࠖ௮ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡇࡢࡇࡽࠊㅮ⩏ࡢ᭱ึ⪺࠸ࡓᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡢ࣓࣮ࢪࡣࡃ␗
࡞ࡗࡓࠋᆅᇦ㏻㈌ࡀࣉࣛࢫࠊ࣐ࢼࢫࡢࡕࡽࡋ࡚ࡶࠊᆅᇦఫẸࡗ࡚ࡣ࡚ࡶ࠸࠸
ࡶࡢ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ᛮࡗࡓࠋ
ࡇࡢࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥࡣୡ⏺࡛ 900 ᆅᇦࠊ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣ 25 ᡤ࠶ࡿࠋᑠᒣඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏
ࢆཷࡅ࡚ࠊࡶࡗ᪥ᮏࡶᬑཬࡍࢀࡤ࠸࠸࡞ឤࡌࡓࠋ↓⌮ࡢ࡞࠸➼㌟࡛⠇㟁ࢆࡋࠊⓎ
㟁ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡇ⚾ࡣඹឤࢆᚓࡓࠋ
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ BࠕᆅᇦᗫᲠ≀ࢆ⏝ࡋࡓࣂ࢜⇞ᩱࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ
Group B ´Biofuel Projects Utilising Local Wastesµ
ᯇᮏዉ✑Ꮚ Dr. Naoko Matsumoto1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
ᑠἨ㯞⍆ Makoto Koizumi2
I.

ෆᐜ

1.

ㅮ⩏
ࠕࣂ࢜⇞ᩱࠖࡢ⌧≧ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊࡲࡎୡ⏺ⓗ࡞≧ἣࢆಠ▔ࡋࠊḟ᪥ᮏᅜෆࡢ≧ἣྲྀ

ࡾ⤌ࡳࠊࡑࡋ࡚⚄ዉᕝ┴ෆࡢ≧ἣࠊḟ➨㌟㏆࡞ࡇࢁヰ㢟ࢆ⛣ࡋ࡚ㄝ᫂ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
᪥ᮏࡣ㎰ᴗᅜ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࠊࣈࣛࢪࣝࡸ⡿ᅜ࡞ẚ㍑ࡍࡿ㠀ᖖᑠつᶍ࡛ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ
ࣂ࢜⇞ᩱ⏕⏘ࡢྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࡣ࡞ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏࡢሙྜࠊ⇞ᩱ࡞ࡿࢧࢺ࢘࢟ࣅࡋ࡚ࡶ
ࢺ࢘ࣔࣟࢥࢩࡋ࡚ࡶࠊ⏕⏘ྍ⬟࡞ᆅᇦࡀ㝈ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡞ࡶ࠶ࡿࡀࠊࡑࢀࡽࡣ
ูࠕ⏝῭ࡳ㣗⏝Ἔࠖࢆᅇࡋ࡚⇞ᩱ⏕ࡍࡿືࡁࡀ⾜ࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡞ࠊື⏬ࢆ
ࡗ࡚⤂ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
2.

ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡ

ࠕ⏝῭ࡳ㣗⏝Ἔࠖࢆᅇࡍࡿࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆࠊ⚄ዉᕝ┴㏸Ꮚᕷ࡛ᐇࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡓࡵࠊ
ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡸࡾ᪉ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࡢࢆࠊཧຍ⪅ࡀᕷẸᅋయࡢ❧ሙࡽᥦࡋ࡚࠸ࡇ࠺࠸
࠺ෆᐜ࡛⾜ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡎ㏸Ꮚᕷࡢᇶᮏሗࢆࡣࡌࡵࠊ㆟ㄽࡢ࣏ࣥࢺࡘ࠸࡚ᩚ⌮ࡋࠊᐇ㝿
ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡ࡛ࡣࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆ࡛ࡢ⮬ᕫ⤂ጞࡲࡾࠊᢡᯇᮏඛ⏕㉁ၥࢆࡋࡘࡘࠊ
ྛࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡶάⓎ࡞㆟ㄽࡀ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
3.

ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉⓎ⾲ࡲࡵ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࡢ㆟ㄽࢆඹ᭷ࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡈⓎ⾲ࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡓࠋ࠸ࡎࢀࡶၟᗑ

⾤ࢆせ࡞ࢫࢸ࣮ࢡ࣍ࣝࢲ࣮ࡋ࡚⨨࡙ࡅ࡚࠸ࡓࡀࠊ༠ຊᗑࡢࢫࢸࢵ࣮࢝㓄ᕸ➼ࡼ
ࡿ࣓࣮ࢪࢵࣉࢆᅗࡾࠊࡑࢀࡀほගᐈ㏸Ꮚᕷࡢྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࡢዲ༳㇟ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡋࡓ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࠊᅇࡢᢸ࠸ᡭࡋ࡚Ꮚࡶ╔┠ࡋࠊᏛᰯ࡛ᐙᗞࡢᗫἜࢆᅇࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ⎔
ቃᩍ⫱ᐇ㝿ࡢᅇຠᯝࢆᅗࡿᥦࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࠊ࣌ࢵࢺ࣎ࢺࣝࡢᅇ᪥ࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡚
ᗫἜᅇ᪥ࢆタᐃࡋࡓࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡸࠊࡑࡢࡶၟᗑ⾤ࡢࣔࢸ࣮࣋ࢩࣙࣥ࡞Ẽࢆ㓄ࡗ
ࡓᥦゝ࡞ࡀ࡞ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
᭱ᚋࡲࡵࡋ࡚ࠊᯇᮏඛ⏕ࡽࣂ࢜⇞ᩱࡢࡇࢀࡽࡘ࠸࡚⿵㊊ㄝ᫂ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᆅ⌫♫ྥࡅ࡚ࠊ⇞ᩱࡀቑ࠼ࡓࡽࡑࡢศᾘ㈝ࡋ࡚ࡶ࠸࠸࠸࠺ࡢ
࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ⌧ᅾࡢ⤒῭ࡢ࠶ࡾࡓ⮬యࡢぢ┤ࡋࡸࠊ⾜ືࡋ࡚࠸ࡃୖ࡛ከᵝ࡞ࢫࢸ࣮ࢡ࣍ࣝ

බ┈㈈ᅋἲேᆅ⌫⎔ቃᡓ␎◊✲ᶵ㛵㸦IGES㸧ࣇ࢙࣮ࣟ (Fellow, Institute for Global
Environmental Strategies [IGES])
2 ὠ⏣ሿᏛ (Tsuda College)
1
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ࢲ࣮ࡢ㐃ᦠࠊ༠ാࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡃᚲせᛶ࡞ࡢヰࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
II. ឤ
ࠕ⏝῭ࡳ㣗⏝Ἔࡢᅇ㹼㏸Ꮚᕷ࠾ࡅࡿᅇࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㹼ࠖࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ㏸Ꮚᕷࡢᕷ
Ẹᅋయࢆᐃࡋ࡚ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࡀࠊ⚾ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ࡣ͆ࣄࢺ ࢡ࣐ࣝ ࡘ࡞ࡆ
ࡿ͇࢜ࣝ࠸࠺࢟ࣕࢵࢳࢥࣆ࣮ࡢࡶࠊᐇ㝿ࡢ㏸Ꮚᕷ࡛ࡢࡈࡳᅇࢆཧ⪃ࠊఫẸ
ࡗ࡚᭱ࡶ౽࡛⡆᫆࡞㣗⏝Ἔࡢᅇࢆ┠ᣦࡋࠊࡈࡳᅇ㌴ࡢ⇞ᩱ㣗⏝Ἔࡢࣂ࣭࢜ࢹ
࣮ࢮࣝࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇ࡛ㄆ▱ᗘࢆ㧗ࡵࡿࡇࢆ┠ᶆࡋࡓࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊᬑẁ㔞ࡢࠕᆅᇦᗫ
Რ≀ࠖࢆฎศࡍࡿࡀࠊࡇࢀࡽࢆᐇ㝿⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࠸ษ࠸࠺ࡇࢆព㆑ࡍ
ࡿᶵ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ⏕άࡋ࡚࠸ࡃ࠺࠼࡛ฟࡉࡊࡿࢆᚓ࡞࠸ࡈࡳࡔࡀࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⤒῭Ⓨᒎࡸᢏ
⾡㠉᪂ࡼࡗ࡚ᚓࡽࢀࡓ౽ࡉྠ➼ࡢࡈࡳῶᑡࢆᐇ⌧ࡋ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ
ᅇࡢ࣮࣡ࢡࢩࣙࢵࣉࢆཷࡅࡿ௨๓ࠊ⚾ࡣࣂ࢜⇞ᩱࡢཎᩱ⏕⏘ࡢࡓࡵ㉳ࡇࡿ㈋ᅔ
ࡘ࠸࡚Ꮫࢇࡔࡇࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊ⫯ᐃⓗ࡞࣓࣮ࢪࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ᪥ᮏ࠾
࠸࡚ࢹ࣮ࢮࣝࡢ㟂せࡀᑡ࡞ࡃᐇ㝿┠ࡍࡿᶵࡀ࡞ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊࣂ࣭࢜ࢹ࣮ࢮࣝ
ࡣࡃᮍ▱ࡢࡶࡢࡔࡗࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊᆅᇦᗫᲠ≀ࡽࣂ࣭࢜ࢹ࣮ࢮࣝࢆసࡾฟࡍࣜࢧ
ࢡࣝࢆ▱ࡾࠊ༳㇟ࡣࡁࡃኚࢃࡗࡓࠋཎᩱࡽసࡾฟࡍ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ㠀ᖖከ࠸ࡀࠊ
ࠕ⏕
ྍ⬟ࠖࢆ⪃࠼ࡿᆅᇦᗫᲠ≀ࡽᚓࡽࢀࡿࣂ࣭࢜ࢹ࣮ࢮࣝࡣ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸⏘≀ࡔᛮ
࠺ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡀฟࡍࡈࡳࢆ↓ࡃࡍࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡀࠊࣂ࢜⇞ᩱࡢࡼ࠺ᑡࡋ࡛ࡶࠕ⏕ྍ
⬟ࠖࢆቑࡸࡍດຊࢆࡍࡿࡇࡀษࡔࠋ
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ Cࠕ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ேࠎࡢὶࡀ⣳ࡄ⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔ᕷ࣭ᶓࠖ
Group C ´Developing )XWXUH&LW\<RNRKDPDZLWK1HZ(QHUJ\6\VWHPDQG&LWL]HQ·V
Participationµ
ಙṇே Mr. Masato Nobutoki1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
༡ᆏⵇ Aoi Minamisaka2
I.

ෆᐜ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ C ࡛ࡣࠊಙඛ⏕ࡼࡾᶓᕷࡢᴫせࢆࡈ⤂࠸ࡓࡔࡁࠊᕷࡀྲྀࡾ⤌ࡴ⎔ቃᑐ⟇

ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢヲ⣽࡞ㄝ᫂ࡢ࠶ࠊྛࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ෆᐜࡸㄢ㢟ࢆඹ᭷ࡋࡓࠋᶓᕷࡢᴫせྲྀࡾ
⤌ࡳࡘ࠸࡚ࡣḟࡢ࠾ࡾࠋ
ᶓᕷࡣࠊேཱྀ⣙ 370 ேࠊᕷ⏫ᮧࡋ࡚ࡣ᪥ᮏ᭱ࡢ⮬య࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⣙ 150 ᖺ๓ࡣࢃ
ࡎ 100 ᡞࡢᐮᮧ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊᅜ㝿ⓗ࡞⋞㛵ཱྀࡋ࡚Ⓨᒎࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢᚋࠊ1923 ᖺࡢ㛵ᮾ
㟈⅏ࠊ1945 ᖺࡢᶓ✵くᗘࢃࡓࡗ࡚ቯ⁛ⓗ࡞⿕ᐖࢆཷࡅࠊࡲࡓ㧗ᗘ⤒῭ᡂ㛗ᮇ
ࡣබᐖ࡞ከࡃࡢ㒔ᕷㄢ㢟ࢆᢪ࠼ࡓࡀࠊᩥ᫂㛤௨㝆ᇵࡗ࡚ࡁࡓᕷẸࡢពᕤኵ㐍ྲྀࡢ
⢭⚄ࡼࡗ࡚⌧ᅾࡢ㒔ᕷ㒊ࡢ㦵᱁ࢆᙧᡂࠊ⯆࣭Ⓨᒎࢆ㐙ࡆࡓࠋ
㏆ᖺ࡛ࡣࠕḟୡ௦࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࣭♫ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ᐇドᆅᇦࠖ
ࠕ⎔ቃࣔࢹࣝ㒔ᕷࠖ
ࠕ⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔
ᕷࠖ࡞ࠊᨻᗓࡽඛ㐍ⓗ࡞ྲྀ⤌ࢆ⾜࠺ᆅ༊ࡋ࡚㑅ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
᪥ᮏᆺࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࢢࣜࢵࢻࡢᵓ⠏ࡸᾏእᒎ㛤ࢆ┠ᣦࡍࠕᶓࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࢩࢸࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠖ
࡛ࡣࠊᕷẸࡢཧຍࡀࡁ࡞せ⣲ࡢࡦࡘ࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ⏘ᐁᏛẸࡢ㐃ᦠࡶຊࢆධࢀ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋᶓᕷࡢ NPO ⤌⧊ᩘࡣᅜ➨㸷࡛࠶ࡾࠊබඹព㆑࣭ཧຍព㆑ࡀ㧗࠸㒔ᕷ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⾜
ᨻࡸᴗࡢࢱࢵࣉᩘࡶከᩘ࠶ࡾࠊ⎔ቃၥ㢟㛵ࡍࡿᩍ⫱ࡸၨⓎάືࡣࠊᕷẸᅋయ࣭
NPO ࡢάືࢆάࡋ࡚㐍ࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ࡇࡢࡼ࠺ࠊᶓᕷࡣ⏘ᐁᏛẸࡢ㐃ᦠ࣭༠ຊࢆ࣮ࣜࢻࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠸ࡗ࡚ࡶ㐣ゝ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸
ࡀࠊ⎔ቃศ㔝࡛ඛ➃ࢆ㉮ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿゝࢃࢀࡿᶓᕷ࡛ࡶࠊ㡰㢼‶ᕹ㐍ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸ࠋⰍࠎ࡞ேࠎࡢ㋃ࡳฟࡍຬẼ࡛ヨ⾜㘒ㄗࢆ⥆ࡅ࡚ࡁࡓ⤖ᯝ࡛࠶ࡾࠊᡂࡣ⛬㐲ࡃࡇ
ࢀࡽࡶ㞴㢟ࢆゎỴࡋ࡞ࡀࡽ␗✀␗⬟ࡢ⼥ྜࡢ୰࡛ᣮᡓࡋ࡚࠸ࡃᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
ᶓᕷࡀ⌧ᅾ┤㠃ࡍࡿㄢ㢟ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ ᐊຠᯝ࢞ࢫฟ㔞ࡢቑຍ࡛࠶ࡿࠋேཱྀࡣ 60 ᖺ๓
ࡢ 3.5 ಸ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ2020 ᖺࡲ࡛ࡉࡽቑຍࡍࡿண

ࡉࢀࡿࡀࠊࡇࢀ⪏࠼࠺ࡿ⫹࡞

ᐊຠᯝ࢞ࢫฟᢚไ⟇ࡀᛴົ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓᛴ㏿࡞㧗㱋ࡶႚ⥭ࡢᑐᛂㄢ㢟࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
௨ୖࡢᶓᕷࡢࢆࡶࠊ⾜ᨻᡭἲࡸᙺ࡞ࠊ⾜ᨻࡢ㐍ࡵ᪉ᑐࡍࡿຠᯝⓗ࡞ྲྀ
ࡾ⤌ࡳࡸᕷẸࢆྵࡵࡓྛࢭࢡࢱ࣮ࡢศᢸࠊࡑࡋ࡚┤㠃ࡍࡿㄢ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡈඹ

ᶓᕷ ᬮᑐ⟇⤫ᣓᮏ㒊⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔ᕷ᥎㐍ᢸᙜ⌮ (Executive Director for Future City
Promotion, Climate Change Policy Headquarters, City of Yokohama㸧
2 ᮾிᏛ (The University of Tokyo)
1
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᭷ࡋ⪃ᐹࡍࡿ㛫ࢆタࡅࡓࠋ
II. ឤ
ಙඛ⏕ࡢࠕ㟈⅏ᑐ⟇ࡀࡋࡗࡾ࡞ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ⅏ᐖᙉ࠸⾤࡙ࡃࡾࡣࠊᆅ⌫ ᬮᑐ
⟇ࡶ┤⤖ࡍࡿࠖࠊ࠸࠺ゝⴥࡀ࡚ࡶ⪥ṧࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࡢෆᐜࡣㅮ⩏㸲ࠕḢᕞ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ
࣮ᨻ⟇ࡢ᪂⯆ᅜࡢ♧၀ࠖࡢࡶࡢ㢮ఝࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋグ᠈᪂ࡋ࠸ 2011 ᖺࡢᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏࡛
ࡣぢࡿࡶᝒ࡞ᮾࡢ⾤ࡀᆅ㟈ὠἼ࡛◚ቯࡉࢀࡓࠋࡇࢀࡽᮍ᮶ྥࡅ࡚ࠊࡢࡼ
࠺⾤ࢆ⏕ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡀၥࢃࢀࡿࡇࢁ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢ⾤ࡢ᭦⏕࠾࠸࡚ᶓᕷࡣࠊ
࡚ࡶࡼ࠸ࣔࢹࣝ࡞ࡾ࠺ࡿឤࡌࡓࠋࡑࡢᶓᕷࡢ⾤࡙ࡃࡾ࠾࠸࡚≉≉ᚩⓗࡔឤࡌ
ࡓࡢࡀࠊᕷẸࡢⓎຊࠊព㆑ࡢ㧗ࡉ࡛࠶ࡿࠋୡ㛫୍⯡࡛ࡶゝࢃࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࠊ㏆ᖺࡢ᪥ᮏࡣ
ேேࡢࡘ࡞ࡀࡾࡀᕼⷧ࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊ≉ⱝ⪅ࡀ⾤࡙ࡃࡾࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢ㛵ࡋ
࡚↓㛵ᚰࠊ↓ḧ࡛࠶ࡿ࠸ࡗࡓࡼ࠺࡞༳㇟ࢆཷࡅࡿࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞≧ἣࡢ୰ࠊᶓᕷࡢ⮬
ຍධ⋡ࡣ⣙㸶࡛ࠊNPO ἲேࡢᩘࡣ⣙ 1,300 ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢᩘᏐࡽศࡿࡼ
࠺ࠊᶓᕷࡣኚබඹព㆑ࡢ㧗࠸⾤࡛࠶ࡿࠋఫẸࡀయ࡞ࡗ࡚⾤࡙ࡃࡾࠊ⾤ࡢ㐠Ⴀࢆ
⾜࠺ࡇࡣኚ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡿࠋඛࡶ㏙ࡓࡼ࠺ࠊேࠎࡢ㛵ಀࡀᕼ࡛ⷧࠊ⾤࡙
ࡃࡾࡶ↓㛵ᚰ࠸࠺≧ἣ࡛ࡣࠊ⾜ᨻయ࡛⾜ࢃࢀࡿ⾤࡙ࡃࡾఫẸࡢ⏕άࢠࣕࢵࣉ
ࡀ⏕ࡌࠊఫẸࡀ⾜ᨻഃ‶ࢆເࡽࡏࡿࠊࡲࡓఱ⚈ࡀ㉳ࡇࡗࡓሙྜ⾜ᨻഃࢆ㈐ࡵ
ࡿࠊ࠸ࡗࡓࡼ࠺࡞ᝏᚠ⎔ࡋ⏕ࡳฟࡉࡎࠊ⏕⏘ᛶࡀࡃ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࡋࡋࠊఫẸࡀయ࡞ࡿ⾤࡙ࡃࡾࡣࢠࣕࢵࣉࡶ࡞ࡃࠊࡲࡓ⮬ศࡓࡕࡀ⾜ࡗࡓ࠸࠺㈐
௵ࡶฟ࡚ࡃࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ⮬ศࡓࡕࡀసࡾࠊࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆᢕᥱࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ⾤࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ⅏ᐖࡀ㉳ࡇ
ࡗࡓ㝿ࡶᑐฎࡣ㎿㏿⾜࠼ࡿࡇࡔࢁ࠺ࠋఫẸ㛫࡛ࡶࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࡀᐦྲྀࡽࢀࠊ
⮬ศࡓࡕࡀࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆᢕᥱࡋࡸࡍࡃࠊఫࡳࡸࡍ࠸⾤࡛࠶ࡿࡇࡀࠊ㟈⅏࠸ᙉ࠸⾤࡙ࡃࡾ࡛
࠶ࡾࠊࡲࡓ↓㥏ࡀ࡞࠸࠸ࡗࡓⅬ࡛ࠊ⎔ቃࡶඃࡋ࠸⾤࡙ࡃࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠊ࠸࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿឤࡌࡓࠋ
ࡋࡋࠊࡇࡇ࡛ࡦࡘၥ㢟ࢆឤࡌࡓࡢࡀࠊᶓᕷࡢఫẸࡢព㆑ࡀ㧗ࡃࠊ⾜ᨻࡶ㐃ᦠࡀ
ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡣࠊ࠶ࡃࡲ࡛ࡶ⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔ᕷ࡞ᣦᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠊ
ࠕ㒔࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࡽ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸ࡔࢁ࠺ࠊ࠸࠺Ⅼ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ㒔ࡣேᮦࡶࠊ㈈ࡶ㞟ࡲࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࠋࡋࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊ࠸
ࢃࡺࡿ⏣⯋࡛࠶ࡿ㒔㐨ᗓ┴ࠊᕷ⏫ᮧࡣேࡶ㈈ࡶᑡ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡢࡼ࠺࡞≧ἣ࡛ࡣࠊఫẸࡢព
㆑ࢆ㧗ࡵࡿࡢࡣࡶࡕࢁࢇࠊఫẸࡀయ࡞ࡾࠊ⾤࡙ࡃࡾࢆ㐍ࡵ࡚࠸ࡃࡇࡣ㠀ᖖᅔ㞴࡛
࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
ࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊࡇࡢᶓᕷࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࠊఫẸࡢබඹព㆑ࡢ㧗࠸⾤࡙ࡃࡾࢆࠊᆅᇦࡢ᱁ᕪࢆ
ࡾ㉺࠼࡚ࠊ࠸ࡋ࡚ᅜᗈࡵ࡚࠸ࡃࡀᚋࡢㄢ㢟࡛ࡣ࡞࠸⪃࠼ࡿࠋ
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ Dࠕ㛤Ⓨᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶ̿ࣇࣜࣆࣥࡢ⁺ᮧࡽࠖ
*URXS'´'HYHORSPHQWDQG6XVWDLQDELOLW\$Q([SHULHQFH
LQD3KLOLSSLQH)LVKLQJ9LOODJHµ
ᑠ㔝͆Perry͇⾜㞝 0U<XNLR´3HUU\µ2QR1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
ᚓ⏣┿ᐇᏊ Mamiko Tokuda2
I.

Content
0U <XNLR ´3HUU\µ 2QR WKH VHFUHWDU\ JHQHUDO RI 3HRSOH WR 3HRSOH $LG -DSDQ,

reported his experience in the Philippines. First, Mr. Perry made ground rules, these
are; (1) Speak English slowly and clearly. (2) Criticize ideas, not people (3) Do not
monopolize the discussion.
The basic situation is as follows: St. Mercedes is a small village in Manila Bay; to go
there, you need 3 hours bus ride and 1 hour boat ride from Manila. There are about
 SHRSOH DQG  KRXVHKROGV EXW QR FDUV  %DVLFDOO\ LW LV D ILVKHUPDQ·V YLllage.
About 70% of the people are fishermen. And there are many kids, about 30% of the
population. There is almost no light, so kids start to play very early.
There are 8 main problems in the village; 1) no high school, 2) no hospital, 3) no
electricity, 4) few fish you can get, 5) low income, 6) garbage, 7) no easy access to
potable water and 8) no road connection to outside of the village.
Based on the situation above, we discussed which problem we put stress on. And
after that, we discussed the solution based on the interview of each stakeholder, Local
NGO, Villagers and Local Government, check their opinion and find the better way to
solve the problems.
II. Personal Response
From this session, I learned the difficulties in improving the situation of
developing countries. When my group discussed what we should change first, each
member had its own opinion. Some people regarded water as the most important factor,
and others thought education was necessary for indigenous people in order to change
their situations or environment.
Firstly, I thought it was essential and effective to hear the opinions of local
people because they were the ones who suffer from the situation. However, my way of
1
2

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲேⲡࡢ᰿ຓ㐠ືົᒁ㛗 (People to People Aid, Japan)
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ (Tsuda College)
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thinking was changed after we heard opinions of the local people, local government,
and NGO. Every factor had relations with other factors; therefore, the situation was
complicated more than we thought. In terms of energy, we had to consider the
transportation to maintain the steady supply of energy resources. Moreover, what local
people stated conflicted with what local government stated in most cases. I realized
WKDWSHRSOH·VQHHGVZHUHGLIILFXOWWRPHHWIRUgovernment.
In order to develop some areas or even countries, NGOs should find the best
way for both local government and people. I felt that long-term and short-term actions
were necessary in order to meet demands of local people and to make a compromise.
From this session, I learned how complicated to think about development was and how
important the role of NGO was as an intermediary between people and governance.
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽ
Group Discussion
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
E-1

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporters
Hajime Akiyama1 & Moses Hillary Akuno2
I.

Introduction
E-1 group first discussed the relation between politics and energy issues we

are facing today. Next, we discussed issues of traditional energy and sustainable energy.
Based on the discussion, we did a role play in the group presentation to show how
powerful or rich states use their power to securitize energy while weak states struggle
to achieve energy for their use regardless of potential they possess. The group also
explored how the local population in weak states and their environment are ignored in
the quest for energy. Also the group presented the importance of ´innovationµ and
´diverse energy mixµ which were discussed throughout the seminar. It showed that
diverse potential sources can be harvested with minimal impact to the environment.
Our role play showed that although energy is often securitized and the environment is
ignored, we may be able to solve issues we face today through renewable energy mix.
II. Content
First, we discussed energy issues in general. To understand the energy issues,
Prof. Myoe introduced us the concept of securitization. Securitization refers to making
something the object of security. The first question we tackled was whether we should
securitize energy. Energy is and will be a basic need and it is a matter of survival for
people and states. However, energy is politicized and not equally distributed, whereby
strong states take it away from weaker states. The question was ´Is it acceptable?µ For
example, Prof. Myoe gave the example of Myanmar and China. While Myanmar has
energy potential, their government cannot harvest it for its people due to a lack of
resources, capacity and technology. This scenario attracts China who needs extra
energy from outside. Securitizing energy is an important trend, but the notion of
´securitizationµ has an enormous impact. When people recognize the issue as a matter
of security, there is a division between others and us, and others are recognized as a
threat. When this discourse is used, any action for securing energy can be legitimized
regardless of the negative impacts outweighing the positive.
1
2
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Our discussion shifted to politicized energy and renewable energy. Although
many people agreed with the importance of sustainable energy, affordability is an
important factor especially to choose energy mix in developing countries. For example,
Myanmar tries to use nuclear power because it is cheaper than renewable energy at the
moment. The issue of renewable energy mix in developing countries is not only about
affordability but also about energy distribution and lack of technology. Hydro power
accounts for 20 per cent among Kenya·V energy mix, but there are many people who do
not have access to electricity. This fact posed us the question that how we choose
renewable energy affordable to all people.
We tried to include into the presentation as many aspects as possible which
we looked at during the discussion. We decided to do a role play because we believed
that we could illustrate the reality of the relation between politics and energy. We
developed hypothetical sovereign states: Tigerland and Zebraland. Tigerland is a
powerful state which grows rapidly. There is a multinational cooperation (MNC) which
works under the command of the government of Tigerland. Zebraland, a neighboring
country of Tigerland, is a small and weak state. Its government was elected recently
and it really needs to develop the network of electricity throughout the country to
satisfy its citizens. The government of Tigerland wants to use more energy and the
MNC discovers a hydropower potential in Zebraland. At the same time, Zebraland
wants to generate 100 megawatt (MW) more energy and the development department
discovers that there was potential land for a dam in the country where 5,000 people are
living. For the 5,000 people, it is a sacred land, and also the dragon which is recognized
as an endangered species inhabits there. As it needs much money, the government of
Zebraland asks the World Bank (WB) for a loan, which is rejected because of the WB
FRQVXOWDQWV·HQYLURQPHQWDOLPSDFWDVVHVVPHQWUHSRUW, as well as the local community
and NGO·s claims of beliefs, sacredness of the land and lack of consultation.
Tigerland takes advantage of the unfortunate and proposes to build a 1,000
MW hydro power plant in Zebraland by the MNC on the condition that 900 MW will be
transmitted to Tigerland and Zebraland will receive 100 MW. Also attached are many
other conditions, including eviction of citizens in the area by the Zebraland government
which can be 50,000 people since it is a bigger project than the original 100 MW;
provision of and use of Zebraland state machinery and police forces to secure cheap
labor; free import of expert staff and equipment; and ownership of the dam for at least
50 years. When this proposal is leaked, the NGOs and local community opposed to it
because if generating 100 MW is socially and environmentally disadvantageous, the
1,000 MW must be more disadvantageous. The impact can not be imagined. However, a
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local entrepreneur in Zebraland who has been active in renewable energy mix proposes
an ´innovativeµ and ´GLYHUVH HQHUJ\ PL[µ of small-hydro, wind and solar power for
energy security. The local community, NGOs and the government of Zebraland agreed
with this proposal since it will provide the same amount of affordable energy with
minimum negative impacts.
Through the presentation, the group wanted to show how local people, their
environment and livelihood are ignored for securing energy. While the WB refuses a
loan for Zebraland, both governments agree with building the hydro power plant,
ignoring the impact on local people and the environment. It can be a true story. We
probably can see many examples like this. Moreover, we wanted to emphasize the
importance of ´innovationµ and ´diverse energy mix,µ which are discussed in the
lectures. Many states avoid thinking about environment and local people for energy and
economy because the governments believe that protecting environment and people is
not compatible with economic growth. However, it can be compatible with innovation
and diverse energy mix. We did not discuss technical issues of innovation further, but
innovation and diverse energy mix are the solutions to the issues about sustainable
development and energy, which we came up with in preparing the presentation.
III. Personal Response
Through the lectures and discussions, we found that there are many energy
problems to be solved. We learned from the seminar that advocacy is not enough but the
action is needed, especially from Prof. Schreurs in the Special Session. It is of course
true, but we cannot act if we do not know the issues. In the group discussions, we
shared our knowledge and it was as important as the lectures.
Securitization of energy reminded us the clash between traditional state
security and contemporary human security. As our presentation showed, securitization
of energy can be a cause of human insecurity. Securitization of energy must be
important for state security and ideally it must be a benefit for citizens in the state
because of expansion of access to the energy, but it can cause human insecurity as our
role play showed. However, we should have access to energy for all people and it helps
human development.3 We think this is the dilemma that we face.
Group E-1 was a really interesting group to have discussions. Members had a
diverse background with early level of undergraduate students, postgraduate students,
and company employees. Of course the way each of us contributed to the discussions
varies, but we are sure that all of us devoted ourselves to the discussions and
3

See the report for Keynote Lecture 2 by Ms. Yuge in this issue.
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preparation of the presentation. We believe that the experience of discussion and
preparation of presentation are as important as the series of lectures given by the
distinguished speakers. We will not forget the solution that we devised, and hope our
model can be realized someday in some places.
Group members (alphabetical order):
Hajime Akiyama, Moses Hillary Akuno, Tetsuya Hasegawa, John McGlinchey, Yuko
Nakagawa, Ayami Otsuka, Hiroka Shuto and Yuki Yamada
Group advisor:
Prof. Maung Aung Myoe (Professor, International University of Japan)
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
E-2

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
ᚓ⏣┿ᐇᏊ Mamiko Tokuda1
I.

Introduction
In the UNU Global Seminar Japan ´New Global Energy Mix for Sustainable

Future,µ participants considered energy for the sustainable future from various points
of view. After the big earthquake on 11 March 2011, not only Japan but also the world
faced the problem of energy. At the beginning, the discussion among the nine members
of Group E-2 was confused because each member had his or her own interest toward
this complex topic. So, what we tried first was to share the same awareness of the issue.
Through group discussions, we focused on one aspect of this issue in order to get our
ideas in shape. Our main point is that what ordinary people such as students like us can
do in daily life for solving energy problems.
II. Content
We started every group discussion with sharing how we understood the content of
keynote speeches and lectures. After that, we shared our own ideas or opinions on the
lectures. However, we could not decide the topic for the group presentation for the final
day. One of the main reasons of this situation was that the problems about energy were
complex and intertwined. Moreover, we had different majors and interests from each
other. Some members focused on development, and other members thought about
relations between energy and market. There were many vague words in the discussions,
so we tried to share the same meaning of the terms in order to clarify the points at issue.
For instance, ´sustainabilityµ was one of the keywords in this seminar. We thought
about ´sustainability for whom?µ and ´sustainability for what?µ
Then, we shared what each of us wanted to discuss in the seminar. On the blank
paper, we wrote some keywords of our own interests, and we noticed that some
keywords were shared with several members. Those were relations with energy and life
balance, sustainability, and so on.
On the third day, our direction was settled. We discussed deeply the content of the
lecture ´Can We Power Down? Scenarios for an Energy Constrained Worldµ by Dr.
Brendan Barrett. His lecture suggested what we should do or choose for the sustainable
1
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future. As to sharing the energy among the world, we could not find the answer for the
question how we get balance between strong countries and weak countries. We
acknowledged that it is difficult to distribute existing energy fairly in the world.
On the other hand, we also asked ourselves whether we can live with less energy
like a 2,000 watt society. Of course, not all members thought that it was possible to live
a 2,000 watt lifestyle. However, this question gave us opportunity to rethink about our
lifestyle, especially in Japan. We do not need energy as much as we use these days. We
can save energy with small actions like we did when we faced limitation of electricity
after 3.11. We concluded that we should change our lifestyle in order to address energy
issues in daily life, but there was a big problem: How do we maintain our own attitudes
or behaviors toward using less energy in a daily life? It was a clear situation that many
Japanese people have forgotten the energy problem in a daily life gradually as time
passed since the 3.11 earthquake. We noticed that it was important to maintain people·s
attention to energy issues. In other words, we focused not on energy directly but on
´sustainability of human·s actionµ to think about the energy issues in society.
We set out three steps in order to maintain attention of people: Be Aware, Think,
and Act. To be aware was not a big problem for us because we joined this seminar and
listened to many lectures about energy. It was also not difficult for people in Japan
because they experienced the limitation of electricity in summer, or watched many
documentary or TV programs related to energy in daily life. Yet, to maintain awareness
is harder. We should do something by ourselves in order to keep awarness; therefore, we
set this cycle.
Second, we tried to think about the way to give people an opportunity to think
about energy. To think individually is not effective to achieve this goal. We regarded as
important a situation or opportunity to share our opinions or ideas with other people,
just like this seminar, to keep awareness and find the solution by themselves through
discussions. Education is also necessary to change our lifestyle. Environment education
includes the issue about energy, and will help children, the future generation, build the
new lifestyle.
Third, if we could provide an opportunity for thinking, action would be an
important next step. Students can learn themselves at school. However, those
grown-ups without any direction would be reluctant to do something. Then,
´gamificationµ was a keyword for us to make taking actions to solve energy problems
attractive or ´sexy.µ People like to play games, so to ´gamificateµ action for energy will
help people put in practice and maintain their actions. It seems that CO2 footprint is
one of the effective measures. It shows people that how much CO2 they use when they
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buy something in stores. CO2 footprint is a mark of how much CO2 was emitted when
the products were produced. Visualizing how much energy they consume leads people to
take action.
Our group presentation went on in accordance with our discussion. We divided our
presentation into three parts. Before starting presentation, we turned off the light in
order to raise participants· awareness. In the group presentation, we suggested 6 things
which were separated into two parts. One was what individual can do, and the other
was what a group like society can do. As for individuals, university students like us can
inspire and cooperate with each other. Even a little step can be essential and will
become a big one if many people take the same action like turning off a light when it is
not needed. To motivate people, society should also change. For example, education is
essential for sharing information. Making information more accessible will help people
keep paying attention to the energy issues. Also, people can keep taking actions when it
has some benefits for them or it looks ´sexy.µ Therefore, to ´gamifyµ action about energy
is necessary and making use of CO2 footprint is one of the measures. We suggested
through the presentation to take one step now for a sustainable future.
III. Personal Response
Through this seminar and group discussion, I experienced cross-cultural opinion
sharing and learned how important participating in a discussion is in order to deepen
understanding. I did not have enough knowledge on and a chance to study about energy
at the college. At first, I could not participate in discussion due to the lack of knowledge,
English skills, and understanding of lectures. Yet, the group members, who had enough
information or opinions about this issue, helped me understand the contents of
discussion. Each member had a different point of view toward energy problems, and this
situation was both challenging and a stimulus for me to consider energy problem as ´myµ
problem and to sharpen my ideas.
In terms of the contents of this seminar, we had a series of lectures from various
lecturers. As a result, we learned the complexity of and various ways to approach the
energy issue. I could see the future where people live with energy produced by
renewable resources. Some countries or areas in the world have already been trying to
maintain their lives with clean energy. Although my group probably did not directly
answer the topic, ´New Global Energy Mix for Sustainable Future,µ I think we could
point out one of the most important factors in this energy problem. Even if there are
enough resources or technologies around us, it would be impossible to make the ideal
future come true without the residents· will. In order to change our society, each of us
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has to face this problem, take action ourselves, and keep working for it. My group
discussed one of the important sides of this issue and suggested some measures to
practice in our daily life. Energy problem is not governments· or nations· issue but ours.
By participating in this seminar and discussion, I have felt we are facing this problem,
and should make a decision as soon as possible in order to change the future. Energy is
an issue deeply related to our lives and society. Thinking about energy leads to reassess
our life style. This seminar and group discussions were thought-provoking and had a
substantial impact on me.
Group members (alphabetical order):
Fei Chen, Katherine Cherry Doctolero, Miho Fushimi, Yuki Kita, Liem Le Ngoc, Nisile
Mwaisunga, Akira Toga, Mamiko Tokuda, Kaori Uno
Group advisor:
Dr. Madoka Futamura (Academic Programme Officer, Director of Studies on Human
Rights and Ethics, UNU-ISP)
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
E-3

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
Ἑᮧὒྖ Hiroshi Kawamura1
I.

Introduction
In the United Nations University Global Seminar 29th Shonan Session,

exploring the theme of ´New Global Energy Mix for Sustainable Futureµ, we were
inspired by every lecture and discussing with the participants from diverse fields,
focusing on various issues concerning energy problems, particularly the transition from
´black enHUJ\µ WR ´green HQHUJ\µ HFRQRPLFal energy problems, and nuclear issues.
Throughout the lectures, the eleven members of Group E-3 mainly addressed nuclear
issues and energy transition from ´black energyµ to ´green energyµ in the world,
especially in Japan which continues to have a huge challenge in energy issues since
March 11 and the associated incident in Fukushima. To figure out our theme for
discussing a sustainable future, we asked ourselves a question ´Does Japan need
nuclear power?µ and summarized our group discussion. I will describe in this paper
some unforgettable topics discussed in our group concerning the nuclear issue which
compels us to decide whether Japan can shift to renewable energy sources over night.
II. Content
As we discussed at the seminar, Japan already has high potential to develop
renewable energy sources for a sustainable future. In spite of this, most Japanese
people tend to consider that the transition from nuclear energy to renewable energy is
not readily feasible. They are still inclined to think Japan doesn·t have enough space for
renewable power generation, and that renewable energy is incapable of generating
enough energy for a country with a large population. Nevertheless, Japan is one of the
countries most well-known for technology, especially ecological technology such as
hybrid cars by Toyota, fully electric vehicles by Nissan, high efficiency solar panels from
Panasonic, and so on. Japan already has not only high technology, but also many
volcanoes for geothermal generation as a sustainable energy source. -DSDQ·s technology
and geothermal energy being combined, we can confidently become a country depending
on renewable energy sources as is the case with Germany. Japan doesn·t actually need
to keep using nuclear power or fossil fuels with such potentials. We can promote our
1
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renewable energy policy, as well as the fact that Germany has already started working
towards it.
The second topic we discussed was the monopolization of the energy market.
10 regional electric companies retain regional monopoly in Japan. This monopolized
market makes Japanese energy system less diversified. In other words, only big
companies can influence Japan·s national energy policy. Even though building a nuclear
power plant is costly, electric companies can benefit from it. Thus, this monopolized
market should first be dismantled by the government to diversify the electricity market.
If electricity companies come to compete against each other in each region in Japan, the
electricity rates would be more competitive. Citizens can choose which company meets
their needs. Therefore, reforming the system is one of the major ways to abolish nuclear
energy in order to achieve a sustainable energy future.
As we found in our survey, which we made by asking the seminar participants
about their thought on nuclear energy, most people were affected by the media. After
the serious accident in Fukushima, we did not receive enough information about what
was going on in Fukushima from the media. In fact, most people still don't know the
Japanese government·V decision about the future of nuclear generation facilities in
Fukushima. Very few people in charge pay serious attention to the issue. Our survey
shows that 26 out of 36 people think that in Japan it will take over 20 years to shift
from nuclear to renewable energy, despite the fact that most of them prefer renewable
energy. However, Germany has managed to generate 25 per cent of its electricity by
using renewable energy sources within only five years, according to pro-sustainable
energy activist Dr. Miranda Schreurs, who gave us a lecture in the seminar. The bottom
line of the survey result is that even the seminar participants who support renewable
energy are affected by the media or cynicism. As our proposal, we, especially the young
generations, should be more aware of today·s issues.
µDoes Japan need nuclear power?µ In discussing this question, we focused on
three points: technology breakthrough, policy solution, and activism. Most of the people
don·t need to promote conventional energy systems or use of fossil fuels and nuclear
power with Japan·s high potential for renewable energy sources. It is crucial for -DSDQ·V
energy security to shift to renewable energy by utilizing Japanese technological
potentials and by attaining citizens· support.
III. Personal Response
Throughout the seminar, we keenly discussed all the energy problems from
technological, political, and personal aspects based on our group·s question, ´Does
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Japan need nuclear energy?µ As my personal response to the seminar, we have to
inspire people who are not interested in today·s energy issues to explore the next steps
for a sustainable future.
On behalf of the members of Group E-3, I will try to persuade those people who
strongly criticize renewable energy by taking advantage of the knowledge I learned at
the seminar. If more people find the same facts and reasoning as we did during the
seminar, Japan will be able to explore the ways to promote alternative energy sources
for a sustainable future.
Group members (alphabetical order):
Benjamin Davis, Jacob Kahemele, Hiroshi Kawamura, Yoshiki Kimura, Naing Soe San,
Honoka Okazaki, Mari Shibue, Yoriko Takizawa, Jean-Francois Vuillaume
Group advisor:
Prof. Kana Takamatsu (Associate Professor, International Christian University)
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌ Group Discussion Report
J-1
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
㡑ࢯࢲࣥ Han Sodam1
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
J-1 ࡛ࡣࠊ
ࠕ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡀษࡾ㛤ࡃᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࠖ࠸࠺యࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡢࡶ

ࠊྛㅮ⩏ࡢឤࡸၥࢆヰࡋྜ࠸࡞ࡀࡽࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆ㐍ࡵࡓࠋㅮ⩏ࢆ⫈ࡁ࡞ࡀࡽ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆ࡛ࡣ 2011 ᖺࡢᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏ࡢᚋࡽヰ㢟࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿཎᏊຊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡋ࡚࠺⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡃࡁࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ᪥ᮏᅜࡢどⅬ
ࡸ㐍⾜᪉ྥࡣ࠺㐪࠺ࡢࠊࡲࡓ᪥ᮏ୍␒㐺ࡋࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡣఱࢆ㆟ㄽࡋࡓࠋ⚾
ࡓࡕࡣㅮ⩏ෆᐜࡢ⪃ᐹࡶᵝࠎ࡞どⅬ࡛ࡢぢゎࢆฟࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡑࡇࡽ⚾ࡓࡕ
ࡣࠊࡇࢀࡽࡢ᪥ᮏࡗ࡚ࠊ୍␒ྜ⌮ⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡣఱࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉⓎ⾲࡛ᥦ
ࡍࡿࡇࡋࡓࠋࡇࢀࡽࡑࡢ㸱Ἡ㸲᪥㛫ࡢ㆟ㄽࡢ㐣⛬⚾ࡓࡕࡢពぢࢆゎㄝࡋࡓ࠸ᛮ
࠺ࠋ
II. ウㄽෆᐜ
㸰᪥┠ࡲ࡛ㅮ⩏ࢆ⪺ࡃ୰࡛ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣᮍ᮶ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ᑐࡋ࡚᪥ᮏ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ
ࡀ㐪࠺㊰⥺ࢆࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡇẼ࡙ࡁࠊ⌧ᅾࡢ᪥ᮏࡀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᨻ⟇ࡢ᪉ྥᛶࡀ᭱ၿࡢ⟇
࡛࠶ࡿ࠺ᑐࡋ࡚㆟ㄽࢆ㐍ࡵࡓࠋⶈぢ㞝ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡼࡿࠊ᪥ᮏࡣ 2020 ᖺࡲ࡛㸷
ࡘࠊ2030 ᖺࡲ࡛ 14 ௨ୖࡢཎⓎࢆ᪂タࡍࡿࡢࢆィ⏬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㠃ࠊEU ࡣ 2020 ᖺࡲ࡛
ᐊຠᯝ࢞ࢫࢆ 20 ࣃ࣮ࢭࣥࢺ๐ῶࡋࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢྜࢆ 20 ࣃ࣮ࢭࣥࢺࠊࡲࡓ
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢຠ⋡ࢆ 20 ࣃ࣮ࢭࣥࢺᨵၿࡍࡿࡢࢆ┠ᶆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏࡢሙྜࡣ
3.11 ᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏ᚋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ☜ಖࡀ࡛ࡁࡎࠊཎᏊຊ౫Ꮡࡋࡼ࠺ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࡀࠊEU ࡢሙྜࡣ 3.11 ᚋࡴࡋࢁཎⓎᑐࡍࡿⓎࡀ㧗ࡲࡿࠊపⅣ⣲⤒῭ࡢ㌿
ࡀຍ㏿ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ≧ἣ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
᪥ᮏ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃ࡛ィ⏬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡀ࡞ࡐࡇࡇࡲ࡛㐪࠺ࡢࠋࡑࡢࡁ࡞
⌮⏤ࡢ୍ࡘࡋ࡚⚾ࡓࡕࡀ⪃࠼ࡓࡢࡣ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᕷሙࡢࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡛࠶ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏ EU
ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢆẚ㍑ࡋࡓࠊᑗ᮶ⓗࡣ EU ࡢ᪉ࡀ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࡢ࠶ࡿᨻ⟇࡛࠶ࡿᛮ࠺
ࡀࠊ᪥ᮏࡀࡑࡢᨻ⟇ࢆࡿࡇࡀ㞴ࡋ࠸ࡢࡣࠊ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡣ≉ᐃࡢ㟁ຊ
♫ࡀ⊂༨ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃࡣᮧࡢ༢࡛㟁ຊ♫ࡀసࡽࢀ࡚ඃඛ᥋⥆ࡸඃ
ඛ౪⤥࡞ࡢไᗘࡀ☜ಖࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇᑐࡋࠊ᪥ᮏࡣࡑࡇࡲ࡛ࡢࣥࣇࣛࡀᩚഛࡉࢀ࡚
࠸࡞࠸⌧≧࡛࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ࠊEU ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢆ┿ఝࡍࡿࡣ㝈⏺ࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࢆពࡍࡿࠋ
ࡑ࠺࠸࠺ࡇࢁࡽ⪃࠼࡚ࡳࡿ⯆῝࠸Ⅼࡣࠊ᪂⯆ᅜࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᕷሙࡣཎᏊຊࡢẁ
1
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㝵ࢆ⤒ࡿᚲせࡀ࡞࠸࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊୡ⏺ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡢὶࢀࡀ⬺ཎⓎ
ྥࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠊࡲࡓཎᏊຊࡀ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡶ⿵࠺࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࡀࡓࡃࡉࢇ࠶ࡿࡢ࡛ཎᏊຊࢆ㑅
ᢥࡋ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡶ࠸࠸࠸࠺ࡇࢆពࡍࡿࠋࡑࢀࡣࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊ᪥ᮏࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡛ࡣ࡞
ࡃࠊEU ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡢ㌿ࡀࡸࡾ᫆࠸࠸࠺ࡇࡔ⚾ࡓࡕࡣᛮࡗࡓࠋཎᏊຊⓎ㟁
ࡢၥ㢟Ⅼ࠸࠼ࡤࠊጞࡵࡽᗫ⅔ࡲ࡛Ⳙ࡞ࢥࢫࢺࡀࡿ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ≉ᗫᲠ
≀ࢆฎ⌮ࡍࡿࡢᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ 10 ᖺ࠸࠺㛫┦ᙜ࡞ࢥࢫࢺࡀࡿ࠸࠺ၥ㢟ࡀ࠶ࡿ
ࡢ࡛ࠊཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࢆጞࡵࡓࡽ⡆༢ࡸࡵࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠋࡋࡋࠊึࡵࡽཎᏊຊ⏘ᴗ
ᡭࢆࡘࡅ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ⮬❧ศᩓᆺࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ࣒㌿ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
ࡋࡋࠊ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣᅜࡢ㔜せ࡞ᨻ⟇ࡢ୍ࡘࡋ࡚ཎᏊຊ⏘ᴗࡀ㐍ࢇ࡛ࡁࡓࡋࠊ㟁ຊ♫ࡀࡑ
ࢀࢆᑟࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ
ࡲࡵ࡚⪃࠼࡚ࡳࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡣࡓࡔࡑࡢᅜ࡛☜ಖ࡛ࡁࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࡢၥ㢟
ࡔࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡑࡢᅜࡢᨻ࣭⤒῭࡞ࡀⰍࠎ㛵ࢃࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡇࡀศࡗࡓࠋ⎔ቃಖㆤࡢ
ഃ㠃ࡔࡅࢆ⪃࠼࡚࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢆ❧࡚ࡿࡢࡣࠊࡶࡣࡸࡢ௦࡛ࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ࡇࢆពࡍ
ࡿࠋ࡛ࡣࠊཎᏊຊ⏘ᴗࡀ῝ࡃᐃ╔ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪥ᮏࡣࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㌿ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞
࠸ࡢࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊ⌧ᅾィ⏬ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡣࠊཎⓎᑐࡋ࡚ᾋୖࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ
ᏳឤⳘ࡞ࢥࢫࢺࠊཎⓎࡢṆࡼࡿ▼⇞ᩱࡢྜࡢᣑࠊࡲࡓఱࡼࡾࡶᑗ᮶ࡢୡ௦
㈇ᢸࢆࡅࡿᨻ⟇ࡔุ᩿ࡋࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ࡞ࡾࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢆᥦࡋ࡚ࡳࡿࡇࡋࡓࠋ
ࡑࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ᑐࡋ࡚ࡣྛ⮬࡛⪃࠼ࡀᑡࡋࡎࡘ㐪ࡗ࡚࠸࡚ࠊᵝࠎ࡞ࣉࣛࣥࡀฟ࡚ࡁ
ࡓࠋ
ࡲࡎཎⓎࢆ༶Ṇࡍࡿࡁࠊࡑࢀࡶ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ☜ಖ࡛ࡁࡿࡲ࡛ࡣཎⓎࢆ
✌ാࡍࡿࡁࡁࡃศࢀࡓࠋ୍ᐃࡢᮇ㛫ࠊཎⓎࢆ✌ാࡍࡿሙྜ࡛ࡶࠊ࠸ࡘࡲ࡛✌ാ
ࡍࡿࡼࡗ࡚ࡲࡓពぢࡀศࢀࡿࡄࡽ࠸⃭ࡋ࠸㆟ㄽ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀ☜
ಖࡉࢀḟ➨ࠊཎⓎࢆṆࡵࡿ࠸࠺ពぢࡣࠊཎⓎࢆ㟂せᛂࡌ࡚ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕᚲせࡼࡗ࡚✌
ാࡍࡿ࠸࠺❧ሙ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊࡕࡽࡋ࡚ࡶཎⓎࡢᗫ⅔ࡲ࡛ࡣ㛫ࢥࢫࢺࡀ
ࡿࡢ࡛ࠊᗫ⅔ࡲ࡛ࡣཎⓎࢆ↓㥏ࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃࠊά⏝ࡋࡼ࠺࠸࠺❧ሙࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡢ
㠃ࠊཎⓎࢆࡶࡗά⏝ࡋ࡞ࡀࡽ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡶ࠺࠸࠺ᥦࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡑࢀࡣ
ࡼࡾཎⓎࡢᢏ⾡㠉᪂ࢆ㐍ࡵ࡚ཎⓎࡢᏳᛶࢆ㧗ࡵࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡶ㛤Ⓨࢆ㐍ࡵࠊ⤖
ᯝⓗ▼⇞ᩱࢆᚎࠎῶࡽࡋ࡚࠸ࡃ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣ㛗࠸㛫࠾࠸ࡀ⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿᨻ⟇ࣉࣛࣥᑐࡋ࡚㆟ㄽࡋࠊ୍ࡘࡢࣉࣛࣥ⤠ࡽ࡞
࠸ࡇࡋࡓࠋࡑࢀࡣࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡣṇゎࡣ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࡋࠊ୍ࡘࡢࣉࣛࣥࡲ
ࡵࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊከᵝ࡞どⅬࡢࣉࣛࣥࢆᥦࡍࡿࡇ࡛⪺࠸࡚࠸ࡿேࠎࡶࡗᗈ࠸どⅬ
ࢆ࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ᛮࡗࡓࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᐇ㝿ࡢⓎ⾲࡛ࡣⰍࠎ࡞どⅬ࡛ࡢ
ࣉࣛࣥࢆᥦࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ
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III. ࠾ࢃࡾ
⚾ࡓࡕࡢ㆟ㄽࡢ⤖ㄽࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᚲせᛶࡀᙉㄪࡉࢀࡿ୰࡛ࡑࡢᅜ
ࡀᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢩࢫࢸ࣒㐺ࡋࡓᙧࢆ᥈ࡍࡢࡀఱࡼࡾࡶ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿ࠸࠺
ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ⌧ᅾ᪥ᮏࡀᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࢆ⪃៖ࡋ࡞࠸࠸
ࡅ࡞࠸࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ⟅࠼ࡋ࡚ࡣᵝࠎ࡞ࢩࢼࣜ࢜ࡀ࠶ࡿᛮࡗࡓࠋ
㸱᪥┠ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢ㝿ࠊ≉ูࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡢࣃࢿࣜࢫࢺ࡛࠶ࡗࡓ࣑ࣛࣥࢲ࣭ࢩ࣮ࣗࣛ
ࢬඛ⏕࠾ヰࡋࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓࡁࡢࡇࢆᛮ࠸ฟࡍࠋ࣑ࣛࣥࢲඛ⏕ࡣ୍᪥࠸࠺▷
㛫ࡢどⅬ࡛⪃࠼࡚㟁ຊࢆ࠺ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᮍ᮶ࢆ⪃࠼࡚ࡑࡇྜࢃࡏࡓࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࢆ
㌟ࡘࡅࠊࡲࡓᑗ᮶ࢆ⪃࠼ࡓ⎔ቃࡸࡉࡋ࠸ࣅࢪࢿࢫࢆ⪃ࡍࡿࡋ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ᪥ᮏࣚ
࣮ࣟࢵࣃࡢ࡞㐪࠸ࡔ௮ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ఱࡼࡾࡶษ࡞ࡢࡣࠊ࠺ࡍࢀࡤⱝ⪅ࡢ㛫࡛ࡇ࠺
࠸࠺ヰ㢟ࢆᘬࡁฟࡋ࡚ࠊ⾜ື⛣ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡢࢆⱝ⪅ࡓࡕࡀ⪃࠼࡞࠸࠸ࡅ࡞
࠸ᙉㄪࡋࡓࠋ
ᑡ࡞ࡃࡶ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࡑࡢពࡀᚰ῝ࡃఏࢃࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ㛫࡛ඹឤࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ
ࡣ⌧ᅾࢆ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿே㛫ࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡋ࡚㏆ᮍ᮶ࡢேබ࡛࠶ࡿ⚾ࡓࡕࡀࡇࢀࡽ⏕ࡁ࡚࠸
ࡃ௦ࢆ⮬ࡽᥦࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࡁࡔ࠸࠺ࡇ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ♫ࡢ୰࡛ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࡸཎⓎࡀᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿၥ㢟ࢆ୍⥴⪃࠼ࡿ㞺ᅖẼࢆసࡾࡓ࠸ࠊ࠸࠺⚾ࡓࡕࡢẼᣢࡕࡔࡅࡣ
ㄡࡼࡾࡶ⇕࠸࠸࠼ࡿࠋࡓࡔࠊࡇ࠺࠸࠺ၥ㢟ࢆ࠺ࡋࡓࡽ࠺ࡲࡃ♫ࡢ୰࡛ヰ㢟ࡍࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡢᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࡲࡔ⪃ᐹࡀᚲせ࡞ࡇࢁ࡛ࡶ࠶ࡿࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡛ᬑẁ࠶ࡲࡾヰࡋྜ࠺ࡇࡀ࡞ࡗࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟࡞ࡢࢹ
ࣜࢣ࣮ࢺ࡞ࡇࢆᛮ࠸ษࡗ࡚ヰࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࡓࡔᣢ⥆
ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀᐇ⌧ྍ⬟ࡢၥ㢟࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᨻࡸ⤒῭࡞ࡢ♫ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡑࡢᅜࡢ
≉ᛶ࡞ᵝࠎ࡞ศ㔝ࡀ㛵ࢃࡗ࡚࠸࡚ࠊࡑࢀࡀ࠺ࡲࡃ㐃ᦠࡋࡓᙧࡀྛᅜࡢ⊂≉࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ᨻ⟇ࡋ࡚⌧ࢀࡿࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࡑࢀࡒࢀຮᙉࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᑓ㛛ศ㔝ࡶ㐪࠸ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ
▱㆑ࡸ⪃࠼ࡶࡑࢀࡒࢀ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊࡔࡽࡇࡑ㸱Ἡ㸲᪥㛫ࠊⰋ࠸่⃭ࢆࡶࡽ࠸ࠊⰍࠎ࡞⪃
࠼ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣⓙ࡛ኪ㐜ࡃࡲ࡛┿ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ᴦࡋࡃㄒࡾྜ࠸ࠊࡑࢀࡼࡾ⚾ࡓࡕ࡞ࡾࡢ⤖ᯝ
ࢆฟࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞㆟ㄽࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡢࡣࠊ࠾࠸ࡢពぢࢆ┿⪺࠸࡚ඹឤ
ࡋࠊࡑࡇࡽ⏕ࡲࢀࡓ᪂ࡋ࠸ぢゎࢆඹ᭷ࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࡓࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢ⇕࠸࠸ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓ
ࡽࡔᛮ࠺ࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢึࡵࡽ⤊ࢃࡾࡲ࡛⚾ࡓࡕࡢࡲࡵࡁࢀ࡞࠸ヰࢆ
ࡲࡵ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓࡾࠊぶ㌟࡞ࢻࣂࢫࢆࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢ᳃ඛ⏕ࡀ࠸
ࡓࡽྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡗࡓᛮࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࡢሙࢆࡾ࡚ࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢ᳃ඛ⏕ J-1 ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝ
ࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ឤㅰࡢẼᣢࡕࢆ⏦ࡋୖࡆࡿࠋ
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࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࠚ㸦ࣝࣇ࣋ࢵࢺ㡰㸧
Ᏻ㒊㞝ࠊ⸨ཎᮥెࠊ㡑ࢯࢲࣥࠊ㏆⸨ᬛ⨾ࠊ₫⮬ຊࠊᆏᮏ᫂᪥㤶ࠊᆏୗⳀ⳯ࠊబ⸨༓ὠࠊ
బ⸨ᓫࠊᰘ⏣῟ᖹࠊᒣཱྀ㑈Ꮚ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࠚ
᳃ṇோ ඛ⏕ (ᛂ⩏ሿᏛᩍᤵ)
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
J-2

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
ῲᝆᏊ Yuko Obuchi1
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
ᇶㄪㅮ₇ࡸㅮ⩏ࡢ୰࡛ࠊኴ㝧ගⓎ㟁ࡸ㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࠊᆅ⇕Ⓨ㟁࡞⚾ࡓࡕࡢ㌟㏆࡞ࡇࢁ

⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿࡇࡀゝཬࡉࢀࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ
ࠕ࡞ࡐࠊ▱ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ⾜ື
⛣ࡏ࡞࠸ࡢࠖ࠸࠺Ⅼ⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣ┠ࢆࡘࡅࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊẖ᪥ࠊㅮ⩏ࢆ⤊࠼ࡓ
ᚋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣሗࢆඹ᭷ࡋࠊࡑࢀࢆࡶࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀࡓࡃࡉࢇᏑᅾࡍࡿࡢࠊ
ேࠎࡣ࠺ࡋ࡚✚ᴟⓗ⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡏ࡞࠸ࡢ࠸࠺ၥࢆᣢࡕࠊࡢࡼ࠺ࡋ࡚ேࠎࢆ
ၨⓎࡍࡿࡁࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣ㆟ㄽࡋࡓࠋ
II. ウㄽෆᐜ
ึ᪥ࡢᇶㄪㅮ₇ࡢෆᐜࡢ࡞࡛ࠊ
ࠕ᪥ᮏࡣᢏ⾡ᅜ࡛࠶ࡿࡶ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ⚟ᓥ࡛ࡢཎᏊຊ
Ⓨ㟁ᡤࡢᨾࡀ㉳ࡁࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⏝ࡶᾘᴟⓗ࡛࠶ࡿࠖ࠸࠺Ⅼ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣ╔┠ࡋࡓࠋヰࡋྜࡗࡓ⤖ᯝࠊ
ࠕୡ⏺ⓗぢ࡚ࡶᢏ⾡ᅜ࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊ᪥ᮏࡣ black
swan ࡔࡗࡓࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠖ࠸࠺Ⅼ⾜ࡁࡘ࠸ࡓࠋBlack swan ࡣࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ͆ⓑ㫽
㸻ⓑ͇࠸࠺ㄆ㆑ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊ࠶ࡿෑ㝤ᐙࡀ࣮࢜ࢫࢺࣛࣜ⾜ࡗࡓࡁࠊ⩚ࡢ㯮࠸
ⓑ㫽㸦㸻㯮㫽㸧ࢆከᩘぢࡘࡅࡓࡢࡔࠋࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊ
ࠕᚑ᮶ࡽࡢ⤒㦂ࡸㄆ㆑࡛ࡣண࡛ࡁ࡞࠸
⌧㇟ࡀᚲࡎ㉳ࡇࡿࠖ࠸࠺ព࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࠕ⚟ᓥ࠶ࡿཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤ࡛ᨾࡀ㉳ࡇࡿࡣࡎࡀ࡞
࠸ࠖ࠸࠺ㄆ㆑ࡢୗࠊ⚟ᓥ➨୍ཎⓎᨾࡀ㉳ࡇࡗ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓࠊࡇࢀࡀ black swan ࡢ≧ែ
࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤࡢᨾࡀ㉳ࡇࡗࡓࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࢸࣞࣅࡸࣛࢪ࢜ゝࡗࡓ࣐ࢫ
࣓ࢹࡢሗࢆࡑࡢࡲࡲཷࡅྲྀࡾࠊᮏᙜࡑࡢሗࡀṇࡋ࠸ࡢ࠺ࡇࡣ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
࠼ࡤࠕ▼Ἔᕤሙ࡛⇿Ⓨᨾࡀ㉳ࡇࡗࡓࡀࠊேయ⿕ᐖࡣ࡞࠸ࠖ࠸࠺ሗᑐࡋࠊ
ࠕ㞵
ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊேయ⿕ᐖࡀ࠶ࡿࠖ࠸࠺ㄗࡗࡓሗࡀὶࢀࡓࠋࡇࡢⅬࡘ࠸࡚⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊ
ࠕሗ
㞟ࡢ᪉ࡀᝏ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠖ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
㸰᪥┠ࡢㅮ⩏ᚋࠊEU ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡘ࠸࡚ウㄽࢆࡋࡓࠋEU ࡛ࡣࠕඃඛ⤥㟁ࠊ
ඃඛ᥋⥆ࠖἲᚊ࡛Ỵࡵࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡔࡽࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⊂༨㈍ࡀ↓ࡃࠊࡓࡃࡉࢇ࠶
ࡿ㟁ຊ♫ࡢ୰ࡽྛᐙᗞ࡛㑅ࡧࠊ㈙࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣᩘ♫ࡢ㟁ຊ♫
ࡀ⊂༨㈍࠸࠺ᙧᘧࢆࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࠊᆅᇦ༶ࡋࡓ㟁ຊ♫࡞ࡣ㈍➇தࡽࡶࢀ
࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊ᪥ᮏᅜෆ࡛ࡣᅛᐃ౯᱁㈙ྲྀไࡀᑟධࡉࢀࡓࡶ㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ㟁ຊᨵ㠉ࡀ㉳
ࡇࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋⶈぢඛ⏕ࡢㅮ₇ࡢ୰࡛ࠊ
ࠕ᪥ᮏࡣ㟁ຊవ⿱ࡀ࠶ࡿ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ
⏝ࡍࡿࡀࠊవ⿱ࡀ࡞࠸ࢃ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡗ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࠖ௮ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡇࡢⅬ࠾࠸࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓ
1

ᮾᾏᏛ (Tokai University)
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ࡕࡣ᪥ᮏࡢ㟁ຊࡘ࠸࡚ࡶࡗ▱ࡽ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ᝅࡗࡓࠋ᪥ᮏࡢ㟁ຊవ⿱ࡀ࠶ࡿ
࡞࠸ࢆ▱ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋࡲࡓࠊඛ⏕ࡢㅮ₇ࡢ୰࡛ࠕ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣࡃඛ㐍ᅜ㏣
࠸ࡘࡃࡇࡀ┠ᶆࡔࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊୡ⏺ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮⏕⏘ࡢ┿ఝࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ᪥
ᮏࡢሙྜࡣ࠸ࢁ࠸ࢁ࡞ᆅᇦࡀ࠶ࡿࡢࡔࡽࠊ୍ࡘࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࡑ
ࢀࡒࢀࡢᆅᇦ༶ࡋࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⏝ࡢ᪉ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿࡁ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠖ࠸࠺ពぢ
ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࡇࡢⅬࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㈶ྠࢆࡋࡓࠋ
㸱᪥┠ࡢ Barrett ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏࡛ࡲ࡛㏻ࡾࡢ⏕ά࡛⠇⣙ࡍࡿࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡿࠊᏛࢇࡔࠋ
ࠕ3000 ேᑐࡋ࡚ 2000 ࣡ࢵࢺ࡛ᬽࡽࡏࡿࠖ࠺ࢆࢫࢫ࡛ᐇ㦂ࡋࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ㸰ࣃ
࣮ࢭࣥࢺࡋ㐩ᡂࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡇࡢࡇࡽࠊ⮬ศࡢࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࢆ↓⌮▮⌮ኚ࠼
ࡓࡋ࡚ࡶᡂຌࡍࡿࡇࡀ㞴ࡋ࠸ศࡗࡓࠋࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⌧ᅾࠊ࡛ࡁࡿࡇࢆ᭱
㝈Ⓨࡍࡿࡇࡀษ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡶࡋࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࢆኚ࠼ࡿ࡞ࡽࡤࠊᾘ㈝ࢆ๐ῶࡍࡿ
ࡇࡀ⚾ࡓࡕ࡛ࡁࡿ᭱㝈ࡢࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
㸱᪥㛫ࡢㅮ⩏ࢆཷࡅࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠕ࡞ࡐࠊ▱㆑ࡀ࠶ࡿࡢ⾜ື⛣ࡏ࡞࠸ࡢࠖ࠸࠺
ၥ⾜ࡁࡘ࠸ࡓࠋࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ࠊ
͆ලయⓗ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᑗ᮶ീࡀぢ࠼࡞࠸ࠊ㛤Ⓨక࠺
ࣜࢫࢡࠊຊᮏ㢪ࠊ༴ᶵឤࡢ࡞ࡉࠊሗ㊊࡞͇ࡀ࠶ࡀࡗࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࢫࢱࣥ
ࣇ࢛࣮ࢻᏛࡢࣇ࢛ࢢᩍᤵࡀᥦ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ FBM ࣔࢹࣝ2┠ࢆࡘࡅࡓࠋ
㸦ᅗ㸯㸧

FBM

Model

Motivation㸦
㸦ືᶵ㸧
࣭ᆅ⌫ ᬮ
࣭㟁ຊ㟂せࡢቑຍ
࣭⬺ཎⓎ࣭ᨺᑕ⬟ởᰁ
Ability㸦
㸦⬟ຊ㸧
࣭⎔ቃၥ㢟ࡢษ㏕ឤ࣭༴ᶵឤ
࣭CO2 ๐ῶࡢලయⓗ᪉ἲ㛵ࡍ
ࡿ▱㆑
࣭⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ࡍࡿ
▱㆑

Triggers((ࡁࡗࡅ)
࣭3.11
࣭▼Ἔ౯᱁ࡢ㧗㦐
࣭ᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮
࣭⎔ቃ⫶࣋ࣥࢺ
ࡢཧຍ
࣭࣓ࢹࡢሗ

ᅗ㸯 FBM Model

2

B࣭J࣭Fogg ᩍᤵࡣࢫࢱࣥࣇ࢛࣮ࢻᏛࣃ࣮ࢫ࢚࣮ࢩࣈ࣭ࢸࢡࣀࣟࢪ࣮◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗ࠋFBM ࣔࢹࣝࡣᩍᤵ
ᇳ➹ࡋࡓㄽᩥ͆A %HKDYLRU0RGHOIRU3HUVXDVLYH'HVLJQµ࡛ၐ࠼ࡓࠕ⬟ຊࠖࡸࠕືᶵࠖࡀ࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠕࡁࡗ
ࡅࠖࡀ࡞࠸ே㛫ࡣ⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ゝ࠺⪃࠼᪉࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
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ࡇࡢࣔࢹࣝࡣே㛫ࡀ࠶ࡿ⾜ື⮳ࡿࡓࡵࡢࣇࢡࢱ࣮ࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ⦪㍈ࡣ motivation
ࠕືᶵࠖ
ࠊᶓ㍈ࡣ abilityࠕ⬟ຊࠖࢆ⾲ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡇࢀࢆࡁࡗࡅࣇࢡࢱ࣮ࡀຍࢃࡿࡇ
ࡼࡾࠊࡇࡢᫍࡀྑୖ⾜ࡃࠊࡘࡲࡾᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࡢࡓࡵࡢ୍ே୍ேࡢ⾜ືࡀ㛤ጞࡉࢀ
ࡿࡇࢆ⾲ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋືᶵࡣࠕᆅ⌫ ᬮࠊ㟁ຊ㟂せࡢቑຍࠊ⬺ཎⓎࠊᨺᑕ⬟ởᰁࠖࡀ
ᣲࡆࡽࢀࠊ⬟ຊࡣࠕ⎔ቃၥ㢟ࡢษ㏕ឤࠊ㓟Ⅳ⣲๐ῶࡢලయⓗ᪉ἲ㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࠊ
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࠊ㛫ࠊ㈨㔠ⓗవ⿱ࠖࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࠊࡁࡗࡅࡣࠕ3.11ࠊ
▼Ἔ౯᱁ࡢ㧗㦐ࠊᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࠊ⎔ቃ࣋ࣥࢺࡢཧຍࠊ࣓ࢹࡢሗࠖࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ
ࡇࡢ㸱ࡘࡢࣇࢡࢱ࣮ࡀࡢ᪥ᮏே୍ேࡦࡾ㊊ࡾ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵ⾜ື࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡢ
ࡔ⤖ㄽࡀ࡛ࡓࠋᅇࡢㅮ⩏ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ከᩘࡢඛ⏕᪉ࡀࢻࢶࢆᣲࡆࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡀࠊࢻ
ࢶࡀᡂຌࡋࡓࡢࡣ 1980 ᖺ௦ᚋ༙ࡽ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᴗᮏ⭜ࢆධࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊ
ࣇࢡࢱ࣮ࡀ㊊ࡾ࡚࠸ࡓࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ᪥ᮏࢻࢶࡢᕪᖐ⤖࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡇࡢࡇ
ࡽࠊ⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡍࡓࡵࡣࠊ
ࠕ⬟ຊࠖ
ࠕືᶵࠖ
ࠕࡁࡗࡅࠖࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࡇࡀࢃࡿࠋࡘ
ࡲࡾࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠺༑ศ࡞ືᶵࡀ࠶ࡾࠊᐇ⾜࡛ࡁࡿ⬟ຊࡀ࠶ࡾࠊ
ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࢀࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿࡁࡗࡅࡀ࠶ࡾࠊ᪥ᮏࡢᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࡢࡓࡵࡢලయⓗ࡞⾜ືࡀ
ᐇ⾜࡛ࡁࡿ࣏ࢸࣥࢩࣕࣝࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࡀศࡗࡓࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣ⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡉࡏࡿࡇࡢ㸱ࡘࡢⅬࡢ୰࡛ࠊ≉ࠕࡁࡗࡅࠖ╔┠ࡋࡓࠋࡇࡢࠕࡁ
ࡗࡅࠖࢆቑᖜࡍࡿࡓࡵࠊ୍య⚾ࡓࡕఱࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡢࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ࠼ࡤࠊᕷẸᅋయࠊNPO
࠸ࡗࡓᅋయࡀ⋡ඛࡋ࡚⾜ືࡍࡿࡇࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋࡇࡇࡽࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣᴗࢆࣆࢵࢡ
ࢵࣉࡋ࡚ࠊᴗാࡁࡅࡿ᪉ἲࢆ⪃࠼ࡓࠋࡑࡢ⌮⏤ࡋ࡚ࠊᴗࡢᗈ࿌⬟ຊࡀ㧗࠸ࡇࠊ
ᴗࡢ᪉ࡀಶேࡼࡾࡶᐇ⾜࡛ࡁࡿ⬟ຊࢆഛ࠼࡚࠸ࡿࡇࠊಶேࡼࡾᴗࡢ᪉ࡀࡼࡾᅜẸ
ࡢᙳ㡪ຊࡀ࠶ࡿࠊ࡞ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡀ⪃࠼ࡿࠊಶேࡀලయⓗ࡞⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡍࣉࣟࢭࢫࡣࠊࡲࡎࠊ
ࠕࡁࡗࡅࠖࡢ್ࡀ
ࡼࡾࡶࡁ࠸ಶேࠊࡘࡲࡾ⚾ࡓࡕࡢࡼ࠺࡞ၨⓎࡉࢀࡓࠊࡢேࡼࡾࡶ⾜ື࡛ࡁࡿಶேࡀࠊ
ᴗാࡁࡅࡿࡇ࡛ࠊᴗලయⓗ࡞⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡉࡏࠊࡑࢀࡀࡍ࡚ࡢಶேࣇ࣮
ࢻࣂࢵࢡࡉࢀࠊࡍ࡚ࡢಶேࡢࠕࡁࡗࡅࠖࡢ್ࢆቑᖜࡉࡏࡿ࠸࠺ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ⪃࠼
ࡓࠋࡑ࠺ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡗ࡚ࠊࡇࡢࠕ⾜ືࡍࡿᴗࠖࡣࠊၟရࡢ⏕⏘㐣⛬࡛⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮ྲྀࡾ⤌ࡴ࡞ࠊ࣐࣮ࢣࢸࣥࢢࡢࢶ࣮ࣝࡋ࡚ࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ྥࡅࡓ⾜ືࢆࡍ
ࡿࡇ࡛ࠊࡑࡢᴗࡢᑵ⫋ᕼᮃࡢᏛ⏕ࡓࡕࡸࠊྲྀᘬඛࠊᾘ㈝⪅࠸ࡗࡓᅜẸࡓࡕᙳ㡪
ຊࢆⓎࡍࡿࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊᴗࡢ⾜ືࡼࡾࠊࡼࡾከࡃࡢᅜẸࡁࡗࡅࢆ࠼
ࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡿࠋ
III. ࠾ࢃࡾ
㆟ㄽࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊᨵࡵ࡚⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢሗࢆⓎಙࡋࠊ⾜ື⛣ࡍࡇ࡛ࠊ⏕ྍ
⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡘ࠸࡚ࡼࡾከࡃࡢேࠎࢆၨⓎ࡛ࡁࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣ
⪃࠼ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊᅇࡢ㆟ㄽࢆࡁࡗࡅྛᏛ࡛ே࡞ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࢆ▱ࡗ࡚ࡶࡽ࠾࠺࠸࠺ࡇࡶ୍⮴ࡋࡓࠋ
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ᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ཧຍࡋࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆࡍࡿࡇࡼࡗ࡚ㅮ⩏ࡢෆᐜࢆࡉࡽ῝ࡃヰ
ࡋྜ࠸ࠊࡲࡓ࠾࠸ࡢពぢ࡞ࢆ⪺ࡃࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ⚾ࡓࡕ⮬㌟ࡀᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㈶ᡂࡸᑐ
࡞ࡢពぢࡣࠊࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᶵࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾ▱ࡿࡇࡀฟ᮶࡞࠸ࠋࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆࡍࡿࡇ
࡛ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕಶேࡢᣢࡘ⪃࠼ࢆ▱ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊㅮ⩏ࡢෆᐜࢆࡼࡾヲࡋࡃ⌮ゎࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ㤳㒔ᅪ௨እࡢฟ㌟⪅ࡶ࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ᆅᇦࡈ࡛ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࡘ࠸࡚
ࡶヰࡋྜ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋᅇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆཷㅮࡍࡿ๓ᚋ࡛⪃࠼ࡀᑡ
ࡋኚࢃࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ⚾ࡣࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆཷࡅࡿ๓ࠊၥ㢟ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀ⌧ᅾࡣཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤ࡛㟁ຊࢆస
ࡗࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸ᛮࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ᪥ᮏࡗ࡚ࡣྜࢃ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸ᛮࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆཷㅮࡋ࡚⪃࠼᪉ࡀኚࢃࡗࡓࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣᆅᇦྜࡗࡓ᪉ἲ࡛సࢀࡿࡇࠊ࡞ࡐ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀ᪥ᮏࡢ୰࡛┒ࢇ
ࢃࢀ࡞࠸ࡢࢆᏛࢇࡔࠋࡲࡓࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣሗࢆࡶࡗᚓࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡿศࡗࡓࠋཎ
ᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤࡢᨾࢆᣲࡆࡿࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ black swan ≧ែࡔࡗࡓࡢࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋࡇࡢ
㉳ࡇࡗ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓࡇࡣᐇ࡞ࡢࡔࡽࠊࡑࡇࡽ࠸ࢁ࠸ࢁᏛࡧࠊཎᏊຊ௨እ࡛㟁ຊࢆ
Ⓨ㟁ࡍࡿሙྜ⏕ࡋ࡚⾜ࡁࡓ࠸⪃࠼ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊblack swan ≧ែ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࡓࡵሗ
㞟ࡣษ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࠚ㸦ࣝࣇ࣋ࢵࢺ㡰㸧
ࣝ࢜ࢭࣇ࣭ࣁ࣐ࢻࠊ㟷ᮌⰼ⳯ࠊ༧ಇὥࠊ⚟ᓥ⩧ࠊཎ⏣┤ᶞࠊᑠἨ㯞⍆ࠊᑠᓥ㐶ࠊᑠᒣ
┿ዉࠊῲᝆᏊࠊ㰻⸨ⱆ౫ࠊబ⸨⣪
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࠚ
㒔␃ᗣᏊ ඛ⏕㸦୰ኸᏛᩍᤵ㸧
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
J-3

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporters
㟷ᮌᑦᏊ Naoko Aoki1
⛙㔝ඃᏊ Yuko Hatano2
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
⚾ࡓࡕ J-3 ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ࡣࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࢆ㐩ᡂࡍࡿ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥ࠸࠺ၥ࠸

ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ㸱᪥㛫ࡢㅮ⩏ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊᕷẸ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡢάືࡢ㔜せᛶὀ┠ࡋࡓࠋ
ึ᪥ࡢㅮ⩏ࢆ⫈ࡁࠊୡ⏺ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡀ῝้ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡣ⌮ゎ࡛ࡁࡓࡀࠊከࡃࡢ
࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀ⮬ศ┤᥋㛵ಀࡢ࠶ࡿၥ㢟ࡋ࡚ឤࡌࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ㸰᪥┠ࡢⶈぢඛ
⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡢ୰࡛⤂ࡉࢀࡓࢻࢶࡢ࠶ࡿᮧࡢࢆぢࡓࡁࠊࡸࡣࡾ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡣ⚾
ࡓࡕ┤᥋㛵ಀࡀ࠶ࡿឤࡌࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ㸰᪥┠ᕷẸ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡢάືࡀ㔜せ࡛࠶ࡿ
ࡇࡘ࠸࡚ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆ࡛ࢥࣥࢭࣥࢧࢫࡀࢀࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࡢᚋࡣᕷẸ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡢࡼ
࠺࡞άືࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࠸࠺ほⅬ࡛ㅮ⩏ࢆ⫈ࡁࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽ⮫ࢇࡔࠋ௨ୗ࡛ࡣࠊㅮ⩏ࢆ
⫈࠸ࡓ࠺࠼࡛ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽ࠾࠸࡚ฟࡓពぢࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ᭱⤊ⓗ⚾ࡓࡕࡀฟࡋࡓࡇࢀࡽ
ࡢᒎᮃࡘ࠸࡚⤂ࡍࡿࠋ
II. ウㄽෆᐜ
1.

㸯᪥┠
⮬ᕫ⤂ᚋࠊ㸲᪥┠ࡢⓎ⾲ࡢ᪉㔪ࢆỴࡵ࡚ࡣ࠺࠸࠺ᥦࡀ࡞ࡉࢀࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊึ

᪥ࡢㅮ⩏ࡣᨻᗓࠊᅜ㝿ᶵᵓࣞ࣋ࣝࡢࡇࡀከࡃྲྀࡾᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡀ
⮬ศ㛵ࢃࡾࡢ࠶ࡿၥ㢟࠸࠺ㄆ㆑ࡀከࡃࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢ୰ⱆ⏕࠼࡚࠸࡞ࡗࡓࠋJ-3 ࡢᢸ
ᙜ࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㛵㇂㞝୍ඛ⏕ࡽࡲࡎࡣࠊ᪥ࡢㅮ⩏ࡢឤࢆⓎ⾲ࡋ࡚ࡣ࠺࠸࠺ᥦࡀ
࡞ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
㯮ᕝΎඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊㅮ⩏ࡢ⤊┙࡛ⱝ⪅ࡢᢞ⚊⋡ࡢపୗ࠸࠺♫ၥ㢟ࢆྲྀࡾ
ୖࡆࡓࠋࡇࡢၥ㢟 3.11 ᚋࡢ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡢၥ㢟ࢆ⤌ࡳྜࢃࡏࠊᚋࡢ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚
ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡢၥ㢟ࡣே࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊⱝ⪅ࡶᢞ⚊ࢆࡍࡿࡇ࡛⮬ࡽࡢពᛮࢆ♧ࡉ࡞ࡅࢀ
ࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࠊᢞ⚊ࢆ⾜ࢃ࡞࠸࠸࠺ࡇࡣពᛮ⾲᫂ࢆᨺᲠࡍࡿࡇྠ㢮࡛࠶ࡿ
࠸࠺⚾ࡓࡕⱝ⪅ࡢ࣓ࢵࢭ࣮ࢪࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋከࡃࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡽࠊ⮬ࡽࡢᢞ⚊⾜ືࡢ㔜せ
ᛶࡑࡢពࡘ࠸࡚ㄆ㆑ࡋࡓ࠸࠺ឤࡀⓎ⾲ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊᘪ๐Ꮚඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊࡋ࡚ᥦ♧ࡉࢀࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛤Ⓨࡼࡿዪ
ᛶࡢࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࡢኚࡘ࠸࡚ከࡃࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀ⯆ࢆᢪ࠸࡚࠸ࡓࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛤Ⓨ
1
2

ὠ⏣ሿᏛ㸦Tsuda College)
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ㸦Tsuda College㸧
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ࡀࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࡢኚ⤖ࡧࡘ࠸࡚࠸ࡿ࠸࠺ࡇ㦫࠸࡚࠸ࡓ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀከࡃ࠸ࡓࠋ
ࡇࡇ࡛ᑡࡋࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝࡢ⧅ࡀࡾ࠸࠺ࡶࡢࢆከࡃࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀព㆑ࡋ
ࡓࠋ
ࡇࡇ࡛ࠊᗘࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢⓎ⾲ྥࡅ࡚ࡢ᪉㔪㛵ࡋ࡚⪃࠼┤ࡋࡓࠋከࡃࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢᑓ
ᨷศ㔝ࡀᨻ⤒῭࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊᨻ⟇ᥦゝ࡞ࡢࡀฟࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ㸱᪥㛫ࡢㅮ⩏ࢆ⫈ࡁࠊ
ᬑ㏻ࡢᏛ⏕ࡀ⪃࠼ࡓᨻ⟇࡞ࠊᑓ㛛ᐙࡀከࡃࡢ㛫ࢆ㈝ࡸࡋ⪃࠼ᢤ࠸ࡓᨻ⟇㉁ࡢ㠃࡛
ຎࡿࡢࡣศࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊᬑ㏻ࡢᏛ⏕ࡔࡽࡇࡑ࡛ࡁࡿࡇࡣ࡞࠸࠺ࡇ
ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡋࡓࠋ⚾ࡓࡕ࡞ࡾ㸱᪥㛫⪃࠼ࠊࡑࡢୖ୍࡛␒ఏ࠼ࡓ࠸ࡇࡣ࡞ࢆ⪃
࠼ࠊ㸲᪥┠ࡢⓎ⾲࡛ဨࡢ๓࡛ఏ࠼ࡼ࠺࠸࠺ࡇ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
2.

㸰᪥┠
⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊࡇࡢ᪥⾜ࢃࢀࡓㅮ⩏ࠊ࡞ࡀࢃࢭࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥᚓࡓឤࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆ࡛ඹ᭷

ࡋࡓࠋึࡵࠊࢼࣥࢲࢡ࣐࣮࣭ࣝࢪࣕࢼࣝࢲࢼࣥඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏࡛ឤࡌࡓࡇࢆⓎゝࡋྜࡗࡓ
㝿ࠊඹ㏻ࡢㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚࢚͆ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣᵝࠎ࡞せ⣲㸦socio-political, economic, geopolitical,
environmental㸧ࡽᡂࡾ❧ࡘ࠸࠺ࡇࡀ⯆῝ࡗࡓ͇࠸࠺ࡇࡀᾋୖࡋࡓࠋ࠼ࡑ
ࡢᙜࡣ⤒῭ⓗ࡞ሙྜ࡛ࡶ⥲ྜⓗぢࡓሙྜࠊᚲࡎࡋࡶᅜຊࢆᚋ㏥ࡍࡿせᅉࡣ࡞
ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊከゅⓗ࡞どⅬࢆᣢࡘࡇࡢ㔜せᛶࢆ☜ㄆ
ࡋࡓࠋ
᭦ࠊⶈぢ㞝ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏࡛ࡣࠊḢᕞㅖᅜࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟㛵ࡋ࡚ᕷẸ୍࡞ࡗ࡚ࠊ
⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᕷሙࢆ⋡ඛࡋ࡚☜ಖࡋࠊࡲࡓࣃࣉࣛࣥࢆタࡅࡓࡾࡍࡿດຊࢆ⾜ࡗ
࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆᏛࢇࡔࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡇࢀࡼࡾᏳᐃࡋࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ☜ಖࡍࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟࡞
ࡗࡓḢᕞㅖᅜࡢ♫ࡣᏳᐃࡋࠊᆅ᪉ࡈ⮬❧ࡋࡓ⏕άࡀ㏦ࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡿࡇࠊⓙឤ
ᚰࡋࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊ᪥ᮏࡇࡢࢆᙜ࡚ࡣࡵࡿࡢࡣ㞴ࡋ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ࡞ࡐ
࡞ࡽࠊࡇࢀࡣᅄ᪉ࢆᅜᅖࡲࢀࡓḢᕞㅖᅜࡔࡽฟ᮶ࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ᪥ᮏࡢሙྜࡣᏳ࠸್ẁ࡛
ࡼࡾ⡆༢࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀ㍺ධฟ᮶ࡿ࠸࠺ಖ㞀ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚ࠊ⮬ᅜࡢ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮⏘ᴗࡢⓎ㐩ࢆ

ࡃぢᏲࡿవ⿱ࡀ࡞࠸ࠋࡲࡓࠊḢᕞㅖᅜࡢሙྜࠊᅜቃࢆ㉺࠼ࠊពぢ

ࢆࡍࡿᶵࡀከࡃᣢࡓࢀࡿࡢ࡛ࠊ⮬ᅜ࠾࠸࡚ࡣᑡᩘὴࡢពぢ࡛ࡶࠊྠࡌ⪃࠼ࢆᣢࡘ
ேከࡃ㛵ࢃࡾࢆᣢࡘࡇ࡛ࠊពぢࢆࡼࡾᗈࡃࠊᙳ㡪ຊࡀ࠶ࡿࡶࡢኚ࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
௨ୖࡢࡼ࠺⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡃࡇ࡛⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣእ࣭ᆅ⌮ⓗせᅉ࣭
ᨻ࣭⤒῭࡞ࡢㅖせ⣲࡚ࡀᏳᐃࡍࡿࡇ࡛ᡂ❧ࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡿࡇẼ࡙࠸ࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ
ᖖ᪥㡭ࡑࢀࢆᏳᐃࡉࡏࡿⅭດຊࡋ࡚࠸ࡿᕷẸࡇࡑࠊᐇࡣࡁ࡞ᙺࢆᢸࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸⪃࠼ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
3.

㸱᪥┠
㸯᪥┠㸰᪥┠ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆ⤒࡚ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ୰ⱆ⏕࠼࡚࠸ࡓࡢࡣ͆ᕷẸࡢࣛࣇ

ࢫࢱࣝࣇ࢛࣮࢝ࢫࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡢ᰿※࡞ࡿ㒊ศࢆᡴ㛤࡛ࡁࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ
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࡞࠸͇࠸࠺ࡇࡔࡗࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊࡑࡢ᰿※࡞ࡿᡤࡀࡲࡔఱ࡞ࡢࠊࡲࡵࡿࡇࡀ
ฟ᮶࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊ≉ูࢭࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥ㕥ᮌ᜶ࡉࢇࡀ௮ࡗࡓ͆⚾ࡓࡕᕷẸࡢຊ࡛࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࢆ࠺ࡍࡿࡢࡣྍ⬟ࡔࠊࡋࡋఱࡸࡽ࡞ࡅࢀࡤఱࡶጞࡲࡽ࡞࠸͇࠸
࠺ゝⴥⓙඹឤࢆᚓ࡚ࠊᕷẸ┠⥺ࡽࡢẼ࡙ࡁࠊࡑࢀࡀඖ࡞ࡾ⏕ࡌࡿ⾜ືࡢ㔜せᛶࢆឤ
ࡌࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡑࢀࢆᨭ࠼ࡿ࢚͆ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑐࡍࡿ▱㆑ࡢఏ㐩㸦ᩍ⫱㸧
͇ࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟
ࡢᡴ㛤⟇ࡢ᰿※࠶ࡿࡶࡢࡔẼࡃࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡓࠋ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡣ⮬ศ㐩ࡣ࠶ࡲࡾ㛵ಀࡀ↓࠸ࠊ㞴ࡋ࠸ၥ㢟ࡔᤊ࠼ࡀࡕࡔࡀࠊᐇࡣ
ࡑ࠺࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ⏕άᐦ᥋㛵ࢃࡿࠋ᭦ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ⎔ቃࡔࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ⤒῭࣭
ᨻ࣭♫ၥ㢟ࡽࡶㄏⓎࡉࢀࡿၥ㢟࡞ࡢ࡛ࠊࡑࢀ῝ࡃ㛵ࢃࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᕷẸࡔࡽࡇࡑࠊ
Ẽ࡙ࡃࡇࡸࠊྲྀࡾ⤌ࡵࡿ⾜ືࡀၥ㢟ゎỴࡢࡁ࡞㘽࡞ࡿࠋ௨ୖࡽࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟
ᑐࡍࡿၥ㢟ព㆑ࢆᾐ㏱ࡉࡏࡿᩍ⫱ࡸྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡑࡇࡽฟ࡚ࡁࡓࢡ࢚ࣜࢸࣈ
࡞Ⓨࡸ⾜ືࢆಖㆤࡋࠊᐇ⌧ࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢไᗘࢆᩚ࠼ࡿࡇࡀࠊேࠎࡀ⏕ࡁ⏕ࡁᬽࡽࡏࡿ
ఫࡳࡼ࠸♫ࢆᚋࡾ⥆ࡅ࡚࠸ࡃゝ࠼ࡿࠋ
III. ࠾ࢃࡾ
⎔ቃ࣭⤒῭࣭♫ࡑࢀࡒࢀࡀࣂࣛࣥࢫࢆಖࡕᑗ᮶ࡲ࡛ࡢ㇏ࡉࢆᦆ࡞ࢃ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡞㛤
ⓎࡸⓎᒎࢆ⾜࠺ࡓࡵࡣࠊ࣎ࢺ࣒ࢵࣉࠊࡘࡲࡾᕷẸࣞ࣋ࣝࡢྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࢆ㔜せどࡋࠊ᭦
ࡑࢀࡀཷࡅධࢀࡽࢀࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࠊ☜ᅛࡓࡿ⤌ࡳࡸไᗘࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ࡞ࡐ࡞ࡽࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ
࣮ၥ㢟ࡣࠊᵝࠎ࡞せ⣲㸦socio-political, economic, geopolitical, environmental㸧ᐦ᥋
㛵ಀࡋࠊྠᵝࡑࢀࡽᐦ᥋㛵ࢃࡿᕷẸࡢ⏕ࡢኌࡇࡑࠊ᭱ࡶ㔜せどࡉࢀࡿࡁࡔࡽ࡛
࠶ࡿࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣᮏ᮶ࠊேࠎࡢ⏕άࢆࡼࡾ౽㇏ࡍࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊࡸࡑ
ࢀࡀ㏫ேࠎࢆⱞࡋࡲࡏࡿࡶࡢ࡞ࡾࡘࡘ࡞ࡿࠋࡑࡢࡼ࠺࡞୰ࠊᶒ⪅࡛࠶ࡿ⚾ࡓࡕᅜẸ
ࡀኌࢆୖࡆࠊఫࡳࡼ࠸♫ࢆࢁ࠺ࡍࡿࡇࡣᙜࡓࡾ๓ࡢࡇࡔࠋࡑ࠺ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ⚾
ࡓࡕࡣᮏ᮶⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡁࢧࢡࣝࠊࡘࡲࡾಶேࡢ㑅ᢥࢆཷࡅධࢀࠊࡑࢀࢆᆅᇦࡀỴᐃࡋࠊ
ᅜࡀᨻ⟇ࡋ࡚⾜࠺࠸࠺ࡇࢆྲྀࡾᡠࡋࠊࡼࡾⰋ࠸ᮍ᮶ࢆసࡾฟࡍࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡿ⪃࠼
ࡿࠋ
ᅇࠊᵝࠎ࡞ศ㔝ࢆᏛࡪᏛ⏕ពぢࢆࡋྜ࠸ࠊࡑࢀࢆ 10 ศ㛫࠸࠺▷࠸㛫ࡲ
ࡵୖࡆࠊⓎ⾲ࡍࡿࡇࡣ࡚ࡶᅔ㞴࡞ࡇ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ⚾⮬㌟ࠊ⪃࠼᪉ࡸၥ㢟ゎỴࡢࣉࣟࢭ
ࢫࡀ᰿ᮏࡽ㐪࠺Ꮫ⏕㆟ㄽࢆࢃࡍࡇ࡛ࠊ⮬ศࡢ▱㆑㊊ࡸࠊᛮ⪃⠊ᅖࡢ⊃ࡉࢆᐇឤ
ࡋჃࡃࡇࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡋࡋࠊࡑࡢ㝿࠸ࡀᣢࡘ▱㆑ࢆඹ᭷ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ㆟ㄽࢆⓎᒎࡉࡏࠊ
ၥ㢟ゎỴྥࡅ࡚ᑡࡋࡎࡘࡔࡀㄽࢆ㐍ࡵࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡇࢀࡶࠊ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ဨࡀ࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮࠸࠺ၥ㢟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬ศࡢᑓᨷࡽࡢどⅬࡸㅮ⩏ࡽᚓࡓ▱㆑ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆ࡛ࡢẼ
࡙ࡁࢆ⏝࠸ࠊάⓎពぢࢆฟࡋྜࡗࡓᡂᯝࡔ⪃࠼ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ဨࡀ࠸ࢆಙ
㢗ࡋྜ࠸ࠊ⇕࠸㆟ㄽࢆࢃࡏࡿࡼ࠺࡞㞺ᅖẼࢆసࢀࡓࡢࡶࠊࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢ㛵㇂㞝୍ඛ⏕
ࡢ࠾ࡆ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢኟࠊ୍ࡘࡢၥ㢟ᑐࡋ࡚Ꮫ࣭ᑓᨷࢆ㉺࠼┿㆟ㄽࡋྜ࠼ࡓ㛫
ࡣ⚾ࡢࡇࢀࡽࡢே⏕࠾࠸࡚ࠊ࡚ࡶࡁ࡞⣊࡞ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋᚰࡽࠊㅮ⩏ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ୗ
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ࡉࡗࡓඛ⏕᪉ࠊࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢ㛵㇂㞝୍ඛ⏕ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ឤㅰࢆ⏦ࡋୖ
ࡆࡓ࠸ࠋ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࠚ㸦ࣝࣇ࣋ࢵࢺ㡰㸧
㟷ᮌᑦᏊࠊఀ㐩ᒣගࠊྂᕝᬛ⨾ࠊ⛙㔝ඃᏊࠊ㨣㢌ኴ㑻ࠊLun Baomingࠊ㯞⣲ᰤࠊ༡ᆏⵇࠊ
㛗㔝᪩ᕼᏊࠊ‖㈗ࠊᮡᮏ㞞ᜨ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࠚ
㛵㇂㞝୍ ඛ⏕㸦ᮾிᏛᩍᤵ㸧
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌

Group Discussion Report
J-4

ሗ࿌⪅ Reporter
㔠࢙ࢫࣝ Yeasl Kim1
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
⚾ࡓࡕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ࡣࠊ
ࠕNew Global Energy Mix for Sustainable Futureࠖ࠸࠺ᅇࡢ

ࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡽྛ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢ㛵ᚰࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮୰ࡢㅮ⩏ࡢෆᐜࢆ㔜ࡡྜ
ࢃࡏࡿࡇ࡛ࠊ
ࠕ㏵ୖᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛤Ⓨࡢᅾࡾ᪉ࠖ࠸࠺ၥ࠸ᑐࡋ◊
✲ࡋࡓࠋ᪤ᕤᴗ㒔ᕷࡀ㐍ࢇࡔඛ㐍ᅜࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ㏵ୖ㛤Ⓨᅜࢆᕳࡁ㎸ࢇࡔࢢ࣮ࣟ
ࣂࣝ࡞⏕࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㌿ࢆ⾜࠺ᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࠊ◊✲ᑐ㇟
ࢆձ᭱㈋ᅜࠊղBRICs ࠸ࡗࡓ᪂ᡂ㛗ᅜ༊ูࡋࠊ㈨※ⓗ࣭ᨻ⤒῭ⓗ࣭♫ⓗ࡞ᆅᇦᛶ
ࢆ㓄៖ࡋࡓࠋࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢࢣ࣮ࢫ࡛⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿㄢ㢟ࡑࢀᑐࡍࡿゎỴࠊࡲࡓࡑࡢ⤖ᯝ
ࡋ࡚ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᮍ᮶ࡀ᮶ࡿࡢࡘ࠸࡚ウㄽࢆ㐍ࡵࡓࠋ
II. ウㄽෆᐜ
⌧ᅾࠊ▼࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᯤῬࡸᆅ⌫

ᬮࡼࡿẼೃኚືࡼࡾࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※

ࡢὀ┠㛵ᚰࡣࡉࡽᙉࡲࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣྛ⏘ᴗࠊᴗάືཬࡧே㛫⏕ά⯡
Ώࡾࠊࣄࢺ᭱ࡶᐦ᥋࡞㛵ಀࡀ࠶ࡿゝࡗ࡚ࡶ㐣ゝ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋࡇࢀࡣே㢮ඹ㏻ࡢၥ㢟࡛
࠶ࡾࠊ18 ୡ⣖ࡢ⏘ᴗ㠉௨᮶ࠊ㒔ᕷࠊᨻ⤒῭ⓗ࡞Ⓨᒎࢆᡂࡋ㐙ࡆࡓḢ⡿࡞ࡢඛ㐍ᅜ
ࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡶ㓄៖ࡍࡁ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ᪂ࡋࡃⓏሙࡋࠊᛴ㏿࡞⤒῭ᡂ㛗ࡀ㐍ࢇ࡛࠸
ࡿ BRICs ࡢሙྜࠊඛ㐍ᅜྠࡌ⤒῭Ⓨᒎࡢ⤒㐣ࢆ⤒࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊඛ㐍ᅜࡀᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿኳ
↛㈨※ࡢୡ⏺つᶍࡢᥦ౪ࡢၥ㢟ࡸ᪂ࡋ࠸࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮※ᑐࡍࡿၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶ⪃࠼࡞ࡅࢀ
ࡤ࠸ࡅ࡞࠸ࠋᚋࡢ⤒῭Ⓨᒎࡢࡓࡵࡶࠊ▼⇞ᩱ౫Ꮡࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜ࠾ࡅࡿ⏘
ᴗᇶ┙ࡢぢ┤ࡋࡀ⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡶேཱྀࡢቑຍࡼࡾ⏕ࡌࡿ⤒῭࣭♫ⓗၥ
㢟ࡶ⪃៖ࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ᛮࢃࢀࡓࠋ

1

ᛂ⩏ሿᏛ (Keio University)
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ᕥࡢࢢࣛࣇࢆཧ⪃ࡋ࡚ぢࢀࡤࠊOECD ᅜᐙ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜ࠾ࡅࡿேཱྀࡢቑῶࠊᅜẸ⥲
⏕⏘㸦gross domestic product㸧
ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᾘ㈝㔞ࡽࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞♫ࢆసࡿࡣఱ
ࡼࡾࡶᚋࠊ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡀ㑅ᢥࡍࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※↔Ⅼࢆᙜ࡚࡚⪃࠼ࡿࡁ࡛࠶ࡿ⚾
ࡓࡕࡣ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
࠺࠸࠺࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࢀࡤⰋ࠸ࡢỴࡵࡿ㝿ࠊ௨ୗࡢせᅉࡘ࠸࡚⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
➨୍ࠊᆅ⌫⎔ቃၥ㢟ࡢᝏࡀࡉࡽ᪩࠸ࢫࣆ࣮ࢻ࡛㐍ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡇࡔࠋᆅ⌫⾲㠃ࡢ
Ẽࡸᾏὒࡢᖹᆒ ᗘࡀ㛗ᮇⓗୖ᪼ࡍࡿᆅ⌫ ᬮࡢᙳ㡪࡛␗ᖖẼೃ⌧㇟ࡣࡶࡕࢁࢇᛴ⃭
࡞Ẽೃኚࡼࡗ࡚ໃࡢேࠎࡀⱞࡋࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡢࡀ⌧≧࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
➨ࠊ▼࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮※ࡀᯤῬࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡛࠶ࡿࠋඛ㐍ᅜ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡼࡿ▼
⇞ᩱࡢ㐣ᗘ࡞౫Ꮡࡀࡑࡢཎᅉᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋ≉
BRICs ࡢ୰࡛᭱ࡶᛴ㏿࡞⤒῭Ⓨᒎࡀ㐍ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿ୰ᅜ
࡛ࡣࠊ▼⇞ᩱᾘ㈝㔞ཬࡧ㓟Ⅳ⣲ࡢฟ㔞ࡀୡ
⏺࡛᭱ࡶከ࠸ࠋEDMC㸭࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࣭⤒῭⤫ィせぴ
2013 ᖺ∧ࡼࡿࠊ2010 ᖺᗘᇶ‽࡛ୡ⏺ࡢ㓟
Ⅳ⣲ฟ㔞༨ࡵࡿ୰ᅜࡢฟྜࡣࠊ࣓ࣜ࢝
(17.7%)ࠊࣥࢻ(5.4%)ࠊࣟࢩ(5.3%)ẚẚ㍑ⓗ
㧗࠸ 24.4%࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
➨୕ࡣࠊཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡿࢥࢫࢺࡀ㧗࠸ࡇ
࡛࠶ࡿࠋ3.11 ᮾ᪥ᮏ㟈⅏ᚋࠊ᭱ࡶᏳࡃࠊᏳ࡛࠶
ࡿཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡢࢥࢫࢺᑐࡍࡿၥࡀ⭾ࡽࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࠋ᪥⤒࢚ࢥࣟࢪ࣮ࡢグࡼࡿࠊ͆ཎ
Ⓨࡣฟຊㄪᩚࡀ㞴ࡋ࠸ࡓࡵࠊኪ㛫࡞వⓎ㟁ศ࡛ỈࢆỮࡳୖࡆ࡚࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㈓ࡵࡿᥭ
ỈⓎ㟁ࢆᖏࡉࡏࡿࠋ㈈ᨻᨭฟࢆຍ࠼ࡓ⥲ྜࡢⓎ㟁ࢥࢫࢺࡣ୍⯡Ỉຊࡀ 3.98 /kWhࠊཎᏊ
ຊࡣ 10.68  /kWhࠋᥭỈⓎ㟁ࡢࢭࢵࢺ࡛⪃࠼ࡿࠕཎᏊຊ㸩ᥭỈࠖࡣ 12.23 /kWh ࡞
ࡿࠋ㈈ᨻࡲ࡛ຍࡋࡓࢥࢫࢺࡣࠊཎⓎࡀ୍␒㧗࠸ࢃࡅ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
͇
➨ᅄࠊᨺᑕ⬟ᗫᲠ≀ࡢฎ⌮ᑐࡍࡿㄢ㢟ࡀṧࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࡔࠋࢳ࢙ࣝࣀࣈࣜཎᏊຊ
Ⓨ㟁ᡤᨾ⚟ᓥཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤᨾࡀᢪ࠸࡚࠸ࡿ᭱ࡶࡁ࡞ㄢ㢟ࡣࠊᗫᲠ≀ࢆ࠺ฎ⌮ࡍ
ࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᏳᐃࡍࡿࡲ࡛᭱ప 10 ᖺࡣࡿ᰾ࡢࢦ࣑ࡣࠊᆅ୰┤᥋ὀධࠊᾏὒᢞᲠࠊ
ᆅᒙฎศࠊᏱᐂฎศ࡞ᵝࠎ࡞ࡀ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ⏕ែ⣔ࠊ⎔ቃࠊࢥࢫࢺ㠃࡛ࡢࣜࢫࢡ࡞ࡘ
࠸࡚㐺ษ࡞᪉ἲࡀࡲࡔฟࡉࢀ࡚࡞࠸ࠋ
➨ࠊ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜ࠾ࡅࡿ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ₯ᅾຊ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࡢⓏሙࡼࡗ࡚ࡑࡢ⏘ᴗࡢⓎᒎ㞠⏝ࠊᆅᇦ♫Ⓨᒎ࡞ᵝࠎ࡞ࣥࣃࢡࢺࡀᮇᚅࡉࢀࡿࠋ
㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡀࡢࡼ࠺࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࢀࡤ࠸࠸ࡢ⪃࠼ࡓࠊྛᅜࡢࠕᆅᇦ
ᛶࠖࢆ㓄៖ࡋ࡞࠸࠸ࡅ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡢࡓࡵࠊ㇏࡞⮬↛㈨※ࡢಖ᭷㔞⤒῭ࠊᨻⓗ࡞Ⓨᒎ
ࡢ⛬ᗘࢆᇶ‽ࡋ࡚ձ᭱㈋ᅜ㸦࢝ࣥ࣎ࢪࠊࢫࣜࣛࣥ࢝࡞㸧ղ᪂ᡂ㛗ᅜ㸦୰ᅜࠊࣥ
ࢻࠊࣈࣛࢪࣝࠊࣟࢩ㸧ศࡅ࡚⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡋࡓࠋ
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1.

Limit of Governance㹼ᆅᇦࡽ᭱㈋ᅜࢆ⪃࠼ࡿ
ࡲࡎࠊ᭱㈋ᅜࢆ㑅ࢇࡔ⌮⏤ࡣࠊձᯤῬ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ࡢ౫Ꮡᗘࡀప࠸ࠊղ⏕ྍ⬟࢚

ࢿࣝࢠ࣮⏘ᴗࡀඛ㐍ᅜࡽࢆࡄࠊճ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㌿ࡢࢥࢫࢺせࠊմ⌧ᆅ㞠⏝ࡢྍ⬟ᛶࡀ
࣎ࢺ࣒ࢵࣉࡁࡃ㈉⊩࡛ࡁࡿࠊյ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᨵၿࡀᅜయࡢᨻ⟇ᙳ㡪ࢆ࠼ࡿ
⪃࠼ࡿࡓࡵࠊ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࡑࡢ୰࡛ࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣ᭱㈋ᅜࡀᢪ࠼࡚࠸ࡿ㸱ࡘࡢၥ㢟ὀ┠ࡋ࡚㆟ㄽࢆ㐍ࡵ
ࡓࠋࣥࣇࣛタഛࡢ㊊ࡣࠊᆅᇦ㛫ࡢ᱁ᕪࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ౪⤥ࡢᏳᐃࢆពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ
⏕άࡶ⏘ᴗࡢᡂ㛗ࡶᨭ㞀ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊ⤫ᶵᵓࡢ⭉ᩋࡑࡢᙳ㡪ຊࡀᑠࡉ࠸࠸࠺
࢞ࣂࢼࣥࢫୖࡢၥ㢟ࡶᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ᭱ᚋࠊ⤒῭࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ⌧≧ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚⪃࠼࡚
ࡳࡓࠋ⤒῭ࡀᔂቯࡋࡓࡓࡵࠊ᪤ᏑࡢⓎ㟁ᡤࡣ᧯ᴗ⬟ࡢ≧ែ࡞ࡗ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓࠋⓎ㟁ᡤࡀ
ື࠸࡚࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊᅜෆࡢ㟂せࡀ㈥࠼࡞࠸ࡇ࡞ࡿࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㟂せ౪⤥ࡢࣂࣛࣥࢫ
ࢆྲྀࡿࡓࡵࡣ㞄ᅜࡽ㟁ຊࢆ㍺ධࡏࡊࡿࢆᚓ࡞࠸ࠋࡋࡋࠊᨭᡶ࠸ࡀࡿࡓࡵࠊᕧ㢠ࡢ
മົࡀṧࡗ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࠋമົࡢࡏ࠸࡛ᅜෆࡢタഛᢞ㈨ࡿ㈈ᨻ※ࡀ㊊ࡾࡎࠊࡲࡓⓎ㟁ᡤ
ࡢ✌ാ⬟⥆࠸࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ᝏᚠ⎔ࢆࠊ᭱㈋ᅜࡣ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣࠊ
ࠕࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸࠖࢆษࡾཱྀࡋ࡚ᝏᚠ⎔ࡢ≧ἣࢆゎỴ࡛ࡁࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ࡛ࡁࡿ
ࡔࡅࢥࣥࣃࢡࢺ࡞㈈ᨻᨭࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡿⅬࠊ㞟ⴠࡈࡢᙉ࠸ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸࡀᏑᅾࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ
Ⅼࠊࡑࡋ࡚⭉ᩋࡋࡓᨻᗓ㢗ࡽ࡞࠸ᡓ␎ࡋ࡚ࠊࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸࣞ࣋ࣝࡢ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࡣࡎ࠸ࡪ
ࢇ࠶ࡿุ᩿ࡋࡓࡽ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊᆅᇦࡢ≉ᛶࢆ⏕ࡍศᩓ⮬❧ᆺ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ
࣒ࢆᵓ⠏ࡍࡿࡇ࡛࢞ࣂࢼࣥࢫࡢᅾࡽ㉳ࡇࡿ᭱㈋ᅜࡢၥ㢟ࢆゎỴ࡛ࡁࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
ࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝ⾜࠺㝿ࠊ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࡣ࠸ࡃࡘ࠶ࡿࠋ㔞Ⓨ㟁ࡀせ
࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡼࡾᑠࡉ࠸つᶍ࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊఫẸࡢពぢࢆᫎࡋࡸࡍࡃ࡞ࡿࠋ᪂ࡋ࠸Ⓨ㟁ᡤタഛ
ࡼࡗ࡚ᮇᚅࡉࢀࡿ㞠⏝ࡶ࠶ࡿᛮࢃࢀࡓࠋࡑࡢ⤖ᯝࠊᕷẸࡣࡼࡾ✚ᴟⓗཧຍࡍࡿᶵ
ࡀ࠼ࡽࢀࠊࢽ࣮ࢬぢྜࡗࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᏳᐃ౪⤥ࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ⤒῭ࡸ⏕άࡀᏳᐃࡍࡿࠋ
ࡑࡢ୰࡛᭱ࡶ࡞ࡢࡣࠊ
ࠕᑐእⓗࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋ㏵ୖᅜ NGOࠊඛ㐍ᅜࡢ
ᴗࠊᅜ㐃ᶵ㛵ࡢ༠ຊࢿࢵࢺ࣮࣡ࢡࡀᵓ⠏ࡉࢀࡓୖ࡛ࠊ௨ୖࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᡂᯝࢆฟࡏࡿ
ᛮࢃࢀࡿࠋሀᅛ࡞ࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉᇶ࡙࠸ࡓ᭱㈋ᅜࡢᆅᇦ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡢⓎᒎࢆ㐍ࡵࡿࠊ
᭱⤊ⓗࡣࠊᅜ㐃ࡢ࣑ࣞࢽ࣒㛤Ⓨ┠ᶆ㸦MDGs㸧ࢆ㐩ᡂ࡛ࡁࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
2.

Case in Emerging Country
つᶍ࡞ேཱྀᛴ㏿࡞⤒῭ᡂ㛗ࢆᇶ┙ࡋ࡚ࠊᅜ㝿♫ࡁ࡞ᙳ㡪ࢆ࠼ࡽࢀࡿ

BRICs ࡣࠊ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡢ୰࡛ࡶ⚾ࡓࡕࡀ᭱ࡶὀ┠ࡍࡁᅜᐙ࡞ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡢࠋ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣ᪤ከᵝ࡞㑅ᢥ⫥ࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࡣࠊᙼࡽࡀ᭷࡞⨨࠶ࡿࡇࢆ
ពࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊࢥࢫࢺࡢప࠸▼⇞ᩱࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࠊᏳ࡛ࢡ࣮ࣜࣥ
࡞ཎᏊຊⓎ㟁࠸࠺㑅ᢥ⫥ࡢ୰࡛ࠊ㏵ୖᅜࡣ࡞ࡐ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ
࠸ࡅ࡞࠸ࡢ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㈨※ẚࠊẚ㍑ⓗࢥࢫࢺࡀప࠸⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡣ㨩ຊⓗ࡞㑅
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ᢥ࡞ࡾࠊ㏵ୖᅜࡶඛ㐍ᅜྠࡌࡼ࠺㓟Ⅳ⣲ฟᶒྲྀᘬ࡛┈ࢆࡶࡽ࠼ࡿ࠸࠺࣓
ࣜࢵࢺࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
ࡋࡋࠊࡇࢀࡔࡅ࡛ࡣ㊊ࡾ࡞࠸࠸࠺ࡇࡀ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ⪃࠼࡛ࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ
┠ぢ࠼࡞࠸౯್ࢆࠊホ౯࡛ࡁࡿ┠ぢ࠼ࡿᩘ್࡛ྍどࡍࡿࠊ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࡣ⏕ྍ⬟
࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡏࡊࡿࢆᚓ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡢ⪃࠼ࡓࠋබᐖၥ㢟ࢆゎỴ࡛ࡁࡿ
࠸࠺Ⅼ࡛ࠊᆅ᪉ᆅᇦࡢάᛶࡀᮇᚅࡉࢀࡿࡋࠊࡲࡓ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ಖ㞀㠃࡛ࡶ࡞ࡾࡢ࣓ࣜ
ࢵࢺࡣ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢ࣓ࣜࢵࢺࢆᵝࠎ࡞ほⅬ࡛ホ౯ࡋࠊᐃ㔞࣭ྍどࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊࡉࡽྲྀᘬ
࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣពᛮỴᐃẁ㝵ࢆ⤒࡚ࠊ⮬ࡽ࡛ᡓ␎ⓗ⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋࡔࡀࠊᵝࠎ࡞ᐖ㛵
ಀࡀ㛵ࢃࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ࠸ሀᅛ࡞ࢿࢵࢺ࣮࣡ࢡࢆᙧᡂࡋࠊᏳᐃⓗ࡛┦ᡂ㛗࡛ࡁࡿ⎔
ቃࢆᙧᡂࡍࡿࡢࡀᚋࡢㄢ㢟࡛࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋ
III. ࠾ࢃࡾ
ࡇࢀࡲ࡛ࡢ㆟ㄽࡼࢀࡤࠊ⮬↛㈨※ࡢಖ᭷㔞ࡀᑡ࡞ࡃࠊ⤒῭ⓗ࡞ᡂ㛗ࡸᨻⓗⓎᒎࡀ㐜
ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ᭱㈋ᅜࠊ㈨※ࡢಖ᭷㔞ࡀከ࠸୍᪉ࠊ⏘ᴗ࣭㒔ᕷࢆక࠺⤒῭ᡂ㛗ࡼࡗ࡚
▼⇞ᩱࢆᖜ⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᪂ᡂ㛗ᅜࡣࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡏࡊࡿࢆᚓ
࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡢࠋᅜ㝿⤒῭ࡸᨻࡣᛴ⃭ኚࡋ⥆ࡅ࡚࠸ࡿ⌧ᅾࠊඛ㐍ᅜࠊ㏵ୖ
ⓎᒎᅜࠊNGONPOࠊࡑࡋ࡚ᕷẸ࠸࠺ࢡࢱ࣮ࡼࡿᑐእⓗࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉࢆࡉࡽ
ሀᅛࡍࡿࡇࡇࡑࡀࠊඛ㐍ᅜࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊᚋᮍ᮶ࢆඹసࡗ࡚࠸ࡃⓎᒎ㏵ୖᅜࡗ
࡚ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࢆᵓ⠏࡛ࡁࡿ၏୍ࡢ᪉ἲ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ࠸ࡃࡽⰋ࠸ᑐ⟇ࡸᨻ
⟇ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡋ࡚ࡶࠊࢡࢱ࣮㛫ࡢಙ㢗ࡀ࡞࠸㝈ࡾࠊ⚾ࡓࡕ♫ࡣᣢ⥆ⓗᡂ㛗ࡋ࡚࠸ࡅ
࡞࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ┦ಙ㢗ࡢᇶ┙࡞ࡿࣃ࣮ࢺࢼ࣮ࢩࢵࣉࡀࠊᣢ⥆ⓗ࡞♫ࡢᢸ࠸ᡭ࡛
࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡣࠊᆅᇦᛶࢆ⪃៖ࡋࡓ㛤Ⓨ㏵ୖᅜࢆウ㆟ᑐ㇟㝈ᐃࡍࡿࡲ࡛ᩘᅇࡢࣈ
ࣞࣥࢫࢺ࣮࣑ࣥࢢඹ㆟ㄽࢆ㛗㛫ࡋࡓࠋ᪥ᮏࠊ㡑ᅜࠊ୰ᅜ࠸ࡗࡓከᵝ࡞ᩥⓗ⫼
ᬒࢆᣢࡘᩥ⌮ᑓᨷࡢ 11 ேࡢᏛ⏕♫ேࡀヰࡋྜࡗࡓࡶࡢࡢࠊពぢࡢ㣗࠸㐪࠸ࡸ୍ேࡢᏛ
⏕㢗ࡗ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ഴྥࡶᙉࡲࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࠋⓎゝࡍࡿ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ഴ⫈ࡍࡿ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀ࡞
ࡾศࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊ࠾࠸ࡀ⣡ᚓ࡛ࡁࡿヰࡋྜ࠸⮳ࡿࡲ࡛࡞ࡾࡢ㛫ࡀࡗࡓࡇ
ࡣṧᛕ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋࡋࠊ㛗㛫ࡢ㆟ㄽࡢ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ࠊ11 ேࡀ୍ࡘࡢࢦ࣮ࣝྥࡅ࡚⢭୍
ᮼ㡹ᙇࡗ࡚ࡾ㉺࠼ࡼ࠺ࡋࡓጼໃ⇕ពࡣࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢࡁ࡞ᡂᯝ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ㸲
᪥㛫࠸࠺▷࠸ᮇ㛫ࡢ㛫ࠊᙉ࠸ಙ㢗ឤࢆ⠏࠸࡚ヰࡋྜ࠺ࡇ࡛ࠊྛ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢ⤎ࡀᙧ
ᡂࡉࢀࡓࡇࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡋ࡚ጞ⤊ᬮࡃぢᏲࡗ࡚ୗࡉࡗࡓἨᩗᏊඛ⏕
ឤㅰ⏦ࡋୖࡆࡓ࠸ࠋ㏞㉮ࡋ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓ 11 ேᢈุⓗ࡞ࢻࣂࢫࢆࡋ࡚ୗࡉࡗࡓἨඛ
⏕ࡢᏑᅾࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡽࡇࡑࠊဨ✚ᴟⓗ㆟ㄽࢆ㐍ࡵࡿࡇࡀྍ⬟ࡔࡗࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ୰ࠎࡲ
ࡲࡽ࡞࠸㆟ㄽ࡛⑂ࢀ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓ⚾⮬㌟ࡶࡁ࡞ຊ࡞ࡗ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓἨඛ⏕ࡣࠊ᭱
ᚋࡢⓎ⾲ࡲ࡛ᬮ࠸ᛂඹᅇࡢࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ฟࡗࡓᐆ≀ࡢࡼ࠺
࡞᪉࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
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ཧ⪃ᩥ⊩
ࠗ᪥⤒࢚ࢥࣟࢪ࣮࠘2011 ᖺ 6 ᭶ 9 ᪥ᮅหࠕᐇࡣㄡࡶศࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ཎⓎࡢࢥࢫࢺࠖ
᪥ᮏ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮⤒῭◊✲ᡤィ㔞ศᯒࣘࢽࢵࢺ㸦⦅㸧
ࠗEDMC/࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࣭⤒῭⤫ィせぴ 2013
ᖺ∧࠘┬࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢭࣥࢱ࣮ 2013 ᖺ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࠚ
㸦ࣝࣇ࣋ࢵࢺ㡰㸧
⛅⏣ᾴᏊࠊᇼෆளᕼᏊࠊ㔠Ꮚ⋹༡ࠊ㔠࢙ࢫࣝࠊ㇂ᓧࠊ୰ᓥ ࠊ⋤⥅⣚ࠊୖᆅᡂᑵࠊ
㬼ཎኴ㑻ࠊΏ㒊ៅᖹࠊᶓᆅ┿ኸ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࠚ
ἨᩗᏊ ඛ⏕㸦ὠ⏣ሿᏛᩍᤵ㸧
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ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽሗ࿌ Group Discussion Report
J-5
ሗ࿌⪅ Reporters
ྜྷ⃝ᾏ Kai Yoshizawa1
ᯘᕼ㟼 Lim Hee jung2
I.

ࡣࡌࡵ
ᕷẸࡀ㛵ࢃࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡣఱࢆ୰ᚰࠊ⚾ࡓࡕࡣ㆟ㄽࡋࡓࠋࡲࡎㅮ⩏ෆᐜࢆ㋃

ࡲ࠼ࡓࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢᢲᮧඛ⏕ࡢࣞࢡࢳ࣮ࣕࢆཷࡅࠊᨻ㠃࡛ࡢᕷẸཧຍࣇ࢛࣮࢝ࢫࢆ
ࡍࡿࡇࡋࡓࠋ㸰᪥┠ࡢⶈぢඛ⏕ࠊ㸱᪥┠ࡢ㣤⏣ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡢ୰ࡶⓏሙࡋࡓࠕศᩓᆺ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࠖࢆཧ⪃ࠊᆅ⏘ᆅᾘࡢᆅᇦᐦ╔ᆺ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࣔࢹࣝࡼࡿ⏕ྍ⬟
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᬑཬࡢ㐣⛬ࢆウㄽࡋࡓࠋⓎ⾲ࡢࡓࡵࡢලయⓗ࡞ࢸ࣮࣐ࡣࠊࢻࢶࡢࢩ࢙
࣮ࢼ࢘ᕷࠊNPO ἲேᾏ㐨ࢢ࣮ࣜࣥࣇࣥࢻࡼࡿᕷẸ㢼㌴ࡢᘓタࢆࣔࢹࣝ㑅ࢇࡔࠋࡇ
ࢀࡽࡢࣔࢹࣝࢆศᯒࡋࠊᕷẸࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥཧຍࡍࡿࡲ࡛ᚲせ࡞せ⣲ࢆᣲࡆࠊᮏࢭ
࣑ࢼ࣮࠾࠸࡚ࡢ㔜せ࡞ࢸ࣮࣐ࡢ୍ࡘ࠸࠼ࡿᕷẸࡼࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࡢᚋࢆ⪃࠼࡚
࠸ࡁࡓ࠸ࠋ
II. ウㄽෆᐜ
⚾ࡓࡕࡣࡲࡎᕷẸࡀ㛵ࢃࡗࡓ㟁ຊᨻ⟇ࡣ࠺࠸ࡗࡓࡶࡢࡀ࠶ࡿࡢࠊᡂຌࢆㄪ㆟
ㄽࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢ୰࡛ࣃࢿࣝࢹࢫ࢝ࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥࢻࢶࡢࢆ࠾ヰ࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓ࣑ࣛࣥࢲඛ⏕ࢆ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉᣍࡁࠊࡉࡽヲࡋࡃヰࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣศᩓᆺ࢚ࢿ
ࣝࢠ࣮ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡣᡂຌࡋࡓࡢࠊࡲࡓࡇࢀࡽࡢ᪥ᮏࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇ࡲ࡛㆟ㄽࡣⓎᒎ
ࡋࡓࠋ
1.

ࢻࢶࡢ㸦ࢩ࢙࣮ࢼ࢘ᕷ㸧3
1986 ᖺࡢࢳ࢙ࣝࣀࣈࣜཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤᨾࡢᙳ㡪ࢆཷࡅࠊࢩ࢙࣮ࢼ࢘ᕷ࡛ࡣ⬺ཎⓎࡢ㢼

₻ࡀᙉࡲࡗࡓࠋᕷẸࡣࠊཎⓎ౫Ꮡࡽࡢ⬺༷ࡢࡓࡵᵝࠎ࡞άືࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡢάືࡢ୍ࡘ
ࡋ࡚ࠊᕷࡢ⮬యࡀዎ⣙ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓ၏୍ࡢ㟁ຊ౪⤥♫࡛࠶ࡿཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ᡤ㸦௨ୗࠊKWR
♫㸧ᑐࡍࡿ࢚ࢥ㟁ຊࡢ㈙࠸ྲྀࡾ౯᱁ᘬࡁୖࡆࡸࠊ⠇㟁ࢆಁࡍࡓࡵࡢᇶᮏᩱ㔠ᘬࡁୗࡆ
⏝ᩱ㔠ᘬࡁୖࡆࡢẚᩱ㔠ไᗘࡢᥦ΅ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ
ࡋࡋࠊKWR ♫ࡣࡇࡢᥦࢆཷࡅධࢀ࡞ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊᕷẸࡣ⮬ࡽࠕࢩ࢙࣮ࢼ࢘㟁ຊ♫ࠖ
㸦௨ୗࠊEWS ♫㸧ࢆタ❧ࡋࠊ㟁ຊ౪⤥ࢆཎᏊຊⓎ㟁ࡽ⮬↛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㌿ࡍࡿࡓࡵ

(Tokai University)
(Tokai University)
3࣑ࣛࣥࢲඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡼࡾ
1ᮾᾏᏛ
2ᮾᾏᏛ
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ࡢヨࡳࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡓࠋ
EWS ♫ࡣࠊ
ࡑࡢᚋࡢᗘࡢఫẸᢞ⚊࠾࠸࡚ KWR ♫ࢆ┦ᡭࡋࠊ
ᕷࡽ㟁ຊ౪⤥ࡢㄆྍࢆᚓࡿࡇᡂຌࡋࡓࠋ
ࡑࢀక࠸ࠊ
㟁ຊ౪⤥ࡢᐇ⌧ࡢࡓࡵࡣ㟁ຊ౪⤥⥙ࢆ KWR ♫ࡽ㈙࠸ྲྀࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡗࡓ
ࡀࠊᙼࡽࡣࡑࡢ㈙࠸ྲྀࡾ㢠ἲእ࡞౯᱁ࢆせồࡋࡓࠋEWS ♫ഃࡣࠊ㖟⾜ࡸࢩ࢙࣮ࢼ࢘ᕷෆ
እࡽࡢᐤࢆເࡾ࡞ࡀࡽ KWR ♫㛗ᮇΏࡾ΅ࢆ⥆ࡅࠊ
᭱⤊ⓗุᡤࡀୗࡋࡓุỴ
ࡼࡾࠊ㟁ຊ౪⤥⥙ࡢ౯᱁ࡀ KWR ♫ࡽᙜึᥦ♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡶࡢࡽᖜୗࡆࡽࢀࠊ
EWS ♫ࡣ౪⤥⥙ࡢ㈙࠸ྲྀࡾᡂຌࡋࡓࠋᙼࡽࡣ 1997 ᖺ㟁ຊ౪⤥ࢆ㛤ጞࡋࠊ⌧ᅾ࡛ࡣࡇ
ࡢ♫ࡣࢻࢶ࠾࠸࡚㸳␒┠㟁ຊ౪⤥㔞ࡀࡁ࠸♫ᡂ㛗ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㟁ຊ♫
ࡼࡿᆅᇦ⊂༨≧ែࡽࡢ⬺༷ࡀࠊᕷẸࡼࡗ࡚⾜ࢃࢀࡓ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᡂຌせᅉࡋ࡚ࠊᕷ
Ẹฟ㈨࡛ࡢ㟁ຊ♫ࡢタ❧ࠊఫẸᢞ⚊ࡼࡿᕷẸࡢᨻཧຍࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ
2.

ᾏ㐨ࡢ㸦ᾏ㐨ࢢ࣮ࣜࣥࣇࣥࢻ㸧4
᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣཎⓎࡢࡼ࠺࡞つᶍ࡞Ⓨ㟁ᡤࡼࡿ㟁ຊ౪⤥ࡀ࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ⏕ྍ⬟࢚ࢿ

ࣝࢠ࣮ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᆅᇦᐦ╔ࡋࡓⓎ㟁ᡤࡣᚲせ࡞࠸⪃࠼ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋࡑࡢࡓࡵ NPO ࡢ㢼ຊ
Ⓨ㟁ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ⼥㈨ࢆࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞㖟⾜ࡣ࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛㣤⏣ඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡶⓏሙ
ࡋࡓ NPO ἲேᾏ㐨ࢢ࣮ࣜࣥࣇࣥࢻࡼࡿࠊ㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡢᡂຌせᅉࡑࡢ
⤌ࡳ↔Ⅼࢆᙜ࡚ࡓࠋࡇࡢ NPO ࡛ࡣࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺྠࡌࡼ࠺㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࡢࡓࡵࡢ⼥㈨
ࢆ㔠⼥ᶵ㛵ࡽᚓࡿࡇࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡗࡓࠋNPO ἲே⎔ቃ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᨻ⟇◊✲ᡤࡢ༠ຊࢆ୰
ᚰᑓ㛛ᐙࢆ㞟ࡵࠊ᪂ࡋ࠸ᕷẸฟ㈨ࡼࡿ⊂⮬ࡢࣇࢼࣥࢫࣔࢹࣝࢆ☜❧ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁࡓࡢࡔࠋ
ࡇ࠺ࡋ࡚ฟ᮶ࡓࣇࢼࣥࢫࣔࢹࣝᕷẸࡣ㈶ྠࡋ㢼ຊⓎ㟁ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺฟ㈨ࢆࡋࡓࠋ
ࡇࢀࡣฟ㈨⪅ࡀ㓄ᙜࡼࡾ┈ࢆᚓࡽࢀࡿࡇࠊ㢼㌴ࡢグ㖭ᶒࡀᚓࡽࢀࡿࡇ࡛㢼㌴
ᑐࡋ࡚ឡ╔ࢆᣢ࡚ࡿ࡞࠸ࡗࡓࠊᕷẸᑐࡍࡿཧຍࡢືᶵ࡙ࡅࢆࡍࡿ⤌ࡳࡀ࠶ࡗࡓ
࠸࠼ࡿࠋࡲࡓ⬺ཎⓎࢆᨭᣢࡍࡿᕷẸࡢཎⓎࡢ௦࢚᭰ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆồࡵࡿࢽ࣮ࢬࠊࡇࡢᕷ
Ẹ㢼㌴ࡢィ⏬ࡀ୍⮴ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
ࡇࡇ࡛ࡢᡂຌせᅉࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᑓ㛛ᐙࡢ༠ຊࡼࡿ⊂⮬ࡢࣇࢼࣥࢫࣔࢹࣝࠊᕷẸࡀཧ
ຍࡋࡓࡃ࡞ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ືᶵࡅࠊᕷẸࡢࢽ࣮ࢬࡢ୍⮴ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ
3.

ᕷẸࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࡿ᮲௳
⚾ࡓࡕࡣࢩ࢙࣮ࢼ࢘ᕷࠊᾏ㐨࡛ࡢࢆࡶᕷẸࡀᆅᇦ⊂༨ࢆᡴࡕ◚ࡾࠊయⓗ

࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥࢆฟ᮶ࡿࡓࡵࡢ᮲௳ࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࢆࡋࡓࠋࡘࡢࢆࡳ࡚ᕷẸࡀ⮬Ⓨⓗ
ືࡃࡣఱືᶵࡀ࠶ࡿ⪃࠼ࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛⚾ࡓࡕࡣࡘࡢࡢඹ㏻㡯ࢆᣲࡆ࡚࠸ࡁᕷẸࡀ
ືࡁฟࡍ୕ࡘࡢ᮲௳ࢆᡴࡕฟࡋࡓࠋ
1. ᰾࡞ࡿே≀ࡀᆅᇦࢆᕳࡁ㎸ࡳ࣮ࣜࢲ࣮ࢩࢵࣉࢆࡿࡇࠋ
2. ᕷẸࡔࡅ࡛άືࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᢏ⾡ࢆᣢࡗࡓᑓ㛛ᐙࡸᢞ㈨ࢆࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࡿᴗࡢ༠
4ᾏ㐨ࢢ࣮ࣜࣥࣇࣥࢻ
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ຊࢆᚓࡿࡇࠋ
3. ᕷẸࡀ㈶ྠࡋࡸࡍ࠸≧ἣࡸ✚ᴟⓗ㈶ྠ࡛ࡁࡿ⤌ࡳࢆసࡿࡇࠋ
ࡓࡔࡇࡢ୕ࡘࡢ᮲௳ࡀᥞࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡔࡅ࡛ࡣពࡀ࡞࠸ࡇ⚾ࡓࡕࡣẼࡁࠊᕷẸࡀື
ࡁฟࡍࡓࡵᚲせ࡞ࡇࡘ࠸࡚㆟ㄽࡣ⛣ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚⚾ࡓࡕࡣḟࡢࡼ࠺࡞⤖ㄽࢆฟࡍ
⮳ࡗࡓࠋ
ձ ᕷẸࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࢆ㌟㏆࡞ၥ㢟ࡋ࡚ᤊ࠼ࡿࡇࠋ
ղ ᕷẸ⮬㌟࡛ࢥࣥࢺ࣮࡛ࣟࣝࡁࡿ⠊ᅖ࡛άືࡍࡿࡇࠋ
ճ ᕷẸࡀ✚ᴟⓗᨻാࡁࡅ࡚࠸ࡃࡇࠋ
մ ᕷẸࡸ࿘㎶ᆅᇦ࡞ࡢ㈶ྠࢆᚓ࡚ࠊάືࡀຓࢆཷࡅࡽࢀࡿࡼ࠺ࡍࡿࡇࠋ
յ άືぢྜ࠺ࡔࡅࡢ┈ࢆᚓࡽࢀࡿࡇࠋ
ն ࡾࢆࡶ࡚ࡿάືࡍࡿࡇࠋ
┈ࢆᚓࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࠊࡘࡾࢆᣢ࡚ࡿάືᑐࡋ࡚ࡣࠊᕷẸࡀ㈐௵ࢆᣢࡘࡼ࠺࡞
ࡾࠊᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞άືࡍࡿࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡿࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ
III. ࠾ࢃࡾ
ࡘࡢࢆぢ࡚ゝ࠼ࡿࡇࡣࠊᕷẸࡲࡓࡣᕷẸᅋయࡀ⮬ࡽ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢࡇࢆ⪃࠼ࠊ⾜
ືࡍࡿࡇ࡛♫ࡀᑡ࡞ࡽࡎኚࢃࡿ࠸࠺ࡇࡔࠋ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣ⮬ศࡀ⾜ືࢆ㉳ࡇࡋ࡚ࡶኚ
ࢃࡽ࡞࠸࠸࠺⪃࠼ࡀከࡃࠊᅜෆ࡛࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㌿ࡀ㐍ࡲ࡞࠸⌮⏤ࡢ୍ࡘࡋ࡚ࠊᕷẸࡀ
άⓎᨻཧຍࡋ࡞࠸ࡇ࡛࠶ࡿゝ࠼ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡀฟࡋࡓ⤖ㄽࡣࠊᕷẸ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡢ㛵ᚰࢆᣢࡓࡏࠊ⮬ࡽࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥ㛵ࢃࡽ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ࠸ࡅ࡞࠸
⪃࠼ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡔࠋ⮬Ⓨⓗ࡞άືࢆಁࡍࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡢ⤖ㄽࡢḞⅬࡣࠊᕷẸࡢ༠
ຊࡀ࡞ࡅࢀࡤఱࡶኚࢃࡽ࡞࠸ࡇࡔࠋࡸࡣࡾ⌮ࡋ࡚ࡣᕷẸ⮬ࡽࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㛵ᚰࢆ
ᣢࡕࠊືࡁฟࡍࡇࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ⚾ࡓࡕࡣᕷẸࡀ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㑅ᢥࡍࡿ࠸࠺㔜せᛶࡶࠊ
㑅ᢥࡢ㞴ࡋࡉࢆ☜ㄆ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
⚾ࡓࡕࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ࡣࠊពぢࡢ㣗࠸㐪࠸ࡼࡾ⃭ࡋ࠸ウㄽ࡞ࡿࡇࡸࠊ㆟ㄽࡀᚎࠎ
ࡎࢀ࡚࠸ࡗ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡇࡣ࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊ࡚ࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀ⣡ᚓࡋ࡚ࣉࣞࢮࣥࢆࡍࡿࡇࡀฟ
᮶ࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࠸࠺㞴ࡋ࠸ၥ㢟࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊྠᖺ௦ࡢᏛ⏕ࡓࡕ㆟ㄽ࡛ࡁࡓࡇ
ࡣ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸⤒㦂࡛࠶ࡾࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᵝࠎ࡞ほⅬࢆ⌮ゎࡍࡿⰋ࠸ࡁࡗࡅ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
▷࠸ᮇ㛫࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊಙ㢗㛵ಀࢆ⠏ࡁヰࡋྜ࠸ࢆ㐍ࡵࡽࢀࡓࡇࡣ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ဨࡢ࠾ࡆ
࡛࠶ࡾࠊࡲࡓࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࡢᢲᮧඛ⏕ࠊᑠᯇඛ⏕ࡢ࠾ࡆ࡛࠶ࡿࠋึ᪥ࡣ⥭ᙇࡶ࠶ࡾẼ㍍
ࡣゝ࠼࡞࠸㞺ᅖẼ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀࠊᚎࠎᅛ࠸✵Ẽࢆࡽࡆࡿࡇࡸࠊᨻ㠃ࡽぢࡿᕷẸ
ཧຍࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㑅ᢥ࠸࠺㆟ㄽࡢฟⓎⅬࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࡓࡇࠊឤㅰࢆ⏦ࡋୖࡆࡓ࠸ࠋ
ࡲࡓヰࡋྜ࠸ࡢ୰ᚰ࡞ࡗࡓࣔࢹࣝࡢᥦ౪ࢆࡋ࡚ୗࡉࡗࡓ࣑ࣛࣥࢲඛ⏕ࡶឤㅰࢆ⏦ࡋୖ
ࡆࡓ࠸ࠋ
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࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࠚ㸦ࣝࣇ࣋ࢵࢺ㡰㸧
㜿㒊⯙ࠊⷧὒࠊᘅ℩⊰㞞ࠊἙ㔝ㄋஓࠊLim Hee jungࠊすᓮᐇஂࠊ㔝ᮧࡿࡾࠊ㧗ᐊிࠊ
⏣⃝⿱㑻ࠊᒣᓮࡘࡄࡳࠊྜྷ⃝ᾏ
࠙ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢻࣂࢨ࣮ࠚ
ᢲᮧ㧗 ඛ⏕㸦㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫᩍᤵ㸧
ᑠᯇᚿᮁ ඛ⏕㸦᪩✄⏣Ꮫຓᩍ㸧
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㛢ᘧ
Closing Ceremony
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㛢ᣵᣜ
Closing Remarks
Ṋෆᙪ Prof. Kazuhiko Takeuchi1
Distinguished guests, Participants, Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am happy to be present at this closing ceremony of the 29th Shonan Session
of the United Nations University Global Seminar. I am here with a deep sense of
VDWLVIDFWLRQ DQG IXOILOOPHQW 7KH 6KRQDQ 6HVVLRQ RI WKH 818·V *OREDO 6HPLQDUV ZDV
the first such seminar initiated in Japan. Before I proceed further, let me first
congratulate all of the participants for your hard work and for successfully completing
this four-day seminar. Soon after my speech, I will present you with the certificate of
completion.
7KHDLPRIWKH818·V*OREDO6HPLQDUVERWKKHUHLQ-DSDQDQGDEURDGLVWR
enhance awareness among young students and professionals about contemporary
global issues and the role of the United Nations in resolving these issues. The
participants in these seminars are provided with opportunities to interact with
distinguished scholars and practitioners and to explore issues in depth through
lectures and group discussions.
I would like to express our deep appreciation to the Kanagawa International
Foundation (KIF) co-organized with the UNU for its continuous and generous support
of this programme over the past 18 years. In particular, I would like to extend my
special thanks to Mr. Makoto Mutoh, Managing Director and through him to
Mr. Yoshiharu Fukuhara, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Foundation. In
addition, we are most grateful to the committee members of the Shonan Session as
well as KIF staff members. I would like to thank, in particular, Professor Hiroyuki
Fujimaki from Tokai University who has served as a chair of the committee this year.
Let me also convey our appreciation to the Japan Foundation for the UNU for
its generous and continued support to the seminar.
UNU has benefited greatly over the years from its interaction with
cooperating universities in organizing the UNU Global Seminars. It has been an

(Senior Vice-Rector,
United Nations University; and Director, UNU Institute for Sustainability and Peace
[UNU-ISP])

1ᅜ㐃Ꮫୖ⣭Ꮫ㛗㸭ᅜ㐃Ꮫࢧࢫࢸࢼࣅࣜࢸᖹ◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗
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important way for UNU to link up to the Japanese academic community. We very much
value our relationship with our cooperating universities in Japan. We are very proud of
the success of the Japan Global Seminar ² Shonan Session. I believe that an important
indicator of success of the Shonan Session is that some of the professors involved in the
planning of this seminar are, in fact, former graduates of this session.
Through the lectures delivered by the experts and practitioners in various
fields, we learnt about future prospects for shaping sustainable global society. From
WKLV PRUQLQJ·V SUHVHQWDWLRQV DOO RI \RX HODERUDWHG the energy choice for our future
society through vigorous exchanges of opinions between the lecturers and other fellow
participants during the periods of questions and answers and group discussions.
Now, fellow participants, you must have discovered for yourselves that you
come from different countries representing different cultures, religions, languages and
ethnicities. I am sure that you have learned a great deal not only from the lectures but
also from the interactions amongst you.
I would like to conclude by once again congratulating all of the students and
the lecturers and our partners and volunteers for successfully concluding this 29th
session of the UNU Global Seminar Shonan Session. I very much hope that you, the
participants, will continue to reflect on the issues that have been debated throughout
the seminar as you return to your universities and work places. Hopefully, this
seminar has served as a starting point for your new thinking and actions for global
challenges. I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. Thank you.
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㛢ᣵᣜ
Closing Remarks
Ṋ⸨ㄔ Mr. Makoto Mutoh1
ⓙࡉࢇࠊ࠾⑂ࢀᵝ࡛ࡋࡓࠋ
㸱Ἡ㸲᪥ࢃࡓࡾᐦᗘࡢ⃰࠸ㅮ⩏ࡸ῝ኪࡲ࡛࠸࠺ࡼࡾ᪩ᮅࡲ࡛ࡢウㄽࡀ⥆࠸ࡓࡼ࠺࡛ࠊ
ࡑࡢᡂᯝࡣඛࡢⓙࡉࢇ᪉ࡢⓎ⾲༑ศᫎࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿᛮ࠸ࡲࡋࡓࠋ࡞ࡐ࡞ࡽࠊඛ
ࡢⓙࡉࢇ᪉ࡢⓎ⾲㈹ࢆฟࡍࡍࢀࡤࠊࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡶࠕ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸࡛㈹࡛ࠖࡋࡓࠋ
ࡇࢀࡣࠊࡦ࠼⸨ᕳඛ⏕ࢆጤဨ㛗ࡍࡿ 10 Ꮫࡢඛ⏕᪉ࡀࡰ㸯ᖺࡀࡾ࡛‽ഛࡋࠊ
ࡇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡛ࡶⓙࡉࢇᐷ㣗ࢆඹࡋ࡚ࡈᣦᑟࢆࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓ࠾㝜࡛ࡍࠋࡲࡎࡣ 10 
Ꮫࡢ•༡ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥጤဨࡢඛ⏕᪉ࡁ࡞ឤㅰࡢᢿᡭࢆ࠾㢪࠸ࡋࡲࡍࠋࡲࡓඛᣵᣜࡉ
ࢀࡓᅜ㐃ᏛᏛ㛗ࡢṊෆඛ⏕ࡣኪ῝ኪᾏእࡽᖐᅜࡉࢀ࡚㥑ࡅࡘࡅ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡗࡓࡢ
࡛ࡍࡀࠊࡇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢᏑ⥆ࡢࡓࡵኚ࡞ࡈᑾຊࢆ࠸ࡓࡔ࠸࡚࠾ࡾࡲࡍࠋᚰࡽឤㅰ⏦ࡋ
ୖࡆࡲࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ᅜ㐃Ꮫ༠ຊࡢ᳃ᖖົ⌮ࠊ࠸ࡘࡶࡈ༠ຊ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ࡇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ⓙࡉࢇࡀࡇࢀࡽࡶ࠾ࡁྜ࠸࡛ࡁࡿ᪂ࡋ࠸㐩ࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡍࢀ
ࡤࠊദ⪅ࡋ࡚ࡣ࠺ࢀࡋ࠸㝈ࡾ࡛ࡍࠋࡍ࡛࠸ࢁ࠸ࢁᏛࢇࡔᣢ⥆ྍ⬟࡞ᮍ᮶ࡘ࡞ࡀ
ࡿ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࡶ࠺⏦ࡋࡲࡏࢇࡀࠊࢪ࣮ࣕࢼࣜࢫࢺ࡛࠶ࡗࡓ⤒㦂ࡽ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮
ࡘ࠸ู࡚ࡢほⅬࡽ୕ࡘヰࡋࡓ࠸ᛮ࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿࡣᰂ㌾
࡞Ⓨࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿࡇࠊᚋࡏࡎຠ⋡ࡼࡃ࠺᪉ἲᩍ⫱ࡢ᪉ࡢ୕ࡘ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡲࡎᰂ㌾࡞Ⓨࡣࠊࢫࢱࣥࣇ࢛࣮ࢻᏛᕤᏛ㒊㛗ࡢࢪ࣒࣭ࣉ࣐࣮ࣛᩍᤵࡢᩍ࠼࡛ࡍࠋ㸯
᭶๓ࡢᮅ᪥᪂⪺ࠊ࠸ࡲࢫࢱࣥࣇ࢛࣮ࢻ࡛ࡣࢹࢨࣥᩍ⫱ຊࢆධࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ࠸࠺
グࡀ࠶ࡾࡑࡢ㈐௵⪅ࡋ࡚⤂ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ࠾ㄞࡳ࡞ࡗࡓ᪉ࡶ࠸ࡿࡶࡋࢀࡲࡏࢇࠋ
ࡇࡇ࡛࠸࠺ࢹࢨࣥࡣ⮬ື㌴ࡸὒ᭹࡞ࡢࢹࢨ࡛ࣥࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࢫࢱࣥࣇ࢛࣮ࢻࡀ☻࠸࡚
࠸ࡿࣀ࣮࣋ࢩ࣭ࣙࣥᢏ⾡㠉᪂ࢆ⏕ࡳฟࡍࡓࡵࡢࠕᛮ⪃ࠖຊ࠸ࡗࡓព࡛ࡍࠋ
࠼ࡤඛ⏕ࡀᣲࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ㟁Ẽࡶ࡞࠸㏵ୖᅜ࡛ᮍ⇍ඣࡢࢆᩆ࠺ಖ⫱ჾࢆ࠺ࡘ
ࡃࡿࡢࠊ࡛ࡍࠋࡇࡢㄢ㢟ࢆὙ࠸┤ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃࠊᮏ㉁ࡣ㉥ࡕࡷࢇࡢయ ࢆಖࡘࡇ࡞ࡿࠋ
㟁Ẽࡀ࠼࡞ࡅࢀࡤⓎ⇕⣲ᮦࢆࡗ࡚㉥ࡕࡷࢇࡢయ

ࢆᏲࡿᐷ⿄ࢆ㛤Ⓨࡍࢀࡤ࠸࠸࡞ࡾࠊ

20 ࢻ࡛ࣝฟ᮶ୖࡀࡗࡓࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࠋࢹࢨࣥຊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣᰂ㌾࡞Ⓨࡽ┬࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡀ
ᐇ⌧ࡍࡿࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ

1

බ┈㈈ᅋἲே࡞ࡀࢃᅜ㝿ὶ㈈ᅋᖖົ⌮ (Managing Director, Kanagawa International

Foundation [KIF])
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ḟ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆᚋࡍࡿࡇ࡞ࡃຠ⋡ⓗ࠺᪉ἲ࡛ࡍࡀࡇࢀࡶࠊࣁ࣮ࣂ࣮ࢻ࣭ࣅࢪ
ࢿࢫࢫࢡ࣮ࣝࡢ┳ᯈᩍᤵࡔࡗࡓࢡࣞࢺ࣭ࣥࢡࣜࢫࢸࣥࢭࣥᩍᤵࡢᩍ࠼࡛ࡍࠋࡀࢇࡸ⬻᱾
ሰࢆᝈࡗࡓᩍᤵࡣࠊẖᖺㅮ⩏ࡢ᭱⤊᪥ࣅࢪࢿࢫࡘ࠸࡚࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊ࠺ࡋࡓࡽᖾ
ࡏ࡛ᐇࡋࡓே⏕ࢆ㏦ࢀࡿࢆᏛ⏕ࡓࡕヰࡋ࡚ࡁࡲࡋࡓࠋ2010 ᖺࡣࡑࡢᖺࡢ༞ᴗ⏕ဨ
ࢆ┦ᡭࡋࡓᤵᴗ࡞ࡾࠊࡑࡢෆᐜࡀ͆HOW WILL YOU MEASURE YOUR LIFE?͇
࠸࠺ᮏ࡞ࡾࡲࡋࡓࠋ᪥ᮏㄒヂࡣࠕࣀ࣮࣋ࢩ࣭ࣙࣥ࢜ࣈ࣭ࣛࣇࠖ࠸࠺㢟ྡ࡛ᖺᮎ
⩧Ὃ♫ࡽฟ∧ࡉࢀࡲࡋࡓࠋ
ࡑࡇࡽ 20 ᖺ๓ጔࢆṚࡉࡏࡓ⚾ࡀỮࡳྲྀࡗࡓᩍカ࡛ࡍࠋ
ᐙ᪘ࡸぶࡋ࠸ேࡢ㛵ಀࡣே⏕ࡢࡶࡗࡶࡁ࡞ᖾࡏࡢࡼࡾࡇࢁࡢ୍ࡘࠋ࡛ࡶ㔜せ
࡞ᢞ㈨ࡢྠࡌࡼ࠺⤯࠼ࡎẼࢆ㓄ࡾࠊᡭࢆࡅࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿᩍᤵࡣゝ࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡇ
ࢁࡀᡂ⦼ࡶࡼࡃࠊ᭷ྡ♫ࡢᙺဨ࡞ࡾࠊ㔠ඈࡅࡶࡋࠊ♫ⓗᡂຌࢆࡵࡓྠ⣭⏕ࡸே
ࡀࠊᐙᗞࡢᔂቯࡸ≢⨥ࡲ࡛㉮ࡗࡓࡾࡍࡿࠋ㛗࠸ே⏕࡛ࡉࡲࡊࡲ࡞ᅔ㞴ࢆࡾ㉺࠼࡚࠸ࡃ
ࡣࠊ౯್࠶ࡿࡶࡢࢆ≛≅ࡋ࡚࡛ࡶࡑࡤ࠸࡚ᨭ࠼࡚ࡃࢀࡿேࡢࡓࡵ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆὀ
ࡄࡇࡀࠊ⤖ᯝࡋ࡚ࡣຠ⋡ࡶࡼࡃࠊᚋࡶࡋ࡞࠸࠸࠺ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋࡼࡾࡣᐙᗞࢆࠊ
࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ࡘ࠸࡛ゝ࠺ࠊ㈼࠸Ꮚࡶࡢ⫱࡚᪉ࡶゐࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡑࢀࡣࠊ⏕ᚋᩘ᭶ᚋࡽ㸱
ṓࡲ࡛ࡀ࢝ࢠ࠸࠸ࡲࡍࠋࡇࡢᮇ㛫ぶࡀᏊࡶࡢ㌟ࡢᅇࡾ࡛㉳ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢆ῝ࡃ⪃࠼
ࡉࡏࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࠕ▱ⓗ࡛㇏࡞࠾ࡋࡷࡾࠖࢆ⤯࠼ࡎࡍࡿࠊ⬻ࢆ่⃭ࡋάᛶࡉࡏࡿࠋࡑ
࠺ࡍࢀࡤࠊධࡸᏛṔࠊẸ᪘ᛶ㛵ಀ࡞ࡃࠊ㇏ᐩ࡞ㄒᙡ㧗࠸ㄆ▱ⓗ⬟ຊࢆᣢࡕᏛᰯ࡛ඃ
ࢀࡓᡂ⦼ࢆୖࡆࡿᏊ࡞ࡿ࠸࠺ࡢ࡛ࡍࠋ࠾ᐷࡼ࣑ࣝࢡࡢ㛫ࡼ࠸ࡗࡓࠕࡢ
ヰ࡛ࠖࡣ▱ⓗ⬟ຊࡣఙࡧ࡞࠸ࠊ᭱㏆ࡢ◊✲⤖ᯝࢆ⤂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ≉ᐃࡢ୍ᮇᑠࡉ
࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ㞟୰ᢞ㈨ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊࡁ࡞┈ࡀ⏕ࡲࢀࡿᣦࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
࣓ࣜ࢝ࡢඛ⏕ࡀே⥆ࡁࡲࡋࡓࡀ᭱ᚋࡢᩍ⫱ࡢ᪉ࡣࠊ᪥ᮏே࡛ࡍࠋኟࡢ⏥Ꮚᅬ࡛᭷
ྡ࡞➨ 95 ᅇᅜ㧗ᰯ㔝⌫㑅ᡭᶒ࡛ࠊ
ࡇࡋࡣ๓ᶫ⫱ⱥ㧗ᰯࡀึฟሙ࡛ึඃࡋࡲࡋࡓࠋ
ࡑࡢⲨ┤ᶞ┘╩ࡢᩍ࠼࡛ࡍࠋ᪥㡭ࡢྜᐟ࡛ࡶ㑅ᡭẖᮅ㸯㛫࿘㎶ࡢᩓṌࢆࡉࡏࠊ
ࡘ࠸࡛ࡈࡳࢆᣠ࠺⩦័ࢆ㌟ࡘࡅࡉࡏࠊ⏥Ꮚᅬࡢᐟ⯋࿘㎶࡛ࡶᐇ㊶ࡋࡓࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࠋ┠ᣦ
ࡍࠕᨷᧁⓗᏲഛࠖࡶヨྜࢆ㸯Ⅼᕪ࡛ࡕᢤࡃ࡞ᙺ❧ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡇ࡛ࡍࡀࠊ࡞
ࡼࡾࡶ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸ࡢࡣࠕࡈࡳࢆᣠ࠺Ꮚࡣࡈࡳࢆᤞ࡚࡞࠸ࠖࡢဴᏛ࡛ࡍࠋ❧ὴ࡞࢚ࢿࣝࢠ
࣮ᩍ⫱࡛ࡣ࡞࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ࠋ
௨ୖࠊⓙࡉࢇ᪉ࡢࡇࢀࡽࡢ㛗࠸ே⏕࡛ࠊ⮬ศࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠺࠼ࡤ࠸࠸ࡢࠋཧ
⪃ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡅࢀࡤᖾ࠸࡛ࡍࠋ
᭱ᚋ࡞ࡾࡲࡍࡀࠊ•༡ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥጤဨࡢඛ⏕᪉ඹ‽ഛẁ㝵ࡽᨭ࠼ࠊࡇࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ
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࣮ࢆᡂຌᑟ࠸࡚ୗࡉࡗࡓࡢࡣࡍ࡚ዪᛶ࡛ࠊᅜ㐃Ꮫົᒁࡢࢪ࢙࣮࣒ࢫࡉࢇࠊ᭷‶ࡉ
ࢇࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࢃࡀ㈈ᅋࡢᑠᯇࡉࢇࠊబࠎᮌࡉࢇ࡛ࡍࠋᙉᙅࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ࠸ศࡅ࡚࿘ࡾࢆ
ືࡋࡓࡋ࡞ࡸ࡞ዪᛶࣃ࣮࣡῝ࠎ㢌ࢆୗࡆᚰࡽឤㅰ࠸ࡓࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ᢲᮧඛ⏕ࡢ EU ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢᐉఏ࡞ࡽࡗ࡚ᮏᙜࡢ᭱ᚋࠊ⚾ࡶࡢ㈈ᅋࡀࡇࡇ•༡ᅜ㝿
ᮧ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࣥ࢝ࣞᅜ㝿ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢෆࢆࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡁࡲࡍࠋᖺࡣࠕࢪࡢ୰
ࡢ᪥ᮏࠖࡀࢸ࣮࣐࡛ࠊ11 ᭶ 29 ᪥㹼12 ᭶㸯᪥ࡲ࡛⾜ࢃࢀࠊᇶㄪㅮ₇ࡣඖᩥᗇ㛗ᐁ࡛࠸
ࡲᅜ❧᪂⨾⾡㤋㛗ࡢ㟷ᮌಖඛ⏕࠾㢪࠸ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋࢪࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡶヰࡋྜࢃ
ࢀࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊ⯆ࡢ࠶ࡿ᪉ࡣ㠀ࡈཧຍࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ௨ୖࢆࡶࡕࡲࡋ࡚㛢ࡢᣵᣜࡉࡏ࡚
࠸ࡓࡔࡁࡲࡍࠋⓙࡉࢇࠊ࠺ࡒ࠾ඖẼ࡛ࠋ
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䝉䝭䝘䞊᪥⛬⾲
䠷Ⓩቭ⪅⫪᭩䛝䛿 96䡚99 㡫ཧ↷䠹

9 ᭶ 2 ᪥䠄᭶䠅䠷1 ᪥┠䠹
13:00-13:45
14:00-14:20

14:15-14:30
14:30-14:45
14:45-15:45

ཧຍⓏ㘓
䝻䝡䞊
㛤ᘧ
ྖ䠖⸨ᕳ⿱அ ᅜ㝿㆟ሙ
㛤䛾ᣵᣜ
䝕䜲䝡䝑䝗䞉䝬䝻䞊䞁 䠄ᅜ㐃ᏛᏛ㛗䠅
⚟ཎ⩏ 䠄䠄බ㈈䠅䛛䛺䛜䜟ᅜ㝿ὶ㈈ᅋ⌮㛗䠅
┿ᙳ
ົ㐃⤡
䠄බ㈈䠅ᅜ㐃Ꮫ༠ຊ䜘䜚 UNU ேᮦ⫱ᡂ䝁䞊䝇ྠ❆䛾⤂
ᇶㄪㅮ₇ 1 䛂䝣䜽䝅䝬ᚋ䛾䜾䝻䞊䝞䝹䞉䜰䝆䜵䞁䝎䛃
ྖ䠖᳃ṇோ

15:45-16:15
16:25-17:25

17:25-17:55
18:10-19:10
19:30-20:30

ㅮᖌ䠖㯮ᕝΎ
㉁ᛂ⟅
ᇶㄪㅮ₇ 2 䛂ே㛫㛤Ⓨ䛾䛯䜑䛾ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟䛺䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䛃
ྖ䠖᳃ṇோ
ㅮᖌ䠖ᘪ๐Ꮚ
㉁ᛂ⟅
䝺䝉䝥䝅䝵䞁
䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䠄1䠅

9 ᭶ 3 ᪥䠄ⅆ䠅䠷2 ᪥┠䠹
9:00-9:45
䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁 1䠖᪂⯆ᅜ䛾䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊㑅ᢥ䞉ᨻ⟇

9:45-10:15
10:30-11:15
11:15-11:45
13:30-15:30

ྖ䠖ᢲᮧ㧗
ㅮ⩏ 3 䛂䜾䝻䞊䝞䝹䜲䞊䝇䝖䛻䛚䛡䜛᪂⯆⤒῭䛾䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊㑅ᢥ䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖䝘䞁䝎䜽䝬䞊䝹䞉䝆䝱䝘䝹䝎䝘䞁
㉁ᛂ⟅
ㅮ⩏ 4 䛂Ḣᕞ䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊ᨻ⟇䛾᪂⯆ᅜ䜈䛾♧၀䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖ⶈぢ㞝
㉁ᛂ⟅
䛛䛺䛜䜟䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁䠖ᆅᇦ䛛䜙䛾ሗ࿌
䜾䝹䞊䝥 A 䛂⚾䛯䛱䛜䛷䛝䜛䛣䛸䚹⸨㔝㟁ຊ䚹䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖ᑠᒣᐑెỤ
䜾䝹䞊䝥 B 䛂ᆅᇦᗫᲠ≀䜢⏝䛧䛯䝞䜲䜸⇞ᩱ䝥䝻䝆䜵䜽䝖䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖ᯇᮏዉ✑Ꮚ

䝩䝽䜲䜶
◊ಟᐊ

ᅜ㝿㆟ሙ

A ➨ 1 ◊ಟᐊ
B ➨ 3 ◊ಟᐊ
C ➨ 6 ◊ಟᐊ
D ➨ 2 ◊ಟᐊ

䜾䝹䞊䝥 C 䛂䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䛸ே䚻䛾ὶ䛜⣳䛠⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔ᕷ䞉ᶓ䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖ಙṇே

16:00-17:30

䜾䝹䞊䝥 D 䛂㛤Ⓨ䛸ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶ䇷䝣䜱䝸䝢䞁䛾⁺ᮧ䛛䜙䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖ᑠ㔝䇾Perry䇿⾜㞝
䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䠄2䠅

◊ಟᐊ

19:30-21:00

䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䠄3䠅

◊ಟᐊ
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9 ᭶ 4 ᪥䠄Ỉ䠅䠷3 ᪥┠䠹
9:00-9:45

9:45-10:15
10:30-11:15

䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁 2䠖ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟䛺ᮍ᮶䛻ྥ䛡䛶
ྖ䠖㧗ᯇ㤶ዉ
ㅮ⩏ 5 䛂䝟䝽䞊䝎䜴䞁䛩䜛䛣䛸䛿䛷䛝䜛䛛䠛䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䛻ไ⣙䛥䜜䛯ୡ
⏺䛾䝅䝘䝸䜸䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖䝤䝺䞁䝎䞁䞉䝞䝺䝑䝖
㉁ᛂ⟅
ㅮ⩏ 6 䛂䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䛾ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟ᛶ䛸䛭䛾ᐇ⌧ᛶ䛃
ㅮᖌ䠖㣤⏣ဴஓ

11:15-11:45
13:30-15:30

㉁ᛂ⟅
≉ู䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁䠖⚾㐩䛾㑅䜆䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䇷ᣢ⥆ྍ⬟䛺ᮍ᮶䛻ྥ䛡䛯⮬
య䞉NPO䞉ᴗ䛾ྲྀ䜚⤌䜏
ྖ䠖⸨ᕳ⿱அ
䝟䝛䝸䝇䝖䠄༑㡢㡰䠅䠖
䠉㣤⏣ဴஓ
䠉䝭䝷䞁䝎䞉䝅䝳䝷䞊䝈
䠉㕥ᮌ᜶
䠉ᫍ㔝ᬛᏊ

16:00-17:30
19:00-19:30
19:30-21:00

䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䠄4䠅
ሗ࿌᭩సᡂጤဨ
䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䠄5䠅

11:00-11:10
11:10-11:20
11:20-12:00

12:00-13:00

ᅜ㝿㆟ሙ

◊ಟᐊ
➨ 2 ◊ಟᐊ
◊ಟᐊ

9 ᭶ 5 ᪥䠄ᮌ䠅䠷4 ᪥┠䠹
9:00-10:45
䜾䝹䞊䝥Ⓨ⾲䠄Ⓨ⾲㛫䠖ྛ䜾䝹䞊䝥 10 ศ䠅
10:50-11:00

ᅜ㝿㆟ሙ

ᅜ㝿㆟ሙ

ྖ䠖ົᒁ
Ꮫ⏕௦⾲䛾䝁䝯䞁䝖
Ꮫ⏕௦⾲䠖Lim Hee jung䚸John Mcglinchey䚸ᚓ⏣┿ᐇᏊ
⥲ᣓ
⸨ᕳ⿱அ䠄➨ 29 ᅇ•༡䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁ጤဨ㛗䠅
➨ 29 ᅇ•༡䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁ጤဨ䛛䜙䛾䝁䝯䞁䝖
ጤဨ௦⾲䠖㛵㇂㞝୍䚸ᮧ䜎䛹䛛
㛢ᘧ
ྖ䠖⸨ᕳ⿱அ
㛢䛾ᣵᣜ
Ṋෆᙪ
Ṋ⸨ㄔ
ಟド᭩ᤵ
䝣䜵䜰䜴䜵䝹䝷䞁䝏
ゎᩓ

䝩䝽䜲䜶
䠄ᩗ⛠␎䠅
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Seminar Programme
Monday, 2 September [Day 1]
13:00-13:45
14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30
14:30-14:45

14:45-15:45

15:45-16:15
16:25-17:25

17:25-17:55
18:10-19:10
19:30-20:30

See page 96-99 for the titles and affiliations of the speakers.

Registration
Opening Ceremony

Lobby
Auditorium

Moderator: Prof. Fujimaki
Opening Remarks
Prof. David M. Malone, Rector, UNU
Mr. Yoshiharu Fukuhara, Chair, Board of Directors, KIF
Group Photo
General Information from the Secretariat
Introduction of UNU Capacity Development Course Alumni
Association by jfUNU
Keynote Lecture 1 ´Global Agenda of Post Fukushimaµ
Moderator: Prof. Omori
Lecturer: Prof. Kiyoshi Kurokawa
Question & Answer Session
Keynote Lecture 2 ´Sustainable Energy for Human Developmentµ
Moderator: Prof. Omori
Lecturer: Ms. Akiko Yuge
Question & Answer Session
Reception
Group Discussion (1)

Foyer
Conference Room

Tuesday, 3 September [Day 2]
9:00-9:45

9:45-10:15
10:30-11:15

11:15-11:45
13:30-15:30

Session 1: Energy Alternatives and Policies for Newly Emergent
States
Moderator: Prof. Oshimura
/HFWXUH´Energy Alternatives for Emerging Economies in the
Global Eastµ
Lecturer: Dr. Nanda Kumar Janardhanan
Question & Answer Session
/HFWXUH´Implications of European Energy Policies for Newly
Emergent Statesµ
Lecturer: Prof. Yu Hasumi
Question & Answer Session
Kanagawa Session ²Case Studies of Local Efforts ²
$´Something We can Actually Do: Transition Town and Fujino
Electricµ
Lecturer: Ms. Mikae Koyama

16:00-17:30
19:30-21:00

Auditorium

A Conference
Room 1
B Conference
Room 3

%´Biofuel Projects Utilising Local Wastesµ
Lecturer: Dr. Naoko Matsumoto

C Conference
Room 6

&´Developing Future City Yokohama with New Energy System
and Citizen·s Participationµ
Lecturer: Mr.Masato Nobutoki

D Conference
Room 2

'´Development and Sustainability: An Experience in a
Philippine Fishing Villageµ
/HFWXUHU0U<XNLR´3HUU\µ2QR
Group Discussion (2)
Group Discussion (3)

Conference Room
Conference Room
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Wednesday, 4 September [Day 3]
9:00-9:45
Session 2: Towards Sustainable Future
Moderator: Prof. Takamatsu
/HFWXUH´Can We Power Down? Scenarios for an Energy
Constrained Worldµ
Lecturer: Dr. Brendan Barrett
9:45-10:15
Question & Answer Session
10:30-11:15
/HFWXUH´Sustainability of Energy and its Realityµ
Lecturer: Dr. Tetsunari Iida
11:15-11:45
Question & Answer Session
13:30-15:30
Special Session: Our Possible Choices ² Efforts by Local
Government, NPO, and Private Sector Toward Global
Sustainable Future
Moderator: Prof. Fujimaki
Panelist (in alphabetical order):
- Ms. Tomoko Hoshino
- Dr. Tetsunari Iida
- Dr. Miranda Schreurs
- Mr. Teisuke Ted Suzuki
16:00-17:30
Group Discussion (4)
19:00-19:30
Report Editorial Meeting
19:30-21:00
Group Discussion (5)
Thursday, 5 September [Day 4]
9:00-10:45
Group Presentation (10mins / each group)
Moderator: Secretariat
10:50-11:00
Comments by Student Representatives
- Lim Hee jung, John McGlinchey, Mamiko Tokuda
11:00-11:10
Summary
Prof. Hiroyuki Fujimaki(Chair, GS Japan-29th Shonan Session)
11:10-11:20
Comments from 29th Shonan Session Committee Members
- Prof. Yuichi Sekiya, Dr. Madoka Futamura
11:20-12:00
Closing Ceremony
Moderator: Prof. Fujimaki
Closing Remarks
Prof. Kazuhiko Takeuchi, Senior Vice-Rector, UNU; and
Director, UNU-ISP
Mr. Makoto Mutoh, Managing Director, KIF

12:00-13:00

Awarding of Certificates
Farewell Lunch

Auditorium

Auditorium

Conference Room
Conference Room 2
Conference Room

Auditorium

Foyer
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䜾䝹䞊䝥ウㄽ䛾䜰䝗䝞䜲䝄䞊䛸ሙᡤ
䜾䝹䞊䝥

䜰䝗䝞䜲䝄䞊

ሙᡤ

E-1

䝰䞁 䜸䞁 䝭䝳䜸

ウ㆟ᐊ B

E-2

ᮧ䜎䛹䛛

ウ㆟ᐊ C

E-3

㧗ᯇ㤶ዉ

ウ㆟ᐊ D

J-1

᳃ṇோ

➨ 1 ◊ಟᐊ

J-2

㒔␃ᗣᏊ

➨ 2 ◊ಟᐊ

J-3

㛵㇂㞝୍

➨ 3 ◊ಟᐊ

J-4

ἨᩗᏊ

➨ 4 ◊ಟᐊ

J-5

ᢲᮧ㧗䞉ᑠᯇᚿᮁ

➨ 6 ◊ಟᐊ
䠄ᩗ⛠␎䠅

The Group Discussion Advisor & Location
Group

Advisor

Location

E-1

Prof. Maung Aung Myoe

Meeting Room B

E-2

Dr. Madoka Futamura

Meeting Room C

E-3

Prof. Kana Takamatsu

Meeting Room D

J-1

Prof. Masahito Omori

Conference Room 1

J-2

Prof. Yasuko Tsuru

Conference Room 2

J-3

Prof. Yuichi Sekiya

Conference Room 3

J-4

Prof. Keiko Oizumi

Conference Room 4

J-5

Prof. Takashi Oshimura &
Prof. Shiro Komatsu
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Conference Room 6
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ㅮ ᖌ Lecturers
ᇶㄪㅮ₇ Keynote Lecture
㯮ᕝΎ
Kiyoshi Kurokawa

ᨻ⟇◊✲Ꮫ㝔Ꮫ䜰䜹䝕䝭䝑䜽䞉䝣䜵䝻䞊
Academic Fellow, National Graduate Institute for Policy
Studies (GRIPS)

ᘪ๐Ꮚ
Akiko Yuge

ᅜ㐃㛤Ⓨィ⏬㥔᪥௦⾲䞉⥲≉ู㢳ၥ
Director, UNDP Representation Office in Tokyo/Special
Adviser to the Administrator, United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)

ㅮ ⩏ Lecture
䝘䞁䝎䜽䝬䞊䝹䞉䝆䝱䝘䝹䝎䝘䞁
බ┈㈈ᅋἲேᆅ⌫⎔ቃᡓ␎◊✲ᶵ㛵䠄IGES䠅Ẽೃኚື䜾䝹䞊䝥◊
Nanda Kumar Janardhanan ✲⪅
Policy Researcher, Climate Change Group, Institute for Global
Environmental Strategies (IGES)
ⶈぢ㞝
Yu Hasumi

❧ṇᏛ⤒῭Ꮫ㒊ᩍᤵ
Professor, Rissho University

䝤䝺䞁䝎䞁䞉䝞䝺䝑䝖
Brendan Barrett

ᅜ㐃Ꮫ䝯䝕䜱䜰䝉䞁䝍䞊Ꮫ⾡ᑂ㆟ᐁ
Academic Programme Officer, UNU Media Centre

㣤⏣ဴஓ
Tetsunari Iida

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲே⎔ቃ䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊ᨻ⟇◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗
Director, Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies in Japan

≉ู䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁 Special Session
䝭䝷䞁䝎䞉䝅䝳䝷䞊䝈
Miranda Schreurs

䝧䝹䝸䞁⮬⏤Ꮫᩍᤵ䞉⎔ቃᨻ⟇◊✲䝉䞁䝍䞊ᡤ㛗
Director, Environmental Policy Research Center/Professor,
Free University of Berlin

ᫍ㔝ᬛᏊ
Tomoko Hoshino

୍⯡♫ᅋἲே⎔ቃ䝟䞊䝖䝘䞊䝅䝑䝥㆟(EPC)௦⾲⌮
Vice President, Environmental Partnership Council (EPC)

㕥ᮌ᜶
Teisuke Ted Suzuki

ᑠ⏣ཎ㕥ᘅ௦⾲ྲྀ⥾ᙺ♫㛗䠋䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䛛䜙⤒῭䜢⪃䛘䜛⤒
Ⴀ⪅䝛䝑䝖䝽䞊䜽㆟ୡヰᙺ௦⾲
Executive Vice President, Suzuhiro Kamaboko Co., Ltd. /
Chairperson, Network of Business Leaders and
Enterpreneurs of a Sustainable Business and Energy Future
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䛛䛺䛜䜟䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁 Kanagawa Session
ᑠᒣᐑెỤ
Mikae Koyama

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲே䝖䝷䞁䝆䝅䝵䞁䞉䝆䝱䝟䞁⌮
Member of the Board, Transition Japan

ᯇᮏዉ✑Ꮚ
Naoko Matsumoto

බ┈㈈ᅋἲேᆅ⌫⎔ቃᡓ␎◊✲ᶵ㛵䠄IGES䠅䝣䜵䝻䞊
Fellow, Institute for Global Environmental Strategies
(IGES)

ಙṇே
Masato Nobutoki

ᶓᕷ ᬮᑐ⟇⤫ᣓᮏ㒊⎔ቃᮍ᮶㒔ᕷ᥎㐍ᢸᙜ⌮
Executive Director for Future City Promotion, Climate
Change Policy Headquarters, City of Yokohama

ᑠ㔝⾜㞝
<XNLR´3HUU\µ2QR

≉ᐃ㠀Ⴀάືἲேⲡ䛾᰿ຓ㐠ືົᒁ㛗
People to People Aid, Japan
䠷ᩗ⛠␎䚸⫪᭩䛝䛿㛤ദᙜ䠹
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➨ 29 ᅇ•༡䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁ጤဨ
29th Shonan Session Committee Members
Ṋෆ ᙪ
Kazuhiko Takeuchi

ᅜ㐃Ꮫୖ⣭Ꮫ㛗䠋ᅜ㐃Ꮫ䝃䝇䝔䜲䝘䝡䝸䝔䜱䛸ᖹ◊✲ᡤᡤ㛗
Senior Vice-Rector, United Nations University; and Director,
UNU Institute for Sustainability and Peace (UNU-ISP)

Ṋ⸨ ㄔ
Makoto Mutoh

䠄බ㈈䠅䛛䛺䛜䜟ᅜ㝿ὶ㈈ᅋ ᖖົ⌮
Managing Director, Kanagawa International Foundation
(KIF)

⸨ᕳ ⿱அ
Hiroyuki Fujimaki

ᮾᾏᏛ ᑓ௵ㅮᖌ䠄➨ 29 ᅇ•༡䝉䝑䝅䝵䞁ጤဨ㛗䠅
Lecturer, Tokai University (Chair, GS Japan-29th Shonan
Session)

ᢲᮧ 㧗
Takashi Oshimura

㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ ᩍᤵ
Professor, Aoyama Gakuin University

㒔␃ ᗣᏊ
Yasuko Tsuru

୰ኸᏛ ᩍᤵ
Professor, Chuo University

㧗ᯇ 㤶ዉ
Kana Takamatsu

ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ ᩍᤵ
Associate Professor, International Christian University

䝰䞁 䜸䞁 䝭䝳䜸
Maung Aung Myoe

ᅜ㝿Ꮫ ᩍᤵ
Professor, International University of Japan

᳃ ṇோ
Masahito Omori

ᛂ⩏ሿᏛ ᩍᤵ
Professor, Keio University

㛵㇂ 㞝୍
Yuichi Sekiya

ᮾிᏛ ᩍᤵ
Associate Professor, The University of Tokyo

Ἠ ᩗᏊ
Keiko Oizumi

ὠ⏣ሿᏛ ᩍᤵ
Professor, Tsuda College

୰ᮧ ⱥಇ
Hidetoshi Nakamura

᪩✄⏣Ꮫ ᩍᤵ
Associate Professor, Waseda University

ᑠᯇ ᚿᮁ
Shiro Komatsu

᪩✄⏣Ꮫ ຓᩍ
Assistant Professor, Waseda University

బᅵཎ ⪽
Satoru Sadohara

ᶓᅜ❧Ꮫ ᩍᤵ
Professor, Yokohama National University
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ᮧ 䜎䛹䛛
Madoka Futamura

ᅜ㐃Ꮫ䝃䝇䝔䜲䝘䝡䝸䝔䜱䛸ᖹ◊✲ᡤ Ꮫ⾡◊✲ᐁ䞉ேᶒ䛸⌮
◊✲㒊㛗
Academic Programme Officer, Director of Studies on Human
Rights and Ethics, UNU-ISP

᳃ ⲁ
Akane Mori

䠄බ㈈䠅ᅜ㐃Ꮫ༠ຊ ᖖົ⌮䞉ົᒁ㛗
Managing Director and Secretary General, Japan Foundation
for United Nations University (jfUNU)
䠷ᩗ⛠␎䚸⫪᭩䛝䛿㛤ദᙜ䠹
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ಟド᭩ཷ㡿⪅ Certificate Receipients
㜿㒊⯙
Abe, Mai
࠾ⲔࡢỈዪᏊᏛᏛ㝔
Ochanomizu University

༧ಇὥ
Byeon, Junhong
㧗ᓮ⤒῭Ꮫ
Takasaki City University of
Economics

㡑ࢯࢲࣥ
Han, Sodam
ྠᚿ♫Ꮫ
Doshisha University

Ᏻ㒊㞝
Abe, Yudai
ᮾிᏛᏛ㝔
The University of Tokyo

Chen, Fei
ᮾிᏛ
The University of Tokyo

ཎ⏣┤ᶞ
Harada, Naoki
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

⛅⏣ ᾴᏊ
Akita, Ryoko
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

ఀ㐩ᒣග
Dateyama, Hikari
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

㛗㇂ᕝဴஓ
Hasegawa, Tetsuya
୍⯡♫ᅋἲேᅜ㖟⾜༠
Japanese Bankers Association

⛅ᒣ⫕
Akiyama, Hajime
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

Davis, Benjamin
ᅜ㐃Ꮫ
UNU-ISP

⛙㔝ඃᏊ
Hatano, Yuko
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

Akuno, Moses Hillary
ᅜ㐃Ꮫ
UNU-ISP

Doctolero, Katherine Cherry
ᅜ㝿Ꮫ
International University of
Japan

ᘅ℩⊰㞞
Hirose, Naonari
㧗ᓮ⤒῭Ꮫ
Takasaki City University of
Economics

ࣝ࢜ࢭࣇࣁ࣐ࢻ
Aloseif, Ahmed
ᣅṪᏛ
Takushoku University

⸨ཎᮥె
Fujiwara, Kyoka
୰ኸᏛ
Chuo University

ᇼෆளᕼᏊ
Horiuchi, Akiko
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

㟷ᮌⰼ⳯
Aoki, Kana
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

⚟ᓥ⩧
Fukushima, Sho
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

Kahemele, Jacob
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

㟷ᮌᑦᏊ
Aoki, Naoko
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

ྂ⏣ᬛ⨾
Furuta, Satomi
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

㔠Ꮚ⋹༡
Kaneko, Reina
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

ⷧὒ
Bo, Yang
୰ኸᏛ
Chuo University

అぢ⨾ಖ
Fushimi, Miho
᫂Ꮫ
Meiji University

Ἑᮧὒྖ
Kawamura, Hiroshi
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University
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㔠࢙ࢫࣝ
Kim, Yeasl
᠕⩏ሿᏛ
Keio University

ᑠᒣ┿ዉ
Koyama, Mana
᠕⩏ሿᏛ
Keio University

Naing, Soe San
ᅜ㝿Ꮫ
International University of
Japan

ᮌᮧెᶞ
Kimura, Yoshiki
౯Ꮫ
Soka University

Le, Liem
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

୰ᕝ㞝Ꮚ
Nakagawa, Yuko
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

♸ᶞ
Kita, Yuki
ᮾிᏛ
The University of Tokyo

Lim, Hee jung
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

୰ᓥ
Nakajima, Tadashi
ఀᮾᕷẸ㝔ෆ⛉◊ಟ་
Ito Municipal Hospital

㇂ᓧ
Kitaya, Takahiro
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

Lun, Baoming
ᇛすᅜ㝿Ꮫ
Josai International University

すᓮᐇஂ
Nishizaki, Miku
㜰ᏛᏛ㝔ᇶ♏ᕤᏛ◊✲⛉
┤⏣◊✲ᐊົ⿵బဨ
Osaka University

㨣㢌ኴ㑻
Kito, Kotaro
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

㯞⣲ᰤ
Ma, Soyoung
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

㔝ᮧࡿࡾ
Nomura, Ruri
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

Ἑ㔝ㄋஓ
Kohno, Seiya
᠕⩏ሿᏛ
Keio University

McGlinchey, John
ᅜ㐃Ꮫ
UNU-ISP

ῲᝆᏊ
Obuchi, Yuko
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

ᑠἨ㯞⍆
Koizumi, Makoto
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

༡ᆏⵇ
Minamisaka, Aoi
ᮾிᏛᏛ㝔
The University of Tokyo

ᒸᓮ✑㤶
Okazaki, Honoka
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

ᑠᓥ㐶
Kojima, Haruka
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

Mwaisunga, Nisile
ᅜ㐃Ꮫ
UNU-ISP

‖㈗
Oominato, Waki
୰ኸᏛ
Chuo University

㏆⸨ᬛ⨾
Kondo, Tomomi
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

㛗㔝᪩ᕼᏊ
Nagano, Sakiko
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

ሯᙬ⨾
Otsuka, Ayami
ᶓᅜ❧ᏛᏛ㝔
Yokohama National
University
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⋤⥅⣚
Ou, Keikou
ᒣᙧᏛ
Yamagata University

Ụⱸ
Shibue, Mari
ྠᚿ♫Ꮫ
Doshisha University

㬼ཎኴ㑻
Uhara, Kentaro
᫂Ꮫ
Meiji University

₫⮬ຊ
Pan, Zili
㜰Ꮫ
Osaka University

࿘⸨₶㤶
Shuto, Hiroka
୰ኸᏛ
Chuo University

Ᏹ㔝࠾ࡾ
Uno, Kaori
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛᏛ㝔
International Christian
University

㰻⸨ⱆ౫
Saito, Mei
࠾ⲔࡢỈዪᏊᏛ
Ochanomizu University

ᮡᮏ㞞ᜨ
Sugimoto, Masae
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

Vuillaume, Jean-Francois
ᅜ㐃Ꮫ
UNU-ISP

ᆏᮏ᫂᪥㤶
Sakamoto, Asuka
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

㧗ᐊி
Takamuro, Miyako
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

Ώ㒊ៅᖹ
Watanabe, Shimpei
ᮾிᏛ
The University of Tokyo

ᆏୗⳀ⳯
Sakashita, Rina
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

ἑ㢗Ꮚ
Takizawa, Yoriko
ᮾிᏛ
The University of Tokyo

ᒣ⏣ᝆ⏕
Yamada, Yuki
ᮾிᏛᏛ㝔
The University of Tokyo

బ⸨༓ὠ
Sato, Chizu
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

⏣⃝♸㑻
Tazawa, Yujiro
ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ
International Christian
University

ᒣཱྀ㑈Ꮚ
Yamaguchi, Ryoko
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

బ⸨⣪
Sato, Lisa
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

⡢㈡
Toga, Akira
ᐩᒣᏛ
University of Toyama

ᒣ㷂ࡘࡄࡳ
Yamasaki, Tsugumi
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

బ⸨ᓫ
Sato, Takahiro
㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ
Aoyama Gakuin University

ᚓ⏣┿ᐇᏊ
Tokuda, Mamiko
ὠ⏣ሿᏛ
Tsuda College

ᶓᆅ┿ኸ
Yokochi, Mao
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University

ᰘ⏣῟ᖹ
Shibata, Jumpei
ྡྂᒇᏛ
Nagoya University

ୖᆅᡂᑵ
Uechi, Jouju
ᮾிᕤᴗᏛᏛ㝔
Tokyo Institute of Technology

ྜྷ⃝ᾏ
Yoshizawa, Kai
ᮾᾏᏛ
Tokai University
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Classification of Participants

ཧຍ⪅ෆヂ

ͤࠕእᅜ⡠ཧຍ⪅ࠖࡣ␃Ꮫ⏕ࢆྵࡴ
᪥ᮏ௨እࡢᅜ⡠ࢆ⏦࿌ࡋࡓཧຍ⪅

1. ⏨ዪูෆヂ㸦እᅜ⡠ཧຍ⪅)

2. Ꮫᖺูෆヂ㸦እᅜ⡠ཧຍ⪅㸧

㸦ே㸧

⏨ᛶ

34㸦11㸧

Ꮫ 1 ᖺ⏕

10 㸦2㸧

ዪᛶ

47㸦10㸧

Ꮫ 2 ᖺ⏕

15 㸦2㸧

ྜィ

81㸦21㸧

Ꮫ 3 ᖺ⏕

25 㸦4㸧

Ꮫ 4 ᖺ⏕

10 㸦4㸧

ಟኈㄢ⛬

10 㸦6㸧

༤ኈㄢ⛬

3 㸦1㸧

♫ே

3 㸦0㸧

᫂

5 㸦2㸧

ྜィ

81㸦21㸧

␃Ꮫ⏕ࡢฟ㌟ᅜ࣭ᆅᇦ㸸ࣈࣛࢪ࣭ࣝ୰ᅜ࣭
ࣇࣛࣥࢫ࣭ࣝࣛࣥࢻ࣭ࢣࢽ࣭࣐ࣖࣛ
࣭࣑࣐࣮࣭࢘ࣕࣥࣇࣜࣆ࣭ࣥࢧ࢘ࢪ
ࣛࣅ࣭㡑ᅜ࣭ࢱࣥࢨࢽ࣭࣓ࣜ࢝
ྜ⾗ᅜ࣭࣋ࢺࢼ࣒
♫ேࡢ⫋✀㸸◊ಟ་࣭ᅋయ⫋ဨ࣭Ꮫ
◊✲ᐊົ⿵బဨ

3.

㸦ே㸧

ᅾ⡠Ꮫูෆヂ㸦እᅜ⡠ཧຍ⪅㸧

㸦ே㸧

㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫ

12 㸦1㸧

ᮾிᏛ

7 㸦1㸧

୰ኸᏛ

4 㸦1㸧

᠕⩏ሿᏛ

3 㸦1㸧

ᅜ㝿Ꮫ

2 㸦2㸧

ᅜ㝿ᇶ╩ᩍᏛ

8 㸦2㸧

ᮾᾏᏛ

11 㸦2㸧

ὠ⏣ሿᏛ

9 㸦0㸧

᪩✄⏣Ꮫ

0 㸦0㸧

ᶓᅜ❧Ꮫ

1 㸦0㸧

ᅜ㐃Ꮫ

5 㸦5㸧

ࡑࡢࡢᏛ

16 㸦6㸧

♫ே

3 㸦0㸧

ྜィ

81㸦21㸧

ࡑࡢࡢᏛ㸸㜰Ꮫࠊ࠾ⲔࡢỈዪᏊ
Ꮫࠊᇛすᅜ㝿Ꮫࠊ౯Ꮫࠊ㧗ᓮ⤒
῭ᏛࠊᣅṪᏛࠊᮾிᕤᴗᏛࠊྠᚿ
♫ᏛࠊᐩᒣᏛࠊྡྂᒇᏛࠊ᫂
ᏛࠊᒣᙧᏛ

4. ᒃఫᆅ
㸦እᅜ⡠ཧຍ⪅㸧

㸦ே㸧

ᮾி㒔

⚄ዉᕝ┴

ࡑࡢࡢ㛵ᮾ

㛵ᮾ௨እ

᫂

ྜィ

35㸦10㸧

23㸦3㸧

11㸦3㸧

7㸦3㸧

5㸦2㸧

81㸦21㸧

ࡑࡢࡢ㛵ᮾ㸸ᇸ⋢┴࣭༓ⴥ┴࣭⩌㤿┴
㛵ᮾ௨እ㸸ឡ▱┴࣭㜰ᗓ࣭ி㒔ᗓ࣭රᗜ┴࣭ᐩᒣ┴࣭ᒣᙧ┴
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ࣥࢣ࣮ࢺ㞟ィ⤖ᯝ Questionnaire Results
㸦᭷ຠᅇ⟅ᩘ 60 ே

Valid responses: 60㸧

Q1. ᅜ㐃Ꮫࢢ࣮ࣟࣂ࣭ࣝࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ཧຍࡋࡓయⓗ࡞ឤ General evaluation of the seminar
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[26]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[25]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[ 9]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 0]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 0]

y ᵝࠎ࡞ࣞࢡࢳ࣮ࣕࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊ⏕࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ㔜せᛶࢆ⪃࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
ᑗ᮶ࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮⠇⣙ఱࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
y ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ࠊἑᒣࡢேࢆసࡗࡓࠋᵝࠎ࡞ᏛࡢᏛ⏕ពぢ
ࢆࡋ࡚ࠊኚຮᙉ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
y ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࠸࠺㌟㏆ឤࡌࡽࢀࡑ࠺࡛ࠊ㐲࠸Ꮡᅾᤊ࠼ࡀࡕ࡞ၥ㢟
ࢆヰ㢟ࡋࠊ㆟ㄽࡍࡿᶵࢆᚓࡽࢀࡓࡇࡀ࡚ࡶ㔜せࡔࡗࡓࠋ
y ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ၥ㢟࠸࠺୍ࡘࡢ㔜せ࡞ၥ㢟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ᭱ඛ➃ࡢศ㔝࡛ά
㌍ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ᪉ࡢ▱ぢࢆ㞟୰ⓗ⪺࠸࡚ࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛⮬ศࡢ⪃࠼ࢆ
࢘ࢺࣉࢵࢺ࡛ࡁࡿ㈗㔜࡞ᶵࡔࡗࡓࠋ
y 㛵ᮾࡢᏛ⏕ࡀࣁ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝウㄽࡸ㉁ၥࢆ⾜࠺ࡢࢆ㛫㏆ぢ࡚ࠊ㠀ᖖ
่⃭ࢆཷࡅࡓࠋୡ⏺࡛㏻⏝ࡍࡿ⪃࠼᪉ࡸ▱㆑ࠊㄒᏛຊࡢᚲせᛶࢆᨵ
ࡵ࡚ᙉࡃឤࡌࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ᪥ᮏ࡛Ꮫࡪ␃Ꮫ⏕ࡶពぢࡀ࡛ࡁࠊ࡚
ࡶⰋࡗࡓࠋ᭷ព⩏࡞ 4 ᪥㛫࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
y Ꮫᰯ࡛ࡣᏛ࡞࠸ࠊ⏕࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡸᨻ⟇ࡘ࠸࡚ἑᒣᏛࡪࡇࡀ࡛
ࡁ࡚Ⰻ࠸⤒㦂ࡔࡗࡓࠋ
y ⮬ศࡢᑓᨷศ㔝࡚ࡶఝ㏻ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊ㠀ᖖຮᙉ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ᪂
ࡋ࠸どⅬࢆᚓࡽࢀࡓࠋ
y ⮬ศࡢᑓ㛛እࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡔࡗࡓࡀࠊ㠀ᖖศࡾࡸࡍࡃຮᙉ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
y యⓗㅮ⩏࣭ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢ㉁ࡀ㧗ࡗࡓࡼ࠺ᛮ࠺ࠋࡲࡓࠊཧຍ
⪅ࡘ࠸࡚ࡶᑓᨷࡀከᵝ࡛ࠊ┠ⓗព㆑ࢆᣢࡗ࡚ᮏࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ྲྀࡾ⤌ࢇ
࡛࠸ࡿࡼ࠺ឤࡌࡓࠋ
y 1 ᪥ࡎࡘ㐪ࡗࡓࢺࣆࢵࢡࡀ࠶ࡆࡽࢀ࡚ࠊ⌮ゎࡋࡸࡍࡗࡓࠋ
y ⱥㄒࡢࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࠊ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ࠾࠸࡚ࠊከゝㄒ࡛ࡢㄝ᫂ࡀ
㊊ࡾ࡚࠸࡞࠸ឤࡌࡓࠋ㸦ⱥㄒࡢࡣⱥㄒࡔࡅࠊ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࡣ᪥ᮏㄒ
ࡔࡅᴟ➃㐣ࡂࡓࠋ㸧
y ⮬㌟ࡢⱥㄒຊࡢ↓ࡉࡀศࡾ࡛ࠊࡶࡗ㡹ᙇࡽ࡞ࡅࢀࡤ㸟ᛮ࠺
ྠࠊ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸࡞ࡾࡢ⮬ศࡢ❧ࡕ⨨ࠊᙺࢆぢࡘࡅࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
y Ꮫ࣭Ꮫᖺࡢேࡓࡕ୍ࡘࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࢆᏛࡿࢳࣕࣥࢫࢆᚓࡽࢀࡓ
ࡇࡀఱࡼࡾⰋࡗࡓࠋ
y ␃Ꮫ⏕ࡀከࡃཧຍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇࢁព⩏ࢆឤࡌࡓࠋ
y ᬑẁ⪺ࡃࡇࡢ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸㈗㔜࡞ㅮ₇ࢆ⪺ࡅࡓࡇࠊⰍࠎ࡞ᅜ࣭ᆅᇦ
ࡢ᪉ࡢពぢࢆ⪺ࡅࡓࡇ࡛ࠊ⮬ศࡢど㔝ࢆᗈࡆࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋࡃ
␗࡞ࡿࣂࢵࢡࢢࣛ࢘ࣥࢻࢆᣢࡘேㄒࡾࠊࡲࡓࢹࢫ࢝ࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥྜ
ព⮳ࡿࡲ࡛ࠊኚ࡞ດຊࡀ࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ࡚ࡶⰋ࠸⤒㦂࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ᴦࡋࡃࠊཝࡋ࠸⤒㦂࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
y 2 ᅇ┠ࡢཧຍࡔࡗࡓࡀࠊࡸࡣࡾἑᒣࡢࡇࢆᏛࡪࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ๓ᅇ
ཧຍࡋࡓ⤒㦂ࡽࠊἑᒣࡢほᐹ࣏ࣥࢺࢆ㋃ࡲ࠼ࡓୖ࡛࿘ࡾࢆぢࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡢ࡛ࠊࡼࡾ྾࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
y ᑡࠎᖺ㍮ࡢ㌟ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊⱝ࠸Ꮫ⏕ࡉࢇ㐩ฟ࠼ࡓࡢࡣⰋࡗࡓࡀࠊ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ᑓ㛛ࡢேࡀᑡ࡞ࡃࠊ㆟ㄽࢆ῝ࡵࡽࢀ࡞ࡗࡓࡢࡀṧᛕࠋ㝔
⏕࣭♫ேࡀ୰ᚰࡔࡲࡓ㐪࠺㠃ⓑࡉࡀ࠶ࡗࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ
y ㅮ⩏ࡸ≉ูࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡣ࡚ࡶ⯆῝ࡃຮᙉ࡞ࡗࡓࡀࠊࡑࢀࢆࢢࣝ
࣮ࣉࡢⓙ࡛ヰࡋྜ࠺ᶵࡀᑡ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ᭱⤊᪥ࡢࣉࣞࢮࣥ㛫࡞
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y
y
y

y

ࢆዣࢃࢀ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓࠋ
ෆᐜࡀࡂࡗࡋࡾࡘࡲࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࡀࠊᑡࡋ⃰ཌ㐣ࡂࡓᡤࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
ึᑐ㠃ࡢே┦㒊ᒇࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢ⤌ࡳྜࢃࡏࡀ⢭⚄ⓗ࡞⑂ປࢆࡶࡓࡽ
ࡋࡓࠋㅮ⩏ࡀⱥㄒࡢ᪉ࡀከࡃࠊࢫࢺࣞࢫࡔࡗࡓࠋ
I like small group atmosphere during the group discussion. Maybe
we could use another facility that is running on renewable energy
and waste management.
At least, half the lectures were very good. Group discussion and the
panel discussion were not appreciated though.

Q2. ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡘ࠸࡚ࡢឤࠊᥦ
Comments and suggestions regarding the seminar programme
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[21]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[23]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[12]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 3]
↓ ᅇ ⟅ No response
[ 1]

y ㅮ₇ࢆ⪺࠸࡚ࠊࡑࢀࢆཷࡅ࡚ࡍࡄウㄽ࡛ࡁࡿ⤌ࡳࡀ࡚ࡶࡼࡗ
ࡓࠋ୍ࡘ୍ࡘࡢㅮ⩏ࡣ୍ぢ㛵ಀ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺ぢ࠼࡚ࠊయࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ぢࡿ
⧅ࡀࡾࡀ࠶ࡿࡇࡀศࡗࡓࠋከゅⓗ῝ࡃ⪃࠼ࠊ᭱ᚋࡢࣃࢿࣝࢹ
ࢫ࢝ࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥయࢆࡲࡵࡿὶࢀࡣ᭷ຠⓗ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
y ㅮ⩏ࡸ≉ูࢭࢵࢩ࡛ࣙࣥᬑẁ⪺ࡅ࡞࠸ヰࢆ⪺࠸࡚ࠊྠ⪃࠼࡚⾜ື
ࡍࡿࡇ㸦ࣉࣞࢮࣥࢸ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ㸧ࡀࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛෆ࡛⾜࠼࡚ࡼࡗࡓࠋ
y ㅮ⩏ウㄽࡼࡿ࢘ࢺࣉࢵࢺࡀࣂࣛࣥࢫⰋࡃ⤌ࡲࢀ࡚࠸࡚ࠊ࡚ࡶ
ࡓࡵ࡞ࡿෆᐜࡔࡗࡓࠋ
y ㅮᖌࡢ᪉ࡶࡗヰࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡽⰋࡗࡓࠋ
y ࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢࢥࣥࢸࣥࢶࡢ㛗ࡉࡀ㐺ษࡔឤࡌࡓࠋఇ᠁ࡶ༑ศྲྀࡿࡇ
ࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
y ゝㄒ㓄៖ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࡾࠊఇ᠁ࡶ㐺ᗘࡽࡏ࡚ࡶࡽ࠸ࠊࡲࡓኪ㐜ࡃ
ࡲ࡛タࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡾ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡋࡓࠋ
y ཧຍ⪅ࡣ㠃ⓑ࠸᪉ࡀከࡗࡓࡢ࡛ࠊウㄽ௨እ࡛ⓙヰࡍ㛫ࡀḧࡋ
ࡗࡓࠋ
y యࢆ㏻ࡋࡓᵓᡂࡣ⛬ࡼ࠸ᐇࡉࡔᛮ࠺ࡀࠊ⑂ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿேࡀከࡃぢ
ཷࡅࡽࢀࡓࠋ
y ᮶ᖺ௨㝆ࠊ♫ேࡀ✚ᴟⓗཧຍ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࢫࢣࢪ࣮ࣗࣝ࡞ࢀ
ࡤࠊࡶࡗ᭷ព⩏࡞ࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ࡞ࡿᛮ࠺ࠋ㸦࠼ࡤ 3 Ἡ 4 ᪥࡛ࡶ
㐌ᮎࢆᣳࢇࡔࢫࢣࢪ࣮ࣗࣝࡍࡿ࡞㸧
y ⮬⏤㛫ࡀḧࡋ࠸ࠋ
y ࣞ࣋ࣝࡢ㧗࠸ㅮ⩏ࢆ⪺ࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡁࠊࡑࡢᚋࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉෆࡢඹྠస
ᴗࡶᴦࡋࡗࡓࠋⰍࠎ࡞ゎᯒࡸ⪃࠼᪉ࡀ⪺ࡅ࡚ࠊྠࡌㅮ⩏࡛ࡶᵝࠎ࡞
Ⓨࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡇࢆᐇឤࡋࡓࠋ
y Conventional Energy ࡢ᥎㐍⪅ࡽࡢゝ࠸ศࡸㅮ⩏ࢆ⪺ࡅ࡚ࡶⰋࡗ
ࡓࠋࡢ᪥ᮏ࡛ࡣᚲ↛ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ⬺ཎⓎࡢඛ⏕ࡀከࡃࠊㅮ⩏ࡀ
ࡪࡿ㒊ศࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋཎⓎ᥎㐍ὴࡢヰࢆ⪺ࡅ࡚ࡶⰋࡗࡓࠋ
y ᢏ⾡㠃೫ࡽ࡞࠸ㅮ₇ࡀ⪺ࡅࡓࡇࡣⰋࡗࡓࡀࠊ㏵ୖᅜ⯆ࡀ࠶
ࡿࡓࡵࠊࡶ࠺ᑡࡋ㏵ୖᅜ↔Ⅼࢆྜࢃࡏࡓ࠾ヰࢆ⪺࠸࡚ࡳࡓࡗࡓࠋ
y ᪉ࡢ࡞࠸ࡇࡔࡀࠊㅮ⩏ࡢ㉁ᛂ⟅㛫ࡀᑡ࡞࠸ឤࡌࡓࠋ
y ㅮ₇㛫ࡢᘏ㛗ࡀᑡࠎẼ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
y ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡᆺࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡀࡶࡗ࠶ࢀࡤⰋࡗࡓࠋ
y ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆཷࡅྲྀࡗࡓⅬ࡛ࡣࠊ≉ࡁࡘ࠸᪥⛬ࡢࡼ࠺ឤࡌ࡞
ࡗࡓࡀࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢ㛫ࡀᑡ࡞ࡃࠊ≉ 3 ᪥┠ࡣኪࡲ࡛‽ഛ㏣
ࢃࢀࡓࠋ
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y ពእࢱ࣒ࢫࢣࢪ࣮ࣗࣝࡀࡂࡾࡂࡾ࡛ࠊవ⿱ࡀ↓࠸ឤࡌࡀࡋࡓࠋ
y 4 ᪥㛫ࡢ᪥⛬ᑐࡍࡿࣉࣞࢮࣥࢸ࣮ࢩࣙࣥྥࡅ࡚ࡢྲྀࡾ⤌ࡳࡢẚ⋡
ࡀࡸࡸከࡃឤࡌࡓࠋࣉࣞࢮࣥᑐࡍࡿ㉁ၥࡸࣇ࣮ࢻࣂࢵࢡࡢ㛫ࡀ
࠶ࡗࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸ࠋ
y ␃Ꮫ⏕ὶ࡛ࡁࡿሙࢆᥦ౪ࡋ࡚ḧࡋ࠸ࠋ
y ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࢆࠊㅮ⩏ࢆཷࡅ࡚ࡢࢹࢫ࢝ࢵࢩࣙࣥࠊࣉࣞࢮࣥࢸ࣮
ࢩࣙࣥ‽ഛ࡛ศࡅ࡚ḧࡋࡗࡓࠋ
y ⱥㄒࡢㅮ⩏ࡀከࡍࡂࡿ༳㇟ࡔࡗࡓࠋ
y ➨୍⥺࡛ά㌍ࡍࡿ᪉ࠎࡢヰࡸࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ▱㆑ࡋ࡚ࣥࣉࢵࢺࡍࡿࡇ
ࢆᮇᚅࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡀࠊከࡃࡢ㛫ࢆࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࡅࡿᵓᡂ࡞
ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊཧຍ┠ⓗෆᐜᵓᡂࡀ࣐ࢵࢳࡋ࡚࠸࡞ࡗࡓࡇࡀṧ
ᛕ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
y If we can have a bit more break time, it will be great.
y Would have appreciated a bit more time for flexible and informal
opportunities to speak and discuss with other participants and
especially the lecturers. Current schedule is too intensive.
y The lectures are too long and too few. Better to have more speakers
with shorter times for each.
Q3. ㅮ⩏ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢឤࠊᥦ Comments and suggestions regarding the lectures
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[14]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[36]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[ 7]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 0]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 3]

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y

ෆᐜࡣ⣲ᬕࡽࡋࡗࡓࠋ࡚ࡀ᪂ࡓ࡞ᏛࡧࡸẼ࡙ࡁ⧅ࡀࡗࡓࠋ
ᵝࠎ࡞ศ㔝ࡢඛ⏕ࡢㅮ⩏ࡽࠊከࡃࡢ▱㆑ࢆ྾࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏ࡀⱥㄒ࡛⾜ࢃࢀ࡚ࡶࠊ๓㈨ᩱ┠ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡇ࡛ࠊ⌮ゎ
ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚ຓࡗࡓࠋ
㞴᫆ᗘࡣ㧗ࡗࡓࡀࠊ┒ࡾࡔࡃࡉࢇࡢෆᐜ࡛࡚ࡶⰋࡗࡓࠋ
ケࡾࡢ࠶ࡿⱥㄒࡢඛ⏕ࡢヰࡣ࡚ࡶ⪺ࡁࡃࡗࡓࠋࡏࡵ࡚ࣞࢪࣗ
࣓ࡀ᭱ึ㓄ࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿⰋࡗࡓࠋ
㉁ᛂ⟅㛫ࢆቑࡸࡋ࡚ḧࡋ࠸ࠋ
ᑓ㛛⏝ㄒࡢⱥㄒࡀศࡽ࡞࠸ࡇࡀከࡗࡓࡢ࡛ࠊ⌮ゎⱞປࡋࡓ
ㅮ⩏ࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࠋᚋຮᙉࡋ࡚࠸ࡁࡓ࠸ࠋ
ᅜ㝿㛵ಀࢆᏛࢇ࡛࠸ࡿ㌟ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊ᪥࣭ⱥࡢࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡣᡂ㛗࡛ࡁ
ࡿሙ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
㞟୰ຊࢆಖ࡚ࡿ㛫ෆ࡛࠶ࡗࡓᛮ࠺ࠋ
ࣃࢿࣝࢹࢫ࢝ࢵࢩࣙࣥࡀ≉⯆῝ࡃࠊࡶ࠺୍ࡘࡃࡽ࠸⪺࠸࡚ࡳ
ࡓ࠸ᛮࡗࡓࠋ
࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᆅᇦศᩓࡘ࠸࡚ࡢヰࡲࡽ࡞࠸ࠊูࡢどⅬࡽ
ࡢㅮ⩏ࡶḧࡋࡗࡓࠋ
ᨻᗓ㛵ಀ⪅㸦ᐁ࣭ᨻᗓ⣔ࢩࣥࢡࢱࣥࢡ㸧ࡢㅮ⩏ࡀ࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶⰋࡗࡓࠋ
㉁ᛂ⟅㛫ࢆ㛗ࡃࠊࡲࡓⱥㄒࡢㅮ⩏࡛ࡶ᪥ᮏㄒ࡛㉁ၥ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ
ࡾⰋࡗࡓࠋ
㉁ᛂ⟅㛫ࡀᑡࡋ㛗ࡃឤࡌࡓࠋ
ึ᪥ࡢᇶㄪㅮ₇ࡢෆࠊ∦᪉ࡣ᪥ᮏㄒࡢㅮ⩏ࡔ࠶ࡾࡀࡓࡗࡓࠋ
ෆᐜࡀࡪࡗ࡚࠸ࡿㅮ₇ࡶ࠶ࡗࡓࡢࡀṧᛕࠋࡑࢀ㔜せ࡞ෆᐜ࡞
ࡢࡔ☜ㄆࡍࡿࡶࠊᑡࡋࡔࡅ㣬ࡁ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ឤ
ࡌࡓࠋ
ኚ㠃ⓑ࠸ෆᐜࡀከࡗࡓࡀࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࡛῝ࡃ⌮ゎࡋࡓࡗࡓࡢ࡛ࠊ
㓄ᕸ㈨ᩱࡣ᪥ᮏㄒࡋ࡚ḧࡋࡗࡓࠋ
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y
y
y
y

ࢀࡶྠࡌࡼ࠺࡞ෆᐜ࡛ࠊ᪂ࡋࡉḞࡅ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
ㅮᖌࡢ᪉ࡢಶேⓗぢゎࢆࡼࡾ῝ࡃ⪺࠸࡚ࡳࡓࡗࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏㈨ᩱࢆᚋࡽᡭඖᒆࡅ࡚ࡃࢀࡿ࡞ࠊࢣࡀ⾜ࡁᒆ࠸࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
Some lectures are in Japanese and it was so pity that I am zero
with Japanese.

Q4. ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡘ࠸࡚ Comments and suggestions regarding the group discussions
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[19]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[24]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[15]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 1]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 1]

y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y

y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y

ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢ୰୍࡛␒ᴦࡋࡵࡓࠋ
ㄡ 1 ேⓎゝࡍࡿேࡀᅛᐃࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡞ࡃࠊ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀᖹ➼Ⓨ
ゝ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞㞺ᅖẼࢆసࡾฟࡏ࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏ࡢ⩦ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ኚࡸࡾࡀ࠸ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡶࣂࣛࣥࢫⰋࡃ⤌ࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
ᢸᙜࡢඛ⏕ࡀ㠀ᖖ༠ຊⓗ࡛ࠊ㠀ᖖヰࡋྜ࠸ࡀ㐍ࡵࡸࡍࡗࡓࠋ
㐺ᗘ࡞㛗ࡉࠊᩘࡔࡗࡓࡀࠊ┠ⓗࢆࡶ࠺ᑡࡋㄝ᫂ࡋ࡚ḧࡋࡗࡓࠋ
ࣇ࣮ࢻࣂࢵࢡసᴗ࡛ࡣࠊㅮ⩏ࡸ࡞ࡀࢃࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡢ㛫ࢆศ
ࡗࡓ͆ࡘࡶࡾ͇࡞ࡽࡎࠊ⮬ศࡢゝⴥ࡛⌮ゎࡋࠊ⌮ゎࢆ῝ࡵࡽࢀࡓ
ࡢ࡛Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢேᩘࡣࡶࡗᑡ࡞࠸᪉ࡀⰋ࠸ࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉⓎ⾲ࡢ๓᪥ࡣᚭኪࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊࡶࡗ๓ࠎࡽࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ
ࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࢆỴࡵࡓ᪉ࡀⰋ࠸➼ࡢຓゝࡀ࠶ࢀࡤⰋࡗࡓࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢ௰㛫௰Ⰻࡃࠊࡣᑐ❧ࡋ࡞ࡀࡽពぢࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
ྖࢆẖᅇኚ࠼ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊᵝࠎ࡞ࡸࡾ᪉࡛ྲྀࡾ⤌ࡵ࡚᪂㩭ࡔࡗࡓࠋ
ෆᐜࡣ㠀ᖖⰋࡗࡓࡀࠊᵓᡂ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡢᑓ㛛ศ㔝ࡀᨻ⣔೫ࡗ
࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺ぢཷࡅࡽࢀࡓࠋᏛ㒊࣭ศ㔝ࡢ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮࡛ᵓᡂࡉࢀ
ࡓࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡀዲࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉⓎ⾲ࡢ‽ഛࡢ㝿ࠊⓙࡢᖜᗈ࠸ど㔝ࡽぢ࡚⪃࠼ฟࡉࢀࡓ⟅
࠼ࢆࡲࡵࡿࡢࡣኚ㞴ࡋࡗࡓࡀࠊ㛫ࢆࡅ࡚ࡲࡵ࠶ࡀࡗࡓ
ࡶࡢࡣ⣲ᬕࡽࡋ࠸ࡶࡢࡔᛮࡗࡓࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉⓎ⾲ࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࡀỴࡲࡗ࡚࠸࡞ࡗࡓࡢࡣ㦫࠸ࡓࡀࠊࡑࢀࡣ
ࡑࢀ࡛ከᵝ࡞どⅬࡽ㆟ㄽࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ⱥㄒ࡛ࡢㅮ⩏ࢆࡋࡗࡾ⌮ゎ࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸Ꮫ⏕ࡶ࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊㅮ⩏
ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢウㄽෆᐜࡀࡸࡸⷧࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ᑡࠎඛ⏕ࡼࡿ direction ࡀᙉ࠸Ẽࡀࡋࡓࡀࠊ⤖ᯝⓗࡣᴦࡋ࠸㛫
࡞ࡗ࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ࢸ࣮࣐ࢆ⤠ࡿࠊࣇ࣮࣒࣮ࣞ࣡ࢡࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓ᪉ࡀࡸࡾࡸࡍ
࠸ࠋ㆟ㄽࢆ㔜ࡡࡿࡇࡣ᭷ព⩏ࡔࡀࠊఱࡶ࡞࠸ࡇࢁࡽጞࡵࡿ
㏞㉮ࡋࡀࡕࠋ
ࣉࣞࢮࣥࢸ࣮ࢩࣙࣥࢆసࡿࡇ㛫ࢆྲྀࡽࢀ࡚ࠊ㛫ࡢ࠸᪉ࡀ
㞴ࡋࡗࡓࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢ㛫ࡀᑡࡋ㊊ࡾ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡼࡗ࡚ࡣࠊ῝ኪࡲ࡛ẟ࡞ウㄽࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࡾ↓㥏ࡀከ࠸ࠋ
⢭⚄ⓗⱞ③ࠊ⫗యⓗ㠀ᖖ㎞ࡗࡓࠋ
ⱝᖸ࡛ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢேᩘࡀከࡗࡓࠋ
ᵝࠎ࡞ཧຍ⪅㸦┠ⓗព㆑࣭▱㆑㔞࣭⤒㦂࣭ᑓ㛛㸧ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡ
ࢆ⾜࠺㞴ࡋࡉࢆ⤒㦂ࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡶࡢࡢࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࡀཧຍ┠ⓗ࡛
ࡣ࡞ࡗࡓࡢ࡛ࠊࢥࣥࢸࣥࢶࡋ࡚ẚ㔜ࡀ㔜ࡍࡂࡿឤࡌࡓࠋ
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I highly appreciate our teammates and got many lessons from
them who are very original and dynamic.
Group discussions gave a chance to work closely with a diverse
group.
6RPHJURXSVGLVFXVVHGDERXWWRSLFVDQGVRPHGLGQ·WDQGIRFXVHG
on the presentation. If the guideline is settled, that would be
great.

Q5. ࡞ࡀࢃࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ㸦2 ᪥┠༗ᚋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢឤࠊᥦ
Comments and suggestions on Kanagawa Session
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[18]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[21]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[15]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 5]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 1]

y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

ኚ⯆῝࠸ෆᐜࡔࡗࡓࠋ⚄ዉᕝ┴ࡣ㌟㏆࡞ࡢ࡛ࠊ࡚ࡶࡼࡃ⌮ゎ
࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
ලయⓗ࡞ヰࡀ⪺ࡅ࡚ࠊᐇ㝿㛵ࢃࡾྜ࠸ࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡃዎᶵ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚యⓗ⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚ࠊ࡚ࡶ㠃ⓑࡗࡓࠋ
ⱥㄒࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࢆࡶ࠺୍ࡘቑࡸࡋ࡚ࡶⰋ࠸ࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ᛮࡗࡓࠋ
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡣ㐪࠺ᴦࡋࡉࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢேฟ࠸ࠊ
⪃࠼ࢆࢩ࢙࡛ࡁ࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ⱥㄒࡀᚓព࡛ࡣ࡞ࡗࡓࡀࠊࡑࢀ࡛ࡶᴦࡋࡵࡿ㞺ᅖẼసࡾࡀ࡞ࡉࢀ
࡚࠸ࡓࠋㅮᖌࡀ᭱ึᤵᴗࡢ࣮ࣝࣝࢆ♧ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉࡾࠊᢈุࢆࡋ࡚
ࡶⰋ࠸ࡀࠊྰᐃࡣࡋ࡞࠸࠸࠺᪉㔪ࡀࢡࣛࢫ࡛ཷࡅධࢀࡽࢀࡓࠋⱥ
ㄒࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡣᅜࡶពぢࡶᵝࠎ࡛ࠊࡑࢀ࡛ࡶཷࡅධࢀࡿ⣲ᬕࡽࡋࡉ
ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
ᵝࠎ࡞⪃࠼ࢆᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᏛ⏕ฟ࠼࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
ᑡࡋ㛫ࡀ▷ࡗࡓࡢࡀṧᛕࠋ
ࢺࣛࣥࢪࢩ࣭ࣙࣥࢱ࢘ࣥࡘ࠸࡚ࠊึࡵ࡚⪺ࡃࡇࡤࡾ࡛ࠊࢸ࣮
࣐⮬యࡀ࡚ࡶ᪂㩭࡛⯆῝ࡗࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏ゝ࠺ࡼࡾࡣࠊᏛ⏕ࡀయ࡞ࡗ࡚ࠕཧຍ࡛ࠖࡁࡿ࠸࠺Ⅼ࡛ࠊ
ࡢࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥࡼࡾࡶⰋࡗࡓࠋ
⌮ㄽ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊᐇ㊶ࠊᨻ⟇࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࣛࣇࢫࢱࣝ↔Ⅼࢆྜࢃࡏ
࡚࠸࡚ࠊᮏࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࢆከゅⓗᤊ࠼ࡿࡁࡗࡅ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏ෆᐜࡣኚ⯆῝ࡗࡓࡀࠊࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࡢ㆟㢟ෆᐜࡣࠊࡶ
࠺ᑡࡋ㊃ྥࢆจࡽࡋ࡚ḧࡋࡗࡓࠋ
㉁ෆᐜࡢ㛫ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊάືࡘ࠸࡚᥀ࡾୗࡆࠊ⌮ゎࢆ῝ࡵࡓ
ࡗࡓࠋ
ᆅᇦ࠾ࡅࡿࢯ࣮ࢩ࣭ࣕࣝ࢟ࣕࣆࢱࣝࢆ࠸ฟࡍࡿࠊࡑࡋ࡚
࠸άືࢆ⥆ࡅ࡚ᗈࡆ࡚࠸ࡃࡘ࠸࡚ࡢ㠃ⓑ࠸ヰࡀ⪺ࡅࡓࠋㅮ
⩏ࡢࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢸ࣮࣭ࣃ࣮࣡ࡢᩥ⬦ࢆ⪃࠼࡚ࡶࠊࡸࡣࡾᚲせ࡞ࡢࡣ
Face to Face ࡢാࡁࡅࠊࡑࢀࡀྍ⬟࡞యࡢᏑᅾࡔᛮࡗࡓࠋ
Ꮫ⏕ࡓࡕࡀ͆⪃࠼ࡿ͇సᴗࢆࡍࡿࡇ㛫ࢆࡅ࡚࠸ࡓࡢࡣᑡࡋ
ࡶࡗࡓ࠸࡞࠸Ẽࡀࡋࡓࠋಶேⓗࡣࠊࡼࡾ῝࠸ヰࡀ⪺ࡁࡓࡗࡓࠋ
୍᪉ⓗ࡞ㅮ⩏࡛⤊ࢃࡗ࡚ࡋࡲࡗࡓẼࡀࡋ࡚ࠊᥦࠊၥ㢟ᥦ㉳ࡍࡿ
⮳ࡽ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ㅮ⩏ෆᐜࡣ㠃ⓑࡗࡓࡀࠊ2 㛫࠸࠺▷࠸㛫࡛ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࣮࣡ࢡࠊ
ࣉࣞࢮࣥࢆࡍࡿࡣⱝᖸཝࡋ࠸ࡼ࠺ᛮ࠺ࠋ
ඛ⏕ࡢヰࡋ᪉ࡶ࣮ࣟ࢝ࣝ࡞ᆅྡࢆⰋࡃࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࡢ࡛ࠊࡑࡢᆅᇦ௨
እࡢཧຍ⪅ࡣ࠶ࡲࡾࣆࣥࡇ࡞࠸ෆᐜࡔࡗࡓࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ
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Too short to go deeper in the subject.
I learnt lessons from this session about critical thinking and how
to organize a project.
The topic was very interesting, but I noticed many students
nodding off and sleeping. I think 2hrs is a long time to just lecture
- maybe have more interactive lectures and include a short break
or two somewhere. Otherwise, a very good topic, and an
interesting departure from the usual academic/business/politics
take on energy.

Q6. ≉ูࢭࢵࢩࣙࣥ㸦9 ᭶ 5 ᪥༗ᚋ㸧ࡘ࠸࡚ࡢឤࠊᥦ
Comments and suggestions on Special Session
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[14]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[28]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[13]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 2]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 3]

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

ࣃࢿࣜࢫࢺࡢඛ⏕᪉ࡢࡈពぢࡀ⡆⣲࡛ศࡾࡸࡍࡃࠊㅮ⩏యࡶໟ
ᣓࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊࡑࡢᚋࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽᙺ❧ࡗࡓࠋ
ヲ⣽ࡀウㄽࡉࢀࠊ᫂☜࡞⤖ᯝࢆᚓࡽࢀࡓࠋ
ከᵝ࡞ศ㔝ࡽㅮᖌࡢ᪉ࢆ࠾ᣍࡁࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࡓࡵࠊᗈ࠸ど㔝࡛࢚ࢿࣝ
ࢠ࣮ၥ㢟ࡘ࠸࡚⪃࠼ࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
ࢇ࡞ᑠࡉ࡞ࡇ࡛ࡶⰋ࠸ࡢ࡛ࠊ᪥ᮏࡸᅜ㝿♫ࡢࡓࡵ࡞ࡿ⾜
ືࢆ✚ᴟⓗ⾜࠸ࡓ࠸ᛮࡗࡓࠋ
ࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢヰࡣ㠃ⓑࡗࡓࡀࠊࣃࢿࣜࢫࢺ㛫ࡢウㄽࢆࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠼ࡿ
ࡼࡾ㠃ⓑࡗࡓࠋ
㏵୰ఇ᠁ࢆᣳࢇ࡛ࡶࡽ࠼ࢀࡤⰋࡗࡓࠋ
4 ேࡢ⮬⏤࡞ㄯࢆᴦࡋࡴࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊNGOࠊ㉳ᴗ⪅ࠊᏛ
⪅ࡢ❧ሙࡢ᭷ᶵⓗ࡞⧅ࡀࡾࡀぢ࠼࡚Ⰻࡗࡓࠋ
Ⓨゝࡉࢀࡿ᪉ࡀࡸࡸ೫ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓࡇࡀṧᛕࠋ
ᑗ᮶࠺࠸ࡗࡓࡶࡢࢆᮇᚅࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡀဨࡣศࡽ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ
ពぢ㔜Ⅼࢆ⨨࠸࡚ḧࡋ࠸ࠋ
1 ࡘࡢၥ㢟ᵝࠎ࡞ほⅬࡢࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࡀぢࢀࡓࡽⰋࡗࡓࠋ
If we could have a bit more time for Q&A session, it would be
wonderful.
Maybe the discussion topic wasn·t challenging or specific enough,
maybe introductions took too long.

Q7. ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ሙࡘ࠸࡚ Comments and suggestions on the venue
㠀ᖖⰋ࠸ Excellent
[40]
Ⰻ࠸ Good
[14]
ᬑ㏻ Fair
[ 5]
ᝏ࠸ Poor
[ 0]
↓ᅇ⟅ No response
[ 1]

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

࡚ࡶⰋ࠸タࡔࡗࡓࠋ
ᛌ㐺࡞⎔ቃ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ෆᐜ㞟୰ࡋ࡚ྲྀࡾ⤌ࡴࡇࡀ
࡛ࡁࡓࠋ
㣗ࡀ≉⨾ࡋࡗࡓࠋ
࣍ࢸࣝࢫࢱࢵࣇࡢ᪉ࡢᚰ㐵࠸ࡀ⣲ᬕࡽࡋࡗࡓࠋ
㒔ࡽ㞳ࢀࡓ㟼࡞ሙᡤ࡛ⱥㄒₕࡅࡢ᪥ࠎࡣ᪂㩭ࡔࡗࡓࠋ
ࣞࢭࣉࢩࣙࣥࡸ᭱⤊᪥ࡢࣛࣥࢳࡣ㣗ࡢ㔞ࡀከࡍࡂ࡚ࡶࡗࡓ࠸࡞
࠸ࠋ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ⪃࠼ࡿࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡞ࡢᮏᮎ㌿ಽࠋ
ሙࡀ㐲࠸ࠋ
5 ே㒊ᒇ࡛ࡣ⊃ࡍࡂࡓࠋ
The visit to IGES was a good trip. Wished could have had more
time to explore Shonan community.
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Excellent. Particularly about the staff ·s kindness.
Outdoor space to relax would be nice. Having beautiful courtyard
gardens we can see while we·re stuck for 3 to 4 days in a
basement, but can·t enter is cruel.
The facility is great but does not reflect sustainability idea very
well.

Q8. ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮㛤ദࡢሗࢆࡢࡼ࠺▱ࡾࡲࡋࡓ㸽㸦」ᩘᅇ⟅ྍ㸧How did you learn about this
year·s seminar?
Ꮫ࡛ࡢᥖ♧/University bulletin [25]ࠊඛ⏕/ Professor [30]ࠊே/ Friend [6]ࠊᅜ㐃Ꮫ࣮࣍
࣒࣮࣌ࢪ/ UNU Homepage [8]ࠊࡑࡢ/Others [6] UN Forumࠊ8QLYHUVLW\·VPDLOLQJ
magazine ࡞㸧
Q9. ᚋࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮㛤ദࡘ࠸࡚ࡢලయⓗ࡞ᥦ Suggestions for future seminars
y
ㅮᖌࡢከᵝᛶࢆኻࢃࡎࠊ᭱ึࡽ᭱ᚋࡢㅮ⩏ࡲ࡛⧅ࡀࡾࡀ࠶ࡿศࡾࡸࡍ࠸ࠋ
y
᪥⛬ࡀ୍㐌㛫ࡔⰋ࠸ࠋ
y
㛤ദᮇ㛫ࡢ▷⦰
y
㝔⏕࣭♫ே୰ᚰࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡛ࠊ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮࡞ࡽࡶࡗ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢ◊✲ࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿேࡓ
ࡕࡀ㞟࠼ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ࡶࡢࢆࡋ࡚ḧࡋ࠸ࠋ♫ே࣭㝔⏕ྥࡅࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡛࠶ࢀࡤࠊ㐌ᮎࡅ
ࡿཧຍࡋࡸࡍ࠸ࠋ
y
ᑓ㛛▱㆑ࡀ↓࠸ேࡶ༑ศ㆟ㄽ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ࠊཧ⪃ᩥ⊩ࢆࡶ࠺ᑡࡋᥦ♧ࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠼ࢀࡤࠊ
㆟ㄽࡶࢫ࣒࣮ࢬࡲࡲࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࠋ
y
ཧຍᏛࢆቑࡸࡍࠋ
y
ເ㞟ẁ㝵࡛ࡢࢱ࣒ࢫࢣࢪ࣮ࣗࣝࡢ᫂♧
y
ࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢ๓ࠊ࡛ࡁࡿேࡓࡕࡔࡅ࡛ࠊ๓ຮᙉࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࢀࡤᎰࡋ࠸ࠋ
y
୍⥴㐣ࡈࡍ࣓ࣥࣂ࣮ࡀ㝈ࡽࢀ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡢ࡛ࠊᐟἩ㒊ᒇࡣࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽࡢࢳ࣮࣒ࡣ㐪࠺
᪉ࡀⰋ࠸ࠋ
y
ເ㞟ᑐ㇟ࡣ⌧≧ຍ࠼ࠊࡼࡾ♫ே࣭ᾏእࡢᏛ⏕ࢆཧຍࡉࡏ࡚ࡣ࠺ࠋ
y
㛵すࡸᆅ᪉Ꮫࡽࡢཧຍ⪅ࡀቑ࠼ࡿࡼࡾዲࡲࡋ࠸ࠋ
y
Ꮫ⏕ࡗ࡚ࡣᑡࡋཧຍ㈝ࡀ㧗࠸ࠋ
y
At least one non-meal break of at least one hour should be scheduled in each day.
y
Perhaps more lectures and less group discussions would be a good change.
y
If you are going to utilize this much Japanese, then put Japanese level condition for
LQWHUQDWLRQDO VWXGHQWV$OOOHFWXUHVLQ-DSDQHVHDUHYHU\JRRGEXWLW·VDSLW\WKDWP\
non-JapaQHVHIULHQGVFRXOGQ·WJHWWKHP
Q10. ᮶ᖺ௨㝆ࡢࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡢࢸ࣮࣐ࠊㅮᖌࡘ࠸࡚ࡢᥦ Suggestions for seminar themes and
lecturers
㏵ୖᅜ࠾ࡅࡿᩍ⫱ᨭ᪥ᮏࡢ㛵ࢃࡾࠊ㈋ᅔᨵၿࡢࡓࡵࡢᅜ㐃ࡸྛᅜࡢືࡁࠊ⛣Ẹ
ࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᏳ࡞Ỉࡢ☜ಖࡘ࠸࡚ࠊᩍ⫱ᕷẸࡢ♫ⓗᆅྥୖࠊࢢ࣮ࣟࣂࣝ♫
ࡢᕷẸ♫ࠊࢢ࣮ࣜࣥᡂ㛗ࠊࢯ࣮ࢩࣕࣝࣅࢪࢿࢫࡘ࠸࡚ࠊ᪥ᮏࡢ࣮ࣜࢲ࣮ࢩࢵࣉຊࠊ
ࢸ࣮࣐
㔠⼥༴ᶵᚋࡢᣢ⥆ⓗ࡞㛤Ⓨ
㸦ᡂ㛗㸧ࠊ
ࢹࣥࢸࢸࠊ
㡿ᅵၥ㢟ࠊ
ᖹ Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)ࠊSustainability in ActionࠊThe Future of Food (Food security,
self-sufficiency, sustainable agriculture, biodiversity etc.)
ᮾᾏᏛ⏣ᝅᩍᤵࠊ㟷ᒣᏛ㝔Ꮫᯘὒ୍ᩍᤵࠊAlex BellamyࠊGareth EvansࠊEdward
ㅮ ᖌ
Luckࠊ Kofi Annanࠊ᭱ୖಇᶞࠊᅜ㐃⫋ဨ
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Q11. ࡑࡢ Further comments and suggestions
y
ീ௨ୖᐇࡋࡓࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮࡛ࡋࡓࠋ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
y
ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉウㄽ࡚ࠊᢸᙜࡢඛ⏕ࡣኚ࠾ୡヰ࡞ࡾࡲࡋࡓࠋ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡋࡓࠋ
y
่⃭ⓗ࡞᪥ࠎ࡛ࡋࡓࠋ࠶ࡾࡀ࠺ࡈࡊ࠸ࡲࡋࡓ㸟
y
ᅇࡢ⤒㦂ࢆᚲࡎࡇ࡛άࡋࡓ࠸ࠋ
y
ᮏࢭ࣑ࢼ࣮ࡀࡇࢀࡽඛࡶࡎࡗ⥆ࡃࡇࡣࠊἑᒣࡢேࠎࡢᩍ㣴ࡸ౯್ほࠊど㔝࡞ࢆఙ
ࡤࡋᗈࡆࡿࡋࠊἑᒣࡢேࡢே⏕ࡢ⣊࡞ࡿᛮ࠺ࠋ
y
♫ே࣭㝔⏕ࡗ࡚ࡣᐟἩࡋ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡶⰋ࠸ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࡍࡿࠊᐟἩࡋ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡶ࡛ࡁࡿሙᡤ
࡛ࡍࡿࠊࡲࡓࡶ࠺ᑡࡋ✺ࡗ㎸ࢇࡔ㆟ㄽࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ
y
I really enjoyed four days. If I have a chance, I want to participate it again next year.
y
Use more sustainable idea during the seminar.
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